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   Introduction The accelerating rate of large-scale environmental changes formulates scientific and practical 

questions that can be best answered with the methodology of geography or physical geography.It follows from 

the complexity of the issues that onlyphysical geography asa synthesizing science can give good answers, as the 

geomorphological, hydrogeographical, etc. analyses are not sufficient in themselves. Consequently, landscape 

ecology and landscape science approach are coming to the front progressively. 

It is basically the rapidly growing change of the environment caused by human society that requires complex 

geographical analysis and assessment. We consider the following processes especially important: rapid 

population growth and the related demand for food production, the deterioration of the environment, the decline 

of biodiversity and in general naturalness, global climate change and the global, regional or local level land use 

changes, land degradation and desertification. 

The complex processes can be best examined with landscape ecological methods. Landscape ecology deals with 

the interactions between the abiotic and biotic spheres and the human society. It studies the causes and the 

consequences of differences and heterogeneity between the landscapes at different scales, thus seeking to 

establish a scientific foundation for landscape planning and landscape management. In our days, scientific 
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research mainly focuses on landscape pattern (mosaic), material and energy flow processes and spatial 

ecosystem processes (total human ecosystem processes) as well as on the functioning of landscapes. 

The processes of globalization, the increase of the need for environmental awareness and naturalness call for a 

science that is able to analyse environmental processes and to study biotic and abiotic nature in an integrated 

manner, and also to take the environment-forming role of man and human society into account. It seems obvious 

that this science is geography and, within this, landscape studies, as the most complex discipline. Physical 

geography in our days does not only deal with processes of natural origin, but also studies anthropogenic 

processes. Here we do not mean anthropogenic geomorphology, which emerged and flourished in the middle of 

the last century, but the whole scope of physical geography dealing with the geographical process of 

anthropogenic origin. 

Therefore, it seems that geography is the only science capable to solve problems of the environment at global, 

regional and local-scale with a complex approach. Unfortunately, that is not true for several reasons. In the 

following, restricting ourselves to physical geography, we see that the related sciences all recognized the 

importance of an integrated approach and believe that the integrated approach of solving the environmental 

issues is their responsibility. As an example, we can cite the examination of land usechanges, which is, as we 

believe, the responsibility of natural and social geography that is one of the tasks, which can be solved by the 

methods of geography. In fact, environmental protection, environmental management require complex and 

multi-faceted natural and social approaches for which geography including physical and economic geography is 

the most suitable science. 

We reiterate the rapidly growing environment-forming role of human society. The main cause of environmental 

problems is the rapid rise of the Earth's population. In the 21th century, the global population is expected to 

reach 8-10 billions. Food needs of the growing population, the increasing consumption leads to the accelerated 

depletion of natural resources. The consequence of the consumption is naturally land use, in some cases 

landscape destruction. The anthropogenic impact on the landscape is much more important than the impact of 

natural processes, both in frequency and intensity of the effects. Among the anthropogenic processes acting on 

the landscape we underliene increasing fossil fuel combustion, the growing use of fertilizers and the increased 

nitrogen fixation. Globalization affects the diseases, the pathogens and so they can get to places where there 

they do not have natural enemies. Environmental degradation, loss of biodiversity, global climate change, 

global, regional and local level land use changes, land degradation and desertification processes are extremely 

important nowadays. 

The processes of global climate change have a significant impact ont the functioning of the landscape. The 

seasonally changing temperature and precipitation values and first of all the increase of the frequency and 

amplitude of extreme events affect the landscape from various aspects. One of the biggest challenges of our 

science is the assessment of the consequences of global climate change on landscape and landscape processes. 

Because of the above reasons, the importance of landscape evaluation and environmental assessment constantly 

arises. For what and how can we use the landscape? How can we avoid the deterioration of the landscape that is 

caused by improper or extremely intensive land use? What areas and landmarks we have to protect? 

Assessments are required for all these. Similar questions arise related to the environment as well. Do the 

concepts of landscape and environment mean the same thing? If not, what are the differences? This issue is 

important to be clarified, before we go into the details of evaluation. 

The concepts of landscape and environment will be discussed first, followed by the history of the development 

of landscape studies and landscape ecology, i.e. the presentation will start with theoretical and science historical 

issues. 

The photos of this book are among the figures and so the reader should not be surprised if most of the figures 

are actually photos helping to understand the problem in question. 

     1. The concepts of landscape and environment 1.1. Te concept of landscape in geography As mentioned 

above, it is important to determine the difference between landscape and environment. First we need to define 

the concept of landscape, and then we try to define the concept of the environment and finally differences, 

identities and similarities will be identified. 

In our imagination, the word landscape visualises a concrete or a less concrete, indistinct natural scene. That is 

why subjectively, landscape actually means natural landscape. This word expresses affection such as “home 
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landscape”, “European landscape”. We continuously keep this subjective “landscape-feeling” in our mind in the 

course of the rewiew of the development of the landscape concept. 

In the early evolution of the landscape-concept (18-19th centuries), landscape perception and individual, 

subjective feelings of the landscape played a decisive role. The objective, scientific and causal approach of 

landscape concept started to take shape later. 

As Leser (1976) states, both landscape and environment are complex systems that can be considered 

ecosystems. In Müller‟s (1974) opinion, ecosystems are spatial systems, which are capable of self-regulation, 

made up from abiotic and biotic elements including human beings. As a result, human activities are included 

and important components of the landscape ecosystem. The science historical evolution of the landscape-

concept shows that at the beginning landscape was considered to be a natural phenomenon, and the necessity to 

introduce the concept of cultural landscape arose only later. In the 1950‟s, Soviet geography considered 

landscape as a natural feature, the subject of regional geography. Half a century ago, the natural landscape-

concept was still dominant (Solncev, 1968, Sochava, 1970, Isachenko,1972a, 1972b, 1974, Armand, 1975, 

Miller, 1980), not only in the Soviet geography of that period but also in that of other nations. Experiments that 

divide the definition and study of landscapes into the categories of natural and cultural landscapes, are also met 

with even in standard German geography. According to Troll (1950) functional landscape studies should handle 

the economic, technical and social aspects separately from the ecological aspects, because the methodology is 

different. The result of this will be the division of landscape studies into nature-oriented and socially-oriented 

landscape studies            (Bartels 1968) This division is unnecessary and even dangerous, it means namely that 

even the last remains of scientific-ecological thoughts would disappear from the concept of German human 

geography. Already in the middle of the last century the German schools of geography included man, more 

precisely the results of human activities in the elements of landscape (Neef 1967, Schmithüsen 1950[1]). 

The above mentioned concept of the cultural landscape originates from the recognition of the fact that the 

natural landscape as a “substratum” exists, but it is not only influenced but also transformed by human activity. 

According to Mezősi (1983) this category “is for the identification of areal units which were transfored, or 

formed by human activities, namely, it examines landscapes through the artificial landscape objects and 

processes.” It was Ratzel (1882) who first used the expression. It is also present in the Anglo-Saxon literature, it 

is first mentioned in the studies of Sauer (1925) and Bryan (1933). Besides the cultural landscape, the concept of 

industrial-urban landscape also appears. In the Soviet geography, the expression of anthropogenic landscape 

occurs frequently. (Milkov, 1973, Kurakova, 1976[2]).  As Mendöl (1932) writes, man “influences the life of 

landscapes, he modifies its scene and becomes its dynamic factor.” 

The recognition, that the landscape is some kind of a unit, a synthesis formed by the effects and interference of 

the different landscape forming factors dates back to the second half of the nineteenth century.  This interference 

always creates something new. It means therefore, that there are similar landscapes, but totally identical ones 

never occur. In Humboldt‟s opinion (1836), landscape is a word expressing the total character of a part of the 

Earth (Erdgegend). 

The criteria playing a role, in the development of the landscape concept and in the definition of landscape as a 

territorial unit in a subjective or objective way are shown in Figure 1. 
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The following animation shows that the wounds in the landscape destroy the aesthetic image of the landscape, 

not only the landscape itself. Thus, the wounds created as a result of objective factors affect the subjective 

perception and landscape-feeling dramatically. 

The wounds in the landscape are terrestrial geomorphological elements of the landscape created as a result of 

human activities. They significantly change the ecological and landscape features and leave a lasting mark on 

the landscape. The biggest wounds are created by mining (particularly surface mining), construction, waste 

accumulation and use of roads also inflict wounds. Their extent and form depend on the duration and intensity 

of human activity, rainfall conditions, slope angle, soil type, lithological conditions. As mentioned above, the 

functional and aesthetic value of the landscape will be reduced, a number of landscape forming factors (soil, 

vegetation, natural waters) will be damaged. These damaged landscape parts must be healed, in order to 

rehbilitate the former, usual image of the landscape. The rehabilitation of natural conditions and former 

conditions is a slow and long process. As a matter of fact, the concept of landscape, which developed on the 

basis of objective factors and subjective feeilngs, plays a crucial role in the demand for remediation. If the 

significance of the health and aesthetic image of the landscape were not alive in public consciousness, in 
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sciences, and in the awareness of the authorities, the need for remediation would not force the individual and 

public mind. 

 

Animation 1. Wounds in the landscape. (www.bakogabor.hu.) 

Let us cite some landscape definitions and then draw the conclusions from them and analyse what common 

features they share. Finally, let us formulate the definition we can accept. 

Landscape is a dynamic, spatially structured system, consisting of three subsystems operated by different 

regulations. The three subytems are as follows: abiotic, biotic subsystems and the noosphere[3] (Shmithüsen, 

1974, Leser, 1976). 

As Schmithüsen fromulated in 1974, “landscape is a part of the geosphere of such a magnitude, which is 

relevant from the aspect of geography, and can be interpreted as a unit according to its characteristics.” 

According to Neef (1967) “landscape is a concrete part of the Earth‟s surface with uniform structure and 

identical system of effects.” 

Leser (1976) gives the following definition: “Landscape is the concrete ecosystem of a part of the geosphere 

with any size, a real ecosystem existing in the real world.” This definition relies on the concept of Carol, 

Ennenberg, Finke, Klink, Neef, Troll and Schmithüsen. 

We could cite further definitions. Let us first see what is common in the previous definitions and in connection 

with that, let us look at some other definitions. The genus proximum is similar in all cases, nearly the same: 

areal, spatial unit, a part/section of the Earth‟s surface. If we define landscape from the functional aspect and not 

the spatial moment is underlined, landscape belongs to the system of effects. 

From functional aspect, the differentia specifica is usually based on system theory, i.e. on the   subsystems 

representing biotic, abiotic and anthropogenic effects. In other cases, the unified structure and the system of 

effects is enhanced. An example for this is Kádár‟s definition: (1965): Landscape is a “physical and human 

elementary unit”. 

Considering the above statements the following common concepts can be found in the cited definitions. 

Landscape is a concrete part of the Earth‟s surface that can be regarded as uniform from several aspects. It is 

always included in the definitions that landscape is formed by abiotic and abiotic factors and by human 

activities. The notion of systems, or system of effects is also frequently used. Subjective elements, namely 

landscape perception may also be mentioned in the definition. In our opinion Bulla‟s definition (1947) includes 

all the important aspects: “Landscape is the natural unit, the synthesis of the landscape forming-factors 

(structure, morphology, climate, hydrological network, natural vegetation) and the landscape-forming and 

culture-creating human activities. It is a geographical spatial unit that is unique on Earth: Landscapes can be 

similar but they are never absolutely identical. As a consequence of this, all landscapes are separate 

individuals.” (Bulla-Mendöl, 1947.) This definition will be applied in this book from now on as it includes all 

the important aspects and it is simple, clear, and straightforward. 

A natural landscape is shown in Figure 2. This landscape is the result of the interactions of the landscape 

forming factors. However, considering the process of ice melting due to global warming, i.e. to an 

anthropogenic process, the above statement is not fully true. 

http://www.bakogabor.hu/
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Figure 2. A landscape in Iceland that can be regarded quasi-natural. Breidarlon Glacier Lake at the lower end of 

the Vatnajökull Glacier, (photography of the author). 

Bulla writes in 1962 that “landscape is the taxonomical unit of the geosphere consisting of geographical zones. 

In this concept Bulla keeps the aspects of the hierarchy of landscapes, i.e. the classification system os micro-

regions, meso-regions etc. in mind. For that reason he approached the concept of landscape in a different way. 

He underlines that the up-to-date scientific landscape concept is concerned only about landscapes more or less 

influenced by human activities (Figure 3). He underpins the elements of landscape are landscape forming factors 

at the same time. 
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Figure 3. Landscape transformed by human society. Vineyards in the Tokaj Wine Region, (photography of the 

author). 

Finally, to get an overall view, let us see two more definitions. As Pécsi (1972) defines clearly, natural and 

cultural elements are also present in the landscape: landscape is the common result of a long development by 

natural factors and a short, but very efficient development due to socio-economic affects. Consequently, 

landscape must be regarded and evaluated from the aspect of human society. Székely (1973) analyses the 

processes of the development of landscapes and the roles of the elements of landscapes. He points to the 

growing significance of man‟s landscape forming activities. 

Mőcsényi (1968) gave the following definition: "Landscape is nothing else but the controversial and therefore 

dialectic unit of natural and social interactions. On the one hand, landscape is the material life condition of the 

society; on the other hand, it carries visual and aesthetic qualities of the highest order. It is the objectified history 

of the human-nature interactions manifested in the material world formed by man. Landscape is an 

anthroposociocentric concept. Nature and society are a dichotomy mutually permeating each other and forming 

an inseparable unit. That is to say, landscape is humanized nature, human environment transformed from 

biosphere into noosphere to meet the needs of the society. " 

1.       1.2. Geographic interpretation of the concept of 
the environment 

It is more difficult to define the concept of the environment. The word environment occurs far more frequently 

than the term landscape. Landscape planning, environmental planning, landscape protection, environmental 

protection, landscape management, environmental management, and the list of word pairs could go on. The 

word “landscape” certainly visualizesa more natural picture for everybody than the term “environment”. 

Landscape and environment are both key terms in geography. They are often used incorrectly both in geography 

and in other sciences. Some decades ago only the term “landscape” was used, but in the last decade the 

expression “environment” has been applied much more frequently (see e.g. Umweltforschung, environmental 

geology, environmental geomorphology). 
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Before analysing the differences between the definitions of landscape and environment, we point to the 

similarities, too. Both landscape and environment are spatial categories, moreover four-dimensional and 

complex, natural and social-economic factors are present in effect mechanisms in physical-chemical-biological-

social movements (Marosi, 1980). We come to a same conclusion if we see Leser‟s definition according to 

which both are complex systems and can be conceived as ecosystems. 

Marosi (1980) pointed to the differences between the two expressions the most clearly: He sees the differences 

in their relationships and in their spatial delimitation. The concept of the environment expresses relation in all 

cases, namely possession in a relation, in which the possessor is a living, active organism. The possessor can be 

an individual or group of plants or animals, but possessors can be human beings or groups of human beings. 

Marosi correctly states that the environment is the space or place of the living organism, in which the organism 

effects the space or place that has an effect on the organism. The main difference between landscape and 

environment is the fact that landscape is not a relation, and not a premise of concrete activities. Its spatial basis 

and delimitation is determined by the totality of natural factors, but it is also formed by human activities. 

According to Marosi it is not necessary to speak about anthropogenic, urban, technogenic landscapes (which 

cannot be defined precisely), the hierarchical system of landscapes covers the whole surface of the Earth and 

this differentiation can be achieved in the nomenclature of the landscape types. 

This statement by Marosi must be reassessed today, because there are so many not natural landscapes that 

indeed, we can speak about urban scenery. In fact, we have to introduce the concept of globalized landscape. It 

contains all the spatial details that can occur anywhere in the world and they are very similar. Figure 4 

represents a typical urban landscape but it is special and unique and not globalized. This typical Northern 

European British row of houses is an Anglo-Saxon type of building from the beginning of the 20th century. It 

can be found in many places on the Earth where we can observe the influence of the British Empire. We can 

also say that it is an urban landscape representing the British globalization one hundred years ago. 

 

Figure 4. An urban landscape, a typical British row of houses in Exeter, (photography of the author). 

The difference between landscape and environment is manifested in their spatial boundaries (Marosi 1980, 

Mezősi 1983). The boundaries of landscapes are more stable than those of environments as they change fast due 

to human activity (Armand, 1975, Szimonov, 1977). Landscapes are always regional geographical units but not 

all types of environments are necessarily regional landscape units (Enyedi 1979a, Marosi 1980 and Mezősi 

1983). 

Finally, it seems necessary to mention that the everyday use of the word environment is at least as frequent 

landscape. This circumstance justifies the need for the exact definition of the term. Marosi (1980) states that the 
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term environment refers always to a concrete area and there are different environments even inthe widest sense 

of the word environment. (There are as many concrete environments as the number of living organisms). Mezősi 

(1983) says that there is even wider interpretation of environment: e.g. the environment of a mine. The 

environment of Budapest airport is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. The environment of Ferihegy Airport, Budapest (Liszt Ferenc Airport). (Source: 

kozteruletbudapest.blogter.hu) 

1.1.       1.3. The system-based approach of the geographical 
environment 

Below is an interpretation from the past century, presented half a century ago, which, however, is still valid 

today. We attempt now to clarify and differentiate the concept of environment further. 

After the explanation of the main differences between landscape and environment, we try to refine and specify 

the definition. According to Marosi (1980) the word environment was used for a long time meaning „natural 

environment‟[4]. As mentioned above, the same happened in the case of the term landscape. Pécsi (1979) points 

out that even today, by the term man and environment, many people mean the relationship between man and its 

natural environment. As nowadays, due to the fast socio-economic development, constant and complicated 

interferences work between the natural factors and the socio-economic sphere, the definition of the geographic 

environment cannot be the same as the definition of the natural environment but it is wider than that. In Pécsi‟s 

opinion, the geographical environment does not include only the living and dead natural materials and earth 
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substratum in our surroundings, but also the effect of socio-economic activities comprising all its 

establishments. 

Three or four decades ago, many theoretical and methodological studies appeared, models, schemes, systems 

were created within the framework of environmental studies (Odum, 1963, 1971, Haase – Haase, 1971, 

Muchina et al., 1978, Pécsi 1979). In the beginning the relationships of man and his geographical environment 

were analysed, later the society or particular social groups replced the term “man” (Marosi, 1980). According to 

the definition of the second half of the last century, we refer to the whole geographic environment of the society 

(Pécsi, 1979)[5] as a system (Figure 6) that consists of the subsystems of the natural (geosphere, ecosphere), 

transformed natural (technosphere), socio-economic (productive sphere) and political-cultural (non- productive 

sphere) environments. 

 

Figure 6. The structure and the integrated practice-oriented research of the geographic environment (Pécsi, 

1979). 

The above interpretation is still valid today. This is not surprising, as the whole geographic environment of the 

society as a system cannot contain anything other than natural (biotic and abiotic) subsystem and social, 

economic, cultural-political subsystems created by man. These taxonomical units can be named in different 

ways, they can be broken down into subsystems in different ways, but the point remains the same. However, an 

important common feature of any subdivision is the system approach. It means that the whole is greater than the 

sum of its parts; the features of the system do not result from the characteristics of the components. The systems 

are made up of elements and it is not enough to get to know them, but their relationships, their interactions must 

be understood as well. 

Let us look at another synthesis figure showing how the whole geographic environment of the human society, as 

a system (according to the author a human ecosystem) can be interpreted, taking man and human society into 

account. The approach shown in Figure 7 is different from what is shown in the previous figure, the issue of 

energy is in the focus. 

In this context, three main subsystems are presented in the figure: the natural landscapes (biosphere landscapes), 

the agricultural-industrial and the   technosphere-infrastructure landscapes. 
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Figure 7. The whole human ecosystem (Naveh, 2000). 

1.2.       1.4. The assessment of landscape and environment 

The contrast between landscape and environment is not so big when speaking about landscape evaluation versus 

environmental evaluation, beacuse it is about how a territorial unit is assessed irrespective of the criteria taken 

as a basis for their determination. Within the framework of landscape evaluation in the restricted meaning (sensu 

stricto), natural landscapes are evaluated. Natural landscapes in the sense that landscapes are considered here as 

physico-geographical territorial units, landscapes at any level of the hierarchy: micro-, meso- and macro-

regions.    

If we are not so strict then the evaluation of a valley, or a hill (like Kopasz hill in Tokaj) is considered as 

landscape evaluation, even if a single valley, or a hill are not landscape units. In fact, it is also possible that an 

urban landscape is evaluated. 

It seems, however, that landscape assessment is a bit more restricted than environmental assessment. We can 

speak about the assessment of the surroundings of a landfill, a factory, a shopping centre, airport and in the same 

way it can be the environment of a nature reserve, a separate territorial unit, part of a national park, the Erzsébet-

kilátó (Erzsébet look-out tower) on János-hegy etc. The conclusion is that the methods of evaluation are similar 

when a landscape or an environment is analysed. The theoretical aspects will not be discussed further. The 

evaluation of territorial units will be dealt with below, idependently from the fact wether they are landscpes, or 

environments. 

     2. The system approach The term “landscape” was defined, the relationship between landscape and 

environment were clarified. In order to evaluate the landscape from different aspects, we definitely need to 

know its internal structure, its parts, functioning, its systems of external and internal relationships. The methods 

of system theory will be used to interpret the landscape as an ecosystem. The application of system theory is 

justified because landscape is a complicated, complex spatial unit. 

The geographical and ecological application of system theory and system analysis dates back to the second half 

of the last century (Margalef, 1958, Bennett–Chorley, 1978, Klug–Lang, 1983). 

Systems analysis means that we describe the state of a system and the processes acting inside it. In the end, 

based on the information obtained, we explain how the system works and behaves. 
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If we study spatial systems, the behaviour and the changes of a system are reflected in the formation and in the 

modification of its spatial structure or pattern. Let us think about the hierarchic system of landscapes (macro-

regions consist of meso-regions, meso-regions consist of micro-regions). If the state of the system changes due 

to the processes inside, the change will also occur in the spatial pattern, i.e. in the hierarchical system of 

landscapes. 

The method of system analysis is the same as that of scientific research. We recognise and formulate the 

scientific question to be investigated, then we define the objectives and the possible ways of solution. The 

solution is usually based on a model and the result is the evaluation of the model. Finally we make suggestions 

for the practical application of the results. The most important thing in system analysis methodology is that we 

always return to the previous methodological step, so the method or the model is continuously refined and 

improved. 

The word system alone already means that we have to deal with a hierarchical structure. The hierarchy of the 

system can be defined by the fact that the system itself is made up of systems, i.e. a system with the order 

number “n” is the sub-system of the system with the order number “n+1” (Klug–Lang, 1983). We can speak 

about system hierarchy only if two or more systems join to form a superior system. Many examples can be 

mentioned from the field of landscape studies: e.g. two micro-regions form a group of micro-regions. Scale and 

geographical dimension also play an important role, as different system hierarchies can be treated in small or 

large scales. 

If we depart from the superior level of the hierarchy we can say that all systems are built up from parts and sub-

systems. There are relationships between the parts of a system. These relationships are representative for the 

system and they also determine its structure. Connections are especially important between the relationships 

made up from functional relationships and which appear as the processes operating within the system. Input-

output relationships are also remarkable realised in material and energy transport. An example for this is a 

small catchment where water input is rainfall and the output is evapotranspiration, infiltration and runoff. 

There are relationships between the subsystems and other parts of a system, moreover between the system and 

other neighbouring systems. If we remain at the example of the catchments, the connection between the two 

neighbouring systems can be the subsurface flow. A part of a system could have a reservoir function, for 

example the input water can be stored in the soil. 

Finally the relational connections, relationships are mentioned. They always play an important role in spatial 

systems as they give the place of the system in space. The boundary of a catchment can be described by a series 

of geographic coordinates. The reference relationships, the points of the border line of the catchment seem 

relatively stable but we should not forget the fact that stability is relative because the reference relationships, i.e. 

the points of catchment boundary change as a result of the processes acting in the landscape. This change is 

dramatic in case of disasters. Figure 8 shows the symbols used for the graphical representation of a system. 

In Richter‟s (1968) opinion, the structure of a system is defined by the type of network and the density of 

relationships. The type of network and the density of relationships are unique, and the way of formation is 

specific for all theoretical and real (modelled) systems. The type of network is defined by the relationships of 

the system, its parts, and the extra-system relations, too. The structure of the system is defined by relationships 

of subordination, superordination and coordination as well as the intrinsic and extrinsic relationships. The 

speciality of the landscape systems is that their structure is not stationary, but it can change in the short or in the 

long run. The best examples are the changes due to the variance of climate and weather conditions. The 

structure of the system changes due to the climate/weather: the type of network and the density of relationships 

change seasonally. 
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Figure 8. The symbols used for graphical representation of systems 

 (Klug–Lang, 1983, Chorley–Kennedy, 1971 and Leser, 1991). 

1.3.       2.1. Ecosystem models 

Ecosystems are usually described by means of models; their structure and operation are revealed by the 

methodology of modelling. In sciences, there is demand for models because the systems are complex and it is 

practical to simplify them and highlight the main points for better understanding. The model captures only one 

segment of the reality with abstraction. 

Without getting lost in the details of the theory of modelling, let us see (Figure 9), the steps we should take 

during system analysing and modelling ecosystems. 
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Figure 9. One possible way of system analysis of landscape ecosystems and the steps of the assessment (Leser, 

1991). 

The first step is the description and identification of the problem. During this, obviously the purpose of the 

research is defined, especially the practical purposes and applications in practice. We usually want to solve a 

practical problem during modelling landscape ecosystems with system analysis. 

Then the suitable model is chosen for the given scientific or practical question. Apparently, the model has some 

limits. After clarifying these limits, the work-model is prepared according to the available data. The steps of 

creating the work-model are shown in Figure 9. The structural, causal and functional relationships are 

highlighted. 
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It is followed by the model simulation. It means running a program prepared on the basis of a diagram. After 

running the simulation we can try alternative models. After choosing the suitable variant of the model, the 

following steps are testing and validating, in case the test does not produce acceptable results, and choosing a 

new model. 

The process shown in the figure is similar in case of any scientific task. Further discussion is not necessary at 

general and theoretical levels since all problems require a concrete model. 

1.4.       2.2. Dividing the landscape into subsystems 

The ecosystem of the landscape is extremely complex but it can easily be studied by system analysis presented 

above. Firstly, the complexity is manifested by the fact that the landscape factors influence and change the 

landscape as a kind of mutual effect, i.e. the effect of just one factor modifies other landscape factors,too. 

Secondly, it is important that this complexity appears in the spatial structure. It means that homogenous spatial 

units can be separated as the result of the joint effect of the landscape forming factors. 

The landscape ecosystem should be divided into sub-systems by means of system analysis. During this division 

the principles of system-hierarchy have to be applied. Functional relationships exist between the subsystems of 

the landscape ecosystem that also operate according to a hierarchy. 

In the following part the structure of landscape ecosystem will be presented, namely its division into 

subsystems. In connection with this the following things have to be taken into consideration. 

1.     The identification of borders is a general problem of any spatial science including geography. We define 

the borders of the landscapes arbitrarily. However, this step is necessary, e.g. for separating the micro-regions. 

(The definition of the border is arbitrary because the border line between two micro-regions can be drawn in the 

boundary zone. Changing the scale widens or narrows that zone.) In Figure 10 a sitiation is presented in which 

the boundary of the landscape can be drawn precisely. 

 

Figure 10. A distinct landscape boundary on Iceland, (photography of the author). 
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2.     It is also important to decide whether two neighbouring units (let us refer to micro-regions again) are on the 

same or different level of the hierarchy. Spatial appearance defines the relationships of 

subordination/superordination and coordination. If we look at the micro-regions of the Danube-Tisza Interfluve 

(meso-region) the question arises, whether the Sand Ridge of Pilis-Alpár, the Sand Ridge of Dorozsma-Majsa, 

the Sand Ridge of Kiskunság and the Sand Ridge of Bugac are to be interpreted as distinct micro-regions or they 

should be a group of micro-regions under the name “Danube-Tisza Interfluve”. In the latter casethese four sand 

ridges would be one order below, subordinated under the Interfluve. As a third possibility three micro-regions 

could be grouped together to form a group of micro-regions, and the fourth one would raise one level higher in 

the hierarchy, and so on. All this seems rather theoretical, but in fact it is a practical issue indeed: concrete 

borders of landscapes should be defined based on theoretical statements. 

German scientists also studied this theoretical issue: Richter, 1967, Finke, 1974, Leser, 1978, 1991. The German 

language distinguishes landscape classification (Naturräumliche Gliederung) and landscape order 

(Naturräumliche Ordnung). Naturally these two concepts are related. Here they are not dealt with in detail, they 

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6, which focuses on landscape typology. 

In the course of studying landscape order, the processes acting in the spatial units must be evaluated. The 

evaluation of processes means for example the examinations of the water balance system. As the examination of 

landscape ecological relationships became more detailed and exhaustive the role of landscape classification and 

the identificationof the borders lost their importance. In landscape classification systems the problem of the 

definition of the borders is in the focus of the studies, the processes and management relationships are less 

important. The definition of borders is primarily based on topography/morphogrphy (e.g. mountains, hills and 

plains, in large scale bottom of valley bottom, valley side slope, ridge). By the delimitation of landscape 

ecosystems, we definespatial units. Their borders are usually natural (foothill, valley side), more rarely artificial 

(border of a country). In this way the delineation of the subsystems turns out to be less difficult. 

Leser (1991) draws our attention to the horizontal and vertical aspects of the delineation of landscapes. The 

horizontal aspect is trivial: for example a micro-region as an ecosystem involving the typical processes, the 

adjacent micro-region and so on. 

The vertical aspect is less trivial, but at the same time extremely important. If case of topes (landscape cells, see 

later), the upper vertical border is the upper border of the near-ground air layer (Haase–Neumeister, 1986). The 

lower border is the groundwater-level (see Figure 4). Using the groundwater-level as a border line is also 

present in other fields of physical geography, e.g. the lower level of wind erosion is also the groundwater-level. 

In Neumeister‟s opinion (1979) using the groundwater-level as lower border is justified because it is the level 

where the vertical material transport is becoming horizontal. 

Figure 11 can be considered as a basic conceptual, landscape ecological figure. The landscape is divided into 

layers parallel with the surface. These layers define different levels of monitoring and observation. It is 

important to remark that this is a landscape transformed by human activity, as land use in itself defines layers. 
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Figure 11. The division of landscape ecosystems for system analysis assessments in field (Haase–Neumeister, 

1986 and Leser, 1991). 

3.     The question of homogeneity and heterogeneity of landscape ecosystems is closely related to the layered 

structure mentioned above. If the theory of layered structure is accepted, the homogeneity cannot be presumed 

for the whole tope. We can only suppose homogeneity for single layers. 

The criteria of homogeneity must be defined according to the purposes of the research in question thus always 

again and again (Leser, 1991). The balance of material and processes help a lot during the definition of the 

criteria of homogeneity. It is evident that the determination of homogeneity and heterogeneity is an important 

tool of the division of systems into hierarchic levels. 

4.     We have to draw the attention to the role of dimension that plays a decisive role in modelling. What we 

have in mind here is the fact that the data used for modelling are only very rarely available according to the 

dimension applied. The data are available usually in a generalised form and represent large areas, so if we want 

to model the lowest level of the hierarchy (the level of topes), there are no data available at this level. 

5.     The role of hierarchical relations comes to the front during the calculations of landscape budget. The 

landscape budget balance of a small catchment can be mentioned here (Figure 12). The balance can be 

calculated in two ways. One method is to prepare a balance for separate parts of the catchment, one by one; the 

other would be the preparation of the balance directly for the whole catchment. If we choose the second 

possibility, we neglect sub-balances and areal differences. This means that the balances are also hierarchical. 
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Figure 12. The methods of primary landscape ecological landscape budget assessment (topical dimension) for a 

small catchment (Leser, 1991). 

  

1.     We have two possibilities. The first is when we make the landscape-management calculations for the whole 

catchment, the second is when sub-models are set up to the three distinct parts (see Figure 12) of a catchment to 

make the calculations. 

2.     There are two possibilities for creating balances: 

2.1.  The global balance is calculated from the three sub-balances. 

2.2.  Calculation of the balance based on the size of the whole catchment 

These approaches require different field work or laboratory work, and give different results. 

Abbreviations: S=radiation, N=precipitation, Si=infiltration, GW=groundwater, A0=surface runoff, 

NSe=nutrient input, NSa=nutriment output, NSR=stored material, Bm=biomass, H=humus, / organic matter 

sub-areal circulations in the part 1 of the figure, K=climate, W=water, B=biomass, H=organic matter, 

0=subsurface lithology/soil. 

The next figure (Figure 14) demonstrates that two ways of calculations are applied also when we jump one order 

of magnitude higher from the topical dimension, and prepare the landscape budget balance in the choric 

dimension. In case of catchments jumping one order of magnitude higher means that we do not have to deal 

with a small catchment, but several smaller catchments joined together. 

In the topical dimension a small catchment was divided into topes. Obviously this small catchment is part of a 

bigger catchment or valley together with several similar small catchments. 
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If landscape budget investigations are carried out at the choric level, the balances of the sub-catchments are 

contracted. In this case our balance is more accurate but rather labour- intensive. A less precise balance can be 

calculated directly from the average values of the data of the whole catchment. 

Finally it should be remarked that Leser (1991) forgets to mention that landscape management balances must be 

calculated first of all based on small catchments because their input and output values can be defined fairly 

precisely. The fact that he prepared his figures for catchment relations speaks for itself. 
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Figure 13. The hierarchical system of landscape ecosystems and the possibilities of calculating balances in the 

choric dimension (Leser, 1991). 

1.               The whole area can be characterized using radiation, precipitation, surface runoff and nutrient output 

data. The sub-catchments of the area (I-VI) can be described in the topical dimension according to Figure13. 

2.               The following possibilities exist for creating the balances: 

2.1                       The final balance is calculated by summing the balances of the sub-catchments. 

2.2                       A rough balance is calculated in the choric dimension for the whole catchment. 

Figure 14 shows an ecosystem-model that was created by using the hierarchy of landscape-household balances. 

The organic and inorganic subsystems were separated, and after having created these subsystems (the budget 

balances of these subsystems) the integrated household balance of the whole ecosystem was calculated. 

 

Figure 14. The budget balances of the landscape ecosystem (Drozdov, 1978 and Leser, 1991). 

1.5.       2.3. The landscape ecosystem and its sub-systems 

Now we can try to define the subsystems of landscape ecosystems. Considering the previous findings it seems 

clear that these subsystems must represent the biotic and abiotic nature, moreover man and human society taking 

into account the principles of system hierarchy. 

Several related disciplines deal with the analysis of the whole landscape ecosystem and its sub-systems, each of 

them apply their own aspects and research methods. This specialisation is necessary, because the landscape 

ecosystem including its subsystems (geosystem, biosystem, anthroposystem) is investigated in more detail by 

different disciplines, (e.g.  morphotope and morphosystem are best examined by geomorphology). Accordingly, 

each discipline defines ecosystem in a slightly different way. 

The ecosystem operates as a totality, an entity, so each discipline should take this into consideration. Each 

discipline has its own subject focusing only on a subsystem of an ecosystem. When a discipline makes a 

statement about something from its own aspect, this statement is projected to the whole ecosystem. Accordingly 

it is very rare that a statement about anything in the ecosystem takes all aspects into account and can be regarded 

as a complex statement. 

Figure 15 describes the structure of the system clearly. 
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Figure 15. Landscape ecology and ecosystems (Leser, 1991). 

Before giving the exact definitions, let us discuss the figure. On the left side there are the subsystems of the 

biotic sphere studied by bioecology. Abiotic subsystems are shown on the right hand side of the figure. The 

latter is the subject of geoecology. The subsystem representing the role of man is in the middle. These three give 

together the landscape-ecosystem, which is the subject of landscape ecology. 

The figure is divided horizontally. In the upper part spatial, in the lower part functional relations are presented. 

The spatial unit of the biotic spheres is a biotope, which consists of phytotopes and the zootopes. In the 

functional approach (see the lower part of the figure), we speak about a bio-system, which has two sub-systems: 

phytocenoses and zoocenoses (groups of plants and animals). 

In the upper right part of the figure the topological unit of the abiotic spheres, namely the geotope ia shown, 

which is divided into four parts (subsystems): the spatial unit of morphography is the morphotope, the spatial 

unit of soils is the pedotope, the spatial unit of hydrological conditions is the hydrotope, and finally, the spatial 

unit of climate is the climatope. From functional aspect (see the lower right part of the figure) the geosystem is 

shown in the figure with its subsystems, i.e. the morphosystem, the pedosystem, the hydrosystem and the 

climasystem. 

The anthropotope and the anthroposystem, which represent the spatial and functional sphere of human activities 

are presented in the middle. 

Finally, it must be mentioned that the topological subsystems shown in the upper part of the figure, i.e. the 

biotope, the anthropotope and the geotope together define a subsystem of the landscape at a higher level. The 

biosystem, the anthroposystem and geosystem define the landscape ecosystem. The subject matter of landscape 

ecology is represented in the quadrangle. 

After reviewing the figure schematically let us attempt to define these expressions precisely. First let us see the 

suffixes, namely the terms tope and system. 

The topes are the basic spatial units of bio- and geosciences. It would be possible to say if we wanted to apply 

the Greek word “topos” consequently, that the tope is the basic topological unit. In other words, regarding its 

content and function, the tope is a homogeneous basic spatial unit related to geo-factors or to groups of geo-

factors. The expression “system” refers to a functional unit; it is the basic spatial unit of geo- and biosciences 
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from the aspect of functionality. The relationship between tope and system is the following: topes are the spatial 

representatives of the systems operating inside them. 

Topes also represent the lowest level of hierarchy. All geo- and biosciences have their own lowest level 

topological units, i.e. topes. From the aspect of mprphography (geomorphology), the morphotope is the smallest 

homogenous spatial unit. A morphotope can be for example a valley bottom, a valley-side slope or a ridge. As 

long as a valley-side slope cannot be considered homogenous, it is not a morphotope any more, because it is 

divided into several parts: (e.g. footslope, inflexion zone, upper part of a slope) and in this case these will be the 

smallest homogenous spatial units. 

The pedotope is the smallest spatial unit from the aspect of pedology. Different tope systems belong to various 

soil property groups, i.e. if we focus only on some soil properties instead of the soil as a whole the special tope 

sysem of the given soil property will be applied. As a consequence of this the sub-systems shown in Figure 16 

can also be divided into furthersub-systems. At the example of pedotope, if the water budget of soils is studied 

this basic spatial unit will be a pedo-hydrotope. Concerning chemical properties the term pedo-chemotope is 

used. If special chemical soil property, e.g. soil acidity is investigated then pedo-acidotopes will be the spatial 

units in. 

Hydrotope is the basic unit of hydrological research, climatope is the unit if climate is examined. These can be 

divided further when hydrological or climatological sub-properties are meant. 

The system of geotopes consists of the subsystems of morphotopes, pedotopes, hydrotopes and climatopes. A 

geotope is the smallest topological unit that is homogenous from the aspect of all the abiotic factors. 

From the aspect of functional investigation, i.e. when functional units have to be named, the word “system” will 

replace the word “topes”. Morphosystem is the functional unit of geomorphological processes acting on a 

morphotope. A morphotope is the smallest geomorphological spatial unit, in which the processes operate 

uniformly. 

Pedosystem can be defined similarly, i.e. it is the functional unit of soil genetic processes which are driven by 

the physical and chemical properties of the substrate operating on a pedotope. 

Hydrosystem is the functional unit of the hydrological processes operating on a hydrotope. These processes are 

driven by parent rock, geomorphological characteristics and by the density and structure of the phytomass. The 

result is a spatially structured water balance. 

Climasystem is the functional unit of the climatic processes operating on a climatope. These processes are 

controlled by climatic input and output, by geomorphic processes, surface properties and the vegetation cover. 

The result is a spatially structured climatic household. 

The definition of the term geosystem will be given finally. A geosystem is a functional unit which is the result of 

the interaction of all the geofactors (morphography, soil, water, climate) operating inside a geotope. This 

functional unit represents a higher hierarchical unit than the morpho-, the pedo-, the hydro-, and the 

climasystem. 

The categories on the biotic side of the landscape ecosystem can be defined in a similar way. The phytotope is a 

topological unit that can be considered homogenous from the aspect of vegetation. The zootope can be defined 

similarly. 

The expressions phytocenosis and zoocenosis are preferred instead of phyto- and zoosystem. A phytocenosis is 

an association of plants living on a phytotope. A pytocenosis is influenced by the abiotic potential of the 

geosystem from the aspect of vitality, permeation and content. Zoocenosis can be defined in a similar way. 

Marosi‟s figure (1991, Figure 16) shows the topological units related to human activities, and tries to find the 

relationship of a concrete environment and the topological system. He distinguishes between anthropotope and 

semi-anthropotope. The anthropotope is an entirely artificial feature, for example a factory as an industrotope. 

He divides anthropotope to technotope and productotope, in addition to that econotope and sociotope are also 

distinguished. 
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Figure 16. Topological basic units and their systematic relationships (Marosi, 1981 In: Tózsa, 1984). 

     3. The role of dimension The role of dimension is equally important in each space science. However, it is 

especially significant when we make an assessment, since the aspects of the evaluation will obviously be 

different when we work in large scale and again it will be different in medium or small scale. 

Above we could see that the hierarchical system of the model of landscape ecosystems can be built up by 

applying system theory. 

We identified subsytems of the landscape ecosystem. They represent geofactors that are complex themselves 

and, as such, can be considered as complex sub-systems. These sub-systems can be called landscape ecological 
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subcomplexes. Each of them is investigated by a particular geo- or bioscience. These disciplines study the 

geofactors of their subject matter and their operations. Geofactors as functional units define a subsystem; 

morphological characteristics define a morphosystem and can be modelled as subsystems. The spatial 

representative of the subsystem is called tope (morphotope in the example). 

Earlier we already highlighted the importance of dimension and scale. This is not only a theoretical issue. 

During actual practical fieldwork or landscape ecological mapping it is by no means indifferent whether we 

work in small, medium or large scale. The scale defines the method of sampling, the density of sampling points 

and the way of generalising the final map of the results. Geoecological fieldwork is always determined by 

dimension and scale, these must be considered during the whole process of the research. The issue of dimension 

is also significant when performing data collection and processing. Data collection is primarily a practical issue 

as sometimes the necessary data are available at all. 

Many examples could be mentioned with regard to data collection. If we want to determine pedotopes, the 

question is whether the soil maps are available. We also need to know their scale and their method of 

preparation. If the map is not available, or the map is unsuitable, we have to record the data ourselves. This 

problem can fairly easily be solved. It is more problematic when a high temporal data resolution is required, for 

example when we want to get hourly data of precipitation intensity for at least ten years. 

In connection with the previous example, the issue of uniformity, resolution and spatial representation should 

also be mentioned. If the soil map was compiled on the basis of a 100 x 100 metres drilling network it is not 

appropriate to assign the data of a meteorological station located 25 km away. Considering the above statements 

the question of comparability arises. 

Before discussing further practical issues it seems necessary to clarify the issue of dimension from theoretical 

aspects. Each practical example mentioned before concerned a single landscape factor. As emphasised above 

the dimension is very important and has to be taken into consideration when investigating a landscape froming 

factor such as pedotopes or pedosystems. Although it is not a simple question in itself, it is less complicated 

than analysing more data layers at the same time, namely the whole geosystem, or the whole landscape 

ecosystem. Therefore the division of the landscape ecosystem into subsystems may be easier than determining 

the spatial extension of these subsystems or of the whole system using a consistent method throughout the 

whole procedure. 

The issue of dimension was very important in German scientific research of the last century (see e.g. Neef, 

1963a, 1963b, 1964a, 1964b, 1968a, 1968b, Klug–Lang, 1983, Hofmann, 1970, Barsch, 1975, Leser, 1991). 

According to Neef (1963a). Dimension in geographical sense is nothing else, but the scale-range in which 

statements with the same content and sense and order of magnitude can be made, the same methodological 

purposes are followed, and the methodology can be the same. The simple translation of the definition is the 

following: “The geographical dimension changes when the change of the scale leads to the revelation of new 

funings. 

Taking this definition into account, the following dimensions can be identified (Barsch, 1975 and Leser, 1991). 

The dimensions and the related methodological principles are represented in Table1. 
 

Dimension Spatial units The subject of the 

study 
Material 

characteristics 
Most important 

research method 

Topic Phisiotope 

Geoecotope 

Ecotope 

Unorganic sub-

complex 

Unorganic-organic sub-

complex 

Homogene material 

sub-system 

Homogene material 

geosystem 

Analysis of the sub-

complex 

Landscape ecological 

complex analysis 

Choric Microchora 

Mesochora 

Little territorial 

connection 

Medium territorial 

connection 

Specific 

heterogeneous 

material system 

Versatile 

heterogeneous 

Chorological analysis 

and synthesis 
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material system 

Regional Macrochora Big territorial 

connection 
Generalised, 

heterogeneous 

material system 

Global Megachora 

Georegion 

Geosphere 

Regional territorial 

connection 

Subzone, zone 

(subcontinent, 

continent) 

Globe 

Highly generalised, 

heterogeneous 

material system 

General geofactors 

(relief, climate, 

vegetation) 

Regional geographical 

(zonal and azonal) 

regionalisation (spatial 

segregetion) 

Table 1. The methodological principles of landscape ecosystems research in various dimensions. (Klug–Lang, 

1983 and Leser, 1991) 

1.     The topic dimension is suitable for defining the smallest landscape ecological spatial units, namely the 

topes. The homogenous content is a requisite in this dimension. Homogenous content is possible when the 

structure and the operating processes of an area are the same. Consequently, the mechanism of material and 

energy management is uniform. In other words, identical ecological behaviour is characteristic in the frame of 

topic dimension. Naturally, homogeneity is relative and is not absolutely valid to all components and sub-units 

of the system. It is always the principle of reasonability that defines what homogeneity is referred to. If we want 

to define the term hydrotope, we obviously search the homogeneity of hydrogeographical conditions. If we are 

interested in some special field of hydrology (e.g. groundwater regime) then the homogeneity of this secial field 

is required etc. For the identification of homogeneity an interval should be given in which the fluctuations are 

neglected (e.g. the depth of groundwater in June is between 3 and 3.5 meters). 

It would be difficult to give areal size limits to the topic dimension as the size of the smallest homogenous units 

greatly depends on the characteristics of the area and the studied issue. Obviously in large homogenous, flat 

areas with the same climatic conditions the topes are going to be larger (e.g. in a flat semi-desert). Variable 

tope-structure belongs to variable landscape-ecological conditions. In a hilly area it is likely that distinct topes 

belong to different relief-types. There might be more topes within a type (e.g. a valley bottom and its upper 

middle and lower parts). Consequently the area of a tope can vary from a few sqare metres to as much as a few 

hectares. 

2.     The next order of magnitude is the choric dimension. Groups of ecotopes belong here that are made up 

from homogenous topical units and have the same spatial structure according to the dimension. At the level of 

the topic dimension these topes are heterogeneous, but at a higher level, namely at the choric level, their spatial 

structure is considered to be homogenous. The topes, namely the spatial basic units of landscape ecology join 

one another following a pattern. We can also say that a chora shows, from the aspect of landscape ecology and 

the dynamics of the present processes, similar characteristics and this is represented also in space. A chora can 

be a highland, a ridge, a valley and its catchment. 

3.     The next order of magnitude is the regional dimension. The region is a group of larger landscape-

ecosystems that are made up from ecotope associations that correspond to the order of magnitude of the choric 

dimension, and heterogeneous in the two lower dimensions. This heterogeneity can be neglected in higher 

dimensions, also in the regional dimension. Region actually means an association of several spatial units. This 

can be some kind of bigger relief-type, a mountain or a large lowland area. 

4.     Finally, we come to the highest dimension, namely to the continental, global, geospheric dimension. The 

geospheric dimension means ecological landscape units at continental, global, global-zonal levels. These were 

formed by processes at the scale of the Earth as a planet, and have a uniform structure at this level. This 

structure is different from that of the neighbouring geosphere (georegion). This difference can be expressed by a 

single factor,e.g. by cimate (climatic zonation). 

The system described above mainly reflects that we start from the smallest unit towards the largest. It is 

important to emphasize, however, that within areas of different size, one single landscape-ecosystem operates. 
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We propose the following series of names for the different levels of the landscape-ecosystem. The smallest unit 

in the topic dimension can be called landscape cell. It is the translation of the German word “Landschaftszelle”, 

but we think it is more than that since it expresses well that it is the smallest unit. The name of the next level 

could be a group of landscape cells. After that the traditionally accepted categories of the Hungarian 

terminology follow: micro-region, group of micro-regions, meso-region, sometimes even the group of meso-

regions, macro-region, region, continent and finally the globe. 

The possibility of conceptual differences is the biggest in the choric and regional dimensions. It is easily 

understandable since the possibility of the unambiguous definition is provided in the topic dimension. If we go 

one stoep higher and associations, groups, middle sized spatial units are mentioned then the uncertainty is 

getting higher. 

Regarding the highest level, we realize that we can differentiate only ina general sense (climatic zonality, 

attachment to a continent) so the risk of misunderstanding and uncertainty is smaller. 

During concrete practical work, e.g. when geoecological mapping is carried out, the bset method is to start from 

the smallest unit, i.e. from the landscape cell, followed by groups of landscape cells etc. 

     4. Landscape ecology as the basis of evaluation 4.1. Ecology and landscape ecology Before reviewing the 

evolution of landscape ecology, let us deal with the origin and the meaning of the word ecology. Ecology is 

originally a Greek compound word whose first element eco refers to the surrounding environment. (The word 

oikos means „house, household, residence‟.) In the old Greek language oikumene means the geographical 

environment. 

According to the definition of the Lexicon of Natural Sciences (1968), “ecology (environmental science) is the 

discipline that deals with the scientific research of the connection between the living beings and their 

environment. It investigates the environmental factors affecting living organisms as well as how living ornasims 

respond to the effects of the environment.” “Ecology means „environmental biology‟ and landscape ecology 

means „the environmental science of landscapes” (Britannica Hungarica, 1998). 

Beside the ecological aspect the economic aspect is also present here. The origin of the word “economy” can 

also be derived from the same Greek word meaning household, calculation for the household. Ecology takes the 

interests of the natural environment into account whereas economy deals with finantial aspects, from what can 

benefit, or profit be gained. The protection of a wetland can be mentioned as an example: Ecologically it is 

really important, but economically it is difficult to understand because after the drainage of a wetland, valuable 

soils could be used for agricultural purposes. If we take the example of opening an open-cast-mine it is obvious 

that from the aspect of economy it is or can be profitable, but harmful from the aspect of ecology. The diverse 

aspects of ecology and economy will be referred to many times. 

1.5.1.       4.1.1. Biological ecology 

The concept of ecology was introduced by the biologist Haeckel in 1866. He determined the subject matter of 

the discipline ecology as well. In his concept ecology means autoecology (the ecology of individuals). He 

defined the scope of ecology the following way: “Ecology is the science of living organisms and their 

relationships with their environment”. Although the living organism is in the focus of this definition, it can still 

be seen clearly that from Haeckel‟s aspect the way of living of the living organisms is determined by their 

relationship with their environment. The science of ecology is always connected with life and as stated above it 

investigated the relationships between living organisms and their surrounding abiotic environment. 

The following four figures (Figure 17-20) show examples to illustrate that there is a significant interaction 

between the environment and the living organisms. The more extreme the natural conditions are, the more 

obvious this interaction is. Figure 17 and 18 presents sand dunes referring to extreme conditions and in both 

cases the impact of arid, semi-arid conditions prevail. In Figure 19 the climatic conditions of the island of 

Fuerteventura are shown. It can be seen that the coastal strip where the plants, presented in the previous figure 

live, is very arid. A badland is shown in Figure 20. There is a very little chance for the colonization of any 

surface vegetation. 
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Figure 17. Dune vegetation on the island of Fuerteventura, (photography of the author). 
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Figure 18. Euphorbia canariensis on the island of Fuerteventura, (photography of the author). 
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Figure 19. Temperature and precipitation in Fuerteventura. The figure is a photograph of a poster. The photo 

was taken by the author at the conference shown in the upper part of the figure. 
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Figure 20. Badland on the island of Fuerteventura, (photography of the author). 

  

The relationship between the plants and the animals and between their environments was well known before the 

introduction of the science ecology, i.e. before Haeckel. The Greek scientist Theophrastus (372-287 B. C.) who 

described presumably first the interactions between living creatures and their environment is often cited 

(BritannicaHungarica 1998). 

The word biocenosis was first used and defined by Moebius in 1877. A biocenosis consists of populations 

representing different living oranisms. According to Moebius‟ original definition, the biocenisis is an 

association of living organisms, mutually and continuously controling each other, concerning the variety and the 

size of the occurring plant and animal species in a spatial unit. It is important in this definition that the 

coexistence of plants and animals takes place in a biotope, i.e.in a biological topological. Biotope is not a new 

word, it was mentioned by Dahl as early as 1908. 

Biotope is a concept that also arises in practice. The biotope network, the establishment of which is an important 

requirement of nature and landscape conservation, is a network system of green surfaces, free areas, protected 

areas, living hedges, tree rows that ensure the biological diversity of landscape.  Animation 2 shows that over a 

hundred years most of the rows of trees, hedges, and streams have disappeared. For sustaining the continuity of 

natural habitats the biotope network must occupy 7-12% of the total area. 

 

Animation 2. The change of the biotope network of the an agrarian landscape in Germany between 1877-1979. 

(Knauer, 1980. In: Végső, 2010) 

Introducing the concept of biocenosis is a milestone because it is the basis of synecology. Synecology deals with 

different groups of individuals. According to the definition of Hortobágyi-Simon (1981), “synecology 

investigates the development of environmental-tolerance relationships of groups of living organisms organised 

at different levels, i.e. at the levels of populations, coalitions, plant communities, biocenosesand biosphere”. 

In synecology spatial aspects have a decisive role as coexistence can take place only in space. The concept of 

biotope refers to the spatial aspect.[6] Autoecology deals with individuals and therefore it has been connected to 

biology for a long time, while synecology had always a strong relationship with the related disciplines because 

of the spatial aspects. 
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According to Odum (1963) ecology is the expression used for defining the research scope of environmental 

biology. He defines modern ecology as the science dealing with the structure and operation of nature. Ecology is 

concerned with the biology and the functional processes of living organisms on land, in saltwater and in 

freshwater. Odum‟s book (1963) is considered to be one of the basic textbooks of bioecology. Its first chapter 

includes the discussion of the importance of abiotic factors. 

The extension of the definition of ecology follows from the recognition that inside a spatial unit (biotope), the 

relationship between groups of plants and animals is multidirectional, but at least two-directional. For example 

not only the soil has effect on plants but plants affect the soil as well. 

The extended interpretation of ecology made an approach to geography possible. As early as 1923 Barrows 

defined the relationship of ecology and geography as “geography is human ecology”. Friedrichs (1937) 

extended ecology to all sciences. 

Ehrlich and Holdren (1975) as well as Odum (1980) define human ecology as the ecology of the population of 

Homo sapiens, which primarily deals with the interaction of man and its environment. 

According to Farkas (2000) the subject of human ecology is the total interaction between man and its 

environment i.e. it is “characterized by a full-scope and overall system of relations”. Farkas regards the 

relationship between man and nature as an interaction. He divides it into three subsystems to which he refers as 

“poles”; the interrelation systems of nature (the processes of the geosphere and the biosphere), culture (the 

transmitting systems) and man (a bio-social living being). This division is similar to that of Pécsi (1979). 

However, Péccsi makes a distinction between the subsystems of nature and transformed nature and considers 

man not only as a bio-social creature but also emphasises man‟s productive activities. 

Several books have been published on ecology in Hungarian. If we read the works written by Farkas (2000) and 

by Nánási (1999), these books are on environmental protection, physical geography and some relevant aspects 

of earth sciences and biology. Both of them adopt the human ecological approach and human ecology in sensu 

stricto is understood here. My personal opinion is that it is not innovative to regroup and present our natural 

scientific knowledge from the aspect of human ecology. Human ecology introduces innovation if 

anthropocentrism moves towards social ecology, when man and human society are brought to the focus of the 

investigations. We do not deny at all that human ecology is an interdisciplinary science, neither do we think that 

the aspects of human ecology are superfluous. 

In geography it has been disputed for a long time whether man can be the subject of ecological research or not. 

Some scientists (Müller, 1974) presumed that if ecological investigations included man, the concept of ecology 

would get completely new aspects and as a result its concept would expand considerably. According to many 

scientists, however, it was necessary to make man part of the concept. These days it seems rather strange that 

the question even arose since man is the primary source and cause of the problems of the environment. It is also 

apparent that nowadays man is the most important landscape forming agent. It is not surprising that social 

sciences tend to incorporate human ecology (anthropo-ecology, human ecology, social ecology.) 

If we interpret ecology exclusively from the aspect of biology, we speak about bioecology or biological ecology. 

The expression was first used by Langer in 1968. Ecology always means a branch of biological sciences. In the 

case of landscape ecology and geoecology the first element of the compound word unambiguously indicates that 

it is not the biological science, so the prefix “bio-” may seem unnecessary when bioecology is concerned. We 

can agree that whenever we use the word ecology in this book, we always refer to bioecology, biological 

ecology. 

Bioecology should not deal with any scientific question that is only about abiotic nature. We cannot agree with 

Schmithüsen (1974), who says that the field of ecology nowadays comprises purely abiotic landscapes where 

there are no relationships between living organisms and their abiotic environment. 

Autoecological investigations are typical in bioecology. This is by no means surprising since living organisms 

and their relationships with their environment are in the focus of these studies. We should not wonder that there 

are fewer overall synecological studies because it is really difficult to reveal the elaborate relationships of 

several plant and animal species with one another and with the abiotic environment. This is not easy in the case 

of single species either. 

Ecology is a many-sided and complex science within biology. Biologists hold different opinion about landscape 

ecology and about the landscape ecological relevance of bioecological research. As it was already mentioned in 
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the introduction, the standpoint of different disciplines is a bit different. Accordingly, everybody interprets the 

term landscape ecology slightly differently. Certain ecologists think that landscape ecology does not exist 

separately, only in relation to and together with biological ecology. Some other ecologists say that landscape 

ecology deals with bigger spatial units such as macro-regions. If, after all, our starting point is that landscape 

ecology does exist and we attempt to sort out the things that are relevant from the aspect of landscape ecology 

from biological ecology, we find ourselves in a complicated situation, indeed. 

Leser‟s opinion on relavance (1976) is that only those aspects of ecosystem-research bear relevance from the 

aspect of landscape ecology whose spatial appearance is in a dimension which is influenced and used by 

humans. This complicated sentence implies that phenomena of very small dimensions are irrelevant from the 

aspect of landscape ecology. It is not easy at all to interpret what “very small dimensions” mean. There are 

phenomena from the aspect of which a micro-sized biotope can be relevant (bio-indicators). It is true that small 

dimensions are not in the field of landscape ecological research. 

1.5.2.       4.1.2. Geoecology and landscape ecology 

The term landscape ecology was first used by Troll (1939) in connection with the interpretation of an aerial 

photograph of an East-African savanna landscape. He also drew attention to the fact that up to date 

physiological research is extremely important in the course of the description and the field record of the regions 

of the Earth[7]. Figure 21 shows a type of savanna which may be similar to the one examined by Troll leading 

him to raise the idea of introducing the concept of the science of landscape ecology. 

 

Figure 21. A savanna in East-Africa, (photography of the author). 

According to Troll‟s later (1968) definition “landscape ecology is the discipline that deals with the investigation 

of complex mechanisms between biocenoses and all their environmental conditions in a defined part of a 

landscape.” Troll (1968, 1970) introduced the term geoecology as the synonym of landscape ecology, suggesting 

an international expression of Greco-Latin origin that can be used and understood in all languages without 

translation. Later we will see that there is another interpretation of geoecology, too and that interpretation is 

restricted only to abiotic factors.Many authors us the words geoecology and landscape ecology as synonymic 

expression. 
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Troll could not foresee that the expression landscape ecology would quickly spread in international science and 

that it it would be translated into several languages (cp. écologie despaysages, etc.). We can refer to several 

course-books whose title contains the expression “landscape ecology” (Knauer, 1981, Leser, 1991, Naveh-

Liberman, 1984). In 1984 the Dutch Geoecological Association decided to create the international organisation 

of the discipline, so the International Association of Landscape Ecology was set up. 

As a conclusion we can state that geoecology and landscape ecology are usually used as synonyms although 

some authors (Leser 1976, 1980) think that the subject of geoecology is the analysis of the relationship between 

abiotic factors. Personally, I do not agree with the synonymous use in spite of the fact that it has already spread 

to some extent. The logics of Leser‟s method of division is very clear as it was shown in chapter 3.3, i.e. 

bioecology deals with the biosphere, geoecology deals with the abiotic sphere and landscape ecology deals with 

both (chapter 3.3, Figure 8). 

Returning to Troll‟s definition it must be mentioned that according to this concept the complex relationship 

between biocenoses and their environmental conditions operate within the framework of a specific spatial 

structure. The “part of landscape” that occurs in the definition (translated from the German word 

Landschaftssausschnitt, the close translation would be “landscape segment”) refers to the landscape pattern. 

This spatial structure refers to the hierarchic systems of landscapes, their relations of superiority and inferiority: 

e.g. macroregion-mesoregion-microregion (see later). On the other hand, it refers to mosaics on the same level: 

e. g. micro- regions located side by side and connected to one another.  

It also results from Troll‟s definition that there are two aspects of landscape ecology, which, at the same time, 

outline the working methods. The horizontal aspect refers to the spatial structure of a defined area, see the 

previous definition. This is the geographical-spatial aspect. The vertical aspect and method, which tends to be 

biologically and ecologically oriented examines the ecological effect mechanisms of a certain production site. 

Langer‟s statement (1970) ahouls be mentioned here, i.e. the geographical-spatial momentumdetermines how to 

formulate the question of landscape ecology. The horizontal and vertical points of view can be compared with 

synecology and autoecology. Landscape ecology cannot be regarded as part of biological disciplines like a kind 

of geographical synecology or biological ecology with a more complex perspective (cp. Friedrichs, 1937, Leser, 

1976).  It is definitely an independent discipline. Leser says it is a sub-discipline of several independent 

disciplines that study landscape ecology. Accordingly it is part of physical geography. Most landscape 

ecologists emphasize that the subject of this sub-discipline is not untouched nature, but nature transformed and 

influenced by human activity (Szocsava, 1971). 

Let us return to Troll‟s study of 1939 for the third time. His paper contains the word “landscape-household” 

indicating that the research by means of air photos brings together disciplines using different methods on the 

level of landscape household. Several authors state that landscape ecology is the discipline of landscape 

households (Neef, 1969). This view moves landscape ecology to the other extremity, namely to that that of the 

clearly abiotic aspect, since landscape household only deals with countable things such as material and energy 

transport. The relationship between living creatures and their environment is not mentioned here. We cannot 

agree with this conception since it diverges from the internationally accepted subject of landscape ecology. 

At the end of the explanations on geoecology and landscape ecology, it must be mentioned to what extent the 

role of humans can be taken into consideration. It has already been referred to in connection with landscape 

household that there is a definition saying that landscape ecology is concerned only  about abiotic the abiotic 

shere. There is another extreme conception that argues for the exclusiveness of humans among the biotic 

elements. This debate started a long time ago with Finke (1971), who separated ecotopes from cultural ecotope. 

We will return to this later. 

1.6.       4.2. Ecosystem research in biology 

The ecosystem is the spatial unit of bioecological research as well. That is why it seems absolutely necessary to 

outline the purposes and methods of biological ecosystem-studies to see the differences between geographical 

and biological approaches. 

In the following section the biological representation of the ecosystem is presented based on the works of 

Ellenberg (1973),   (1980), Odum (1980) and Finke (1994). The direction of research on ecosystems followed 

the development of system theory and system analysis. 
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In Odum‟s opinion, the associations and the abiotic sphere function together in the ecosystem. The ecosystem is 

the basicoperation unit. It involves the living organisms and their environment takin into consideration that they 

influence each other‟s properties mutually. 

The definition of ecosystem is basically different in bioecology and landscape ecology. When we unfold the 

definition it becomes obvious in no time that these two ecological disciplines diverge significantly. 

Odum (1963) says that the ecosystem is made up as follows. It consists of two biotic components,  the 

autotrophic (self-sustaining) component that is capable of fixing light and chemical energy and producing food 

from simple inorganic materials (nutrient and organic compounds) and heterotrophic component which 

consumes, reorganises and dismantles the materials synthetized by the autotrophs. These functional parts are 

organised in layers above each other: in the upper level is the biggest autotroph metabolism with an unlimited 

resource of solar energy. The most intensive heterotrophic activity is where the organic matter accumulates, 

namely in soils and in sediments. 

Considering the whole ecosystem, Odum (1963) distinguishes four different compunds: (1) abiotic compunds, 

(2) autotrophic organisms, in other words producents, these are mainly the green plants, (3) heterotrophic 

organisms, namely consuments, mainly animals which consume other living organisms, (4) reducents or micro-

consuments (saprophytes) which are heterotrophic organisms, mainly bacteria and fungi. 

As we can see this classification differs from the landscape ecological one. Organisms can be approachedfrom 

the aspect of consuments-producents. In this case we speak about the trophic structure and the levels are called 

trophic levels. The amount of the organic matter at different trophic levels or in some populations is called 

production[8]. This expression is used both for plants and animals. The production can be expressed with the 

number of individuals or biomass production per area. Biomass can be measured in living volume, in dry 

volume, in ash-free dry volume, in carbon volume or in any other comparable units. 

It is clear that landscape ecology cannot be regarded as a part of bioecology as the research topic and methods 

are different. Bioecology studies the ecosystems of the world, according to the following system: marine, 

coastal, estuarine, fluvial, freshwater, swamp, desert, tundra, steppe, and forest ecosystems are distinguished 

(Odum, 1963). 

In Ellenberg‟s (1973) opinion, ecosystem-research is carried out in four steps. First the structure is revealed, 

than we typify, systematize, and finally represent the results on maps. Long time and exhaustive work are 

required for mapping a given area. So far only the structure was revealed. For the next two steps (typifying and 

classification) all functions have to be revealed including energy transfers, the circulation of different 

elements/materials. The main purpose of landscape ecology in geography is to reveal the spatial patterns of 

ecosystems. In Figure 22 a model of a terrestrial ecosystem is presented. It was Ellenberg who published the 

model in 1973. This figure is a slightly modified version of the original one. The main message of the figure is 

the representation of material and energy transport. The different groups of living creatures are shown as 

ellipses, the abiotic factors were shown as rectangles so that they can be distinguished at first sight. 
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Figure 22. The model of a terrestrial ecosystem (based on Ellenberg, 1973, Schreiber, 1980 and Finke, 1991). 

  

Looking at the fugure it is evident that the ecosystem includes biotic and abiotic factors. Among the abiotic 

factor green plants, autotrophic organisms can be found that fix the energy from solar radiation during the 

process of photosynthesis. An ecosystem is perfect if it includes such green plants. 

Green plants are called primary producents, their activity is primary production. A large part of the Earth‟s 

surface is covered by ecosystems participating in primary production. The organic matter created by primary 

production perishes sooner or later and it is transformed and dismantled to its original ingredients by the 

reducents contributing to the circulation of nutrients. Consequently the reducents are also important constituents 

of ecosystems. An ecoystem is already there when the autotrophes, i.e. the self-feeding green plants build in 

organic matter which will be disintegrated again by the reducents (mineralizers, waste-reducents). 

In reality these ecosystems are made up in a more complex way than it is suggested by the simplified model in 

the figure. Under natural or quasi natural circumstances there is equilibrium between the producent plants and 

the consument animals. If the herbivores proliferate extremely they gradually destroy their nutriment basis 

which brings about an ecological disaster. It is important to mention that most of the animals consume plants. 

The equilibrium of producents and reducents often comes up during the discussions about the protection of the 

environment or nature. Ecosystems have the ability to react to disturbances in a self-regulating way and finally 

the equilibrium is re-established. This is an important ability which distinguishes ecosystems from other, 

technical and artificial systems. Ellenberg (1973) considered this ability so significant that he added it to his 

definition as differentia specifica. According to Ellenberg, the ecosystem is a system of living creatures and 

their biotic environment. Although it is an open system it has the ability of self-regulation to some extent. Self-

regulation is, however, limited. It is an important task of ecological research to define this limitation for 

particular cases. The loadability of ecosystems can be idetified. Without this, it is impossible to protect the 

environment or to carry out ecological planning that takes into account the aspects of the protection of the 

environment. In other words, it is necessary to lay down ecological loadability standards. 

Ecosystems need continuous energy supply from outside. In case of natural ecosystems, energy is provided only 

by solar radiation. In anthropogenic systems, however, artificial energy input also occurs. The energy flow of 

ecosystems was first described by Odum (1957) based on his researche in Florida. 
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The ecosystems utilize the input solar energy highly efficiently. The scale of utilization in the moderate climate 

zone is 1% of the energy. The primary production of the autotrophic green plants (composition of its biomass) 

does not require only energy but also water and nutrients. The next task is to learn as much as possible about the 

circulation of materials necessary for the plants. Nutrients are not available unlimitedly.  The circulation of 

nutrients is presented by the example of nitrogen which is one of the most important elements (Figure 23). The 

figure shows that the circulation takes place in a relatveily limited area, essentialially in the immediate 

surroundings of the plant. 

 

Figure 23. The model of the circulation and flow of nitrogen in a terrestrial ecosystem (based on Ellenberg, 

1973, Schreiber, 1980 and Finke, 1994). 

Continuous arrows indicate the direction of circulation inside the system. Primary production supplies the 

largest amount that is necessary from the aspect of circulation. The waste comes from disintegration, 

denitrification and washout. The nitrification bacteria as well as industry and the households give the input. (The 

importance of industry and households is increasing.) According to the authors of the figure this amount is 30-

35 kg ha-1 year-1. The nitrogen produced by the industry and the households is carried to the soil by precipitation 

water. In today‟s intensive agriculture, the circulation connected to biomass is affected by disturbing factors 

(Finke, 1994). 

     5. Abiotic landscapefactorsand their rolein landscape evaluation According to Bulla's concept the landscape 

is formed bythe interaction of the landscapefactorsand various forms ofhuman activities. During a long 

development period when only natural landscape forming factors were acting, only the natural 

factorsinfluencedthe landscape and the role ofhuman activities did not have to be taken into account. The 

presentation of the landscape forming factors doesn‟t mean a detailed survey of each of them.  Only the relevant 

landscape ecological knowledge will be presented below. 

According to Leser's system-orientedfigure (Figure 15.), landscape factors can be divided intotwo, more 

precisely into threemajor groups, those of the abiotic and biotic factors to which the activities 

ofthehumansociety join as a third group.Let us start thebriefpresentationwith the abioticfactors, whichinclude 

sub-surfacelithology, topography, soil, climate andhydrology.InLeser's figure lithologicalconditions (sub-

surfacelithology) are not presented, however,they arealso an important, although some oftheir properties are 

inculded in soil properties (soil parent material). The spatial unitsof the abioticfactors are as follows: lithotopes, 

morphotopes, pedotopes, climatopesandhydrotopes, operating as lithosystems, morphosystems, pedosystems, 

climasystemsandhydrosystems. 

1.7.       5.1. Lithological conditions 
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Among geological properties sub-surface rocks, also referred to as sub-surfacelithology (the translation of a 

German expression, see below) are the most relevant from the aspect of landscape ecology and elvaluation. Sub-

surface lithology is not always considered to be an individual landscape forming factor, as mentioned above. In 

landscape ecological studies, however, the effects of sub-surface rocks may be very important (e.g. exploitable 

mineral raw materials, construction, areas with poor stability conditions and therefore not applicable for 

construcion etc.). 

To summarize the above statements he lithological, petrogrphical properties of those rocks which cover the 

surface or are just below the surface are important. In Bulla's definition of landscape only the structure is 

included representing geological properties. This is mainly due to the prevailing scientific concept ot he 1950s, 

1960s, attributing a decisive role to the structural conditions. 

The concept of sub-surface rocks (in German: oberflächennaher Untergrund) was introduced by Leser (1976). 

This is a simple, appropriate expression which is easy to understand and refers to the fact that the rock is usually 

not on the surface but in its proximity like soil parent material (Figure 24). 

 

a =sub-surfacerocks 

b =soil 

c = weathering mantle 

d = basement 

Figure 24.The bedrockandshallowrock in the interpretation of Panzer and Leser(1981). 

Asthe figureclearly shows thesubsurface rock sometimes turns up on the surface, in this caseitsmore or 

lessweatheredsurfaceis thenear-surfacerock. The basement is usuallycovered withregolith, and above this is the 

layer of the soil. In this figure thegeologicalconditions, i.e. thesub-surfacelithological conditions are taken into 

consideration primarilyfrom the perspectiveof soil formation(soilparent material). It is understandable, therefore, 

that not everyone considersthegeologicalproperties as a separate landscape forming factor. During fieldwork 

theexamination and description ofnear-surfacerocks is part of the soil survey. 

In the following let us lookat somefiguresabout therole ofsub-surfacelithology. InFigure 25aphotoof a Northern 

Hungarianarable landis shown.Thecrop has beenharvested,nothing prevents the destructiveactivities of erosion 

on theexposedsurface.Theerosion process is coupled withaccumulationof the erodedsediment,thiscan also be 

clearly seenin the figure. Thesoil parent material, or sub-surfacerock is loess. In Hungary twothirds ofthe 

country area are covered by loess, or loess-like, sometimes sandy sediments, representing the sub-surface 

rocks.They can be destroyed easily andthis fact must be taken into account during the evaluation.Figure 26 

showsthe areal extension of loessin Hungary. 
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Figure 25. Loess and loess-like sediments play a decisive role in Hungary as sub-surface rocks, but they are not 

resistant to soil erosion. An arable land without vegetation cover after a heavy rainstorm in the area of 

Pusztaberki, (photography of the author). 

 

Figure 26. Loess and loess-like sedimentsin Hungary (Pécsi 1973). 1=typical loess, 2=sandy loess, 3= slope 

loess, 4=brown loess in niches, 5=brown loess, 6=loess derivatives, 7=alluvial loess-like deposits (infusion 

loess), 8=infusion loess (holocene), 9=blown sand, 10=mountains, 11=holocene alluvial sediments 

Figure 27 and 28 show two landscapes with importantsub-surfacerockprevalence.The common feature of the 

two rock types is thatboth of them have a high natural value and are, or should be protected, on the other hand 

they can be used as aconstructionmaterial,too. This sutiation generated and generatesa number ofconflicts.E.g.in 

the fiftiesof the last century a quarry was opened at the top of the Badacsony hill toobtainbuildingmaterial. 
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Thisactivity stoppedhalf a century ago. Todaythe wound in the landscape is not as bad as it used to be (Figure 

29). 

 

Figure 27. The surface occurences of travertine are often under protection. Tihany, (photography of the author). 

  

 

Figure 28. Hegyestű, (photography of the author). 
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Figure 29. The view of  Badacsony hill. In the left side of the figure we can see traces of the quarry, 

(photography of the author). 

A number of factors justifies that the near-surface rocks should be considered as an individual landscape factos. 

The reasons for that will be given below as well as their role in landscape ecology will be presented. 

1.     The near-surface rocks are first of all are soil parent materials (see above) and thus as determinants of soil 

properties. 

 

Figure 30. Rills on arable land above the forest, (photography of Jakab, G). 
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Figure 31. The incision of a gully in a forest below the arable land, (photography of Jakab, G). 

  

2.     The geological conditions are essential for practical, first ef all for planning purposes (see e.g. Meyer, 

1993). These properties are often important factors of the change of landscape potential. 

3.     We have already referred to the role of mineral raw materials. The exploited and exploitable minerals are 

not only valuable natural ressources but the exploitation activity may ruin the landscape, so that they play a role 

in the scenic, value if the landscape. Recultivation of a mining site transforms the landscape in an artificial way. 

The proportion of the area affected by the excavation activities on the Earth's surface is often underestimated. 

4.     The problems of sites of non-renewable energy are similarly important as those of the sites of mineral raw 

materials. The open cast mines which are usually coal and lignite mines cause particularly significant damages 

in the landscape and its scenic value, as mentioned under 3., too. The recultivation of abandoned mines or parts 

of mines is also an important issue (see e.g. the case of Gyöngyösvisonta and its surroundings, which can be 

mentioned as a positive example of recultivation, see Figure 32). 

It should be noted that not only the extraction that causes damages but other connected activities as well, e.g. 

dump sites. The accumulation of the barrend ground will result in new geomorphic forms which usually destroy 

the landscape. 
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Figure 32. Vineyards on the western recultivated area of Gyöngyösvisonta (source: 

http://www.mert.hu/hu/tajrendezes). 

5.     The stability of the underlying rocks, stability of the ground is also important. It is a landscape ecological 

factor associated with human activity. It is an important aspect that should be taken into consideration especially 

when designing and constructing high buildings or buildings with extremely large mass (towers, power stations, 

dams, factories etc). From Hungary the example of the Ironworks of Dunaújváros (the former Stalin City) 

should be mentioned. The huge weight of the buildings initiated surface movements on the high loess bank. 

6.     Waste disposal is becoming an increasingly important issue today Suitable geological, hydrological and 

geomorphological conditions are necessary for this. The concern is not only about the placement but also that 

the most toxic waste should not be allowed to enter into the landscape and if possible it should be completely 

removed. 

From the above it can be seen that the role of near-surface rocks is not always a direct role. They are related to 

human activities. It is understandable, therefore, if some authors does not consider it to be a landscape factor. 

Because of its relation to soils and its participation in the circulation processes in the landscape, however, near-

surface rocks should definitively be considered as landscape factors. 

1.8.       5.2. Relief as a landscape forming factor 

On the surface of our planet relief is the second most important "organizing" factor after climate. This statement 

is true for any dimension, from the smallest to the largest. If we have a look at the globe, the first thing that can 

be noticed is the existence of climatic zones, the second is the existence of the vertical belts or regions. It is easy 

to follow the organizing, the influencing effect of relief (topography) both in small scale (e.g. mountains with 

extended area) in large scale (parts of a hillsope). 

Relief as a landscape factor is represented on geomorphological maps. Geomorphological maps are based on 

detailed and systematic terrain analysis so they are the best tool for landscape ecological surveys and mapping. 

Geomorphological mapping will first be treated from the point of viewof mapping of the morphotopes and 

geotopes, i.e. landscape ecological significance of geomorphological mapping will be treated first. 

http://www.mert.hu/hu/tajrendezes
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Each scientific school and each country created its own methods for geomorphological mapping, which are 

based on the same principle, but their practical applications are significantly different. In the seventies 

geomorphological mapping was a major international trend, in which the Central and Eastern European 

countries have played an important role (see e.g. Demek, 1972, Demek and Embleton, 1976, Pécsi, 1971). The 

Commission of Geomorphological Mapping (IGU Commission on Applied Geomorphology, Subcommission on 

Geomorphological Mapping) of the International Geographical Union (IGU) tried to unify the methods of 

mapping in the different countries. 

In Hungary, for practical applications, the so-called engineering geomorphological mapping trend was dominant 

(Pécs, 1971, Adam-Pécsi, 1985, Pécsi, 1991, Ádám 1988, Schweitzer 1992). In Hungary like in all countires 

individual legends were developed both for small and for large scale maps. From the landscape ecological point 

of view both scales are important and useful, though often only the detailed, large-scale maps are mentioned. 

The following thematic content are included in the small scale (overview) geomorphic map of Hungary (1: 1 

000 000 scale, seePécsi, 1991): 

·       Main relief types 

o   Mountains 

§  Truncated block mountains from  metamorphic rocks 

§  Buried surfaces of planation 

§  Truncated granite horst in foothill position 

§  Partly buried granite pediment 

§  Planated karst horsts with Alpine structure 

§  Neogene volcanic mountains 

o   Hills 

§  Foothills and piedmont areas dissected by valleys 

§  Higher foothills, hill ridges, dissected by valleys 

§  Higher hill ridges, intensively dissected by valleys 

§  Intramontane hill basin, tectonic basin reformed by erosion 

§  Intramontane elevated hill region intensively dissected by valleys of erosion 

o   Plains 

§  Low floodplain, valley bottom 

§  Badly drainaged low floodplain 

§  Flood-free lowland 

§  Lowland, alluvial fan covered by infusion loess 

§  Alluvial plain with low terraces 

§  Small lowland basins with bad drainage 

§  Plain on alluvial fan with terraces 

§  Lowland on alluvial fan covered by loess 

§  Lowland covered by loess dissected by small valleys 
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§  Undulating sandy plain 

§  Sandy plain with dunes 

·       Individual relief forms and their groups 

·       Surface lithology 

·       The age of the surface and the landforms 

The main relief types are the most important and most directly utilizable elements of the overview 

geomorphological maps from landscape ecological aspect. The boundaries of the main relief-types usually give 

the boundaries of the morphotopes and help to distinguish them. 

Large-scale, detailed geomorphological mapping has a long history in our country. Only engineering 

geomorphological maps will be treated below. These maps represent the following thematic groups (Ádám-

Pécsi, 1985): 

·       Slope categories (the limits are specified in degrees, they are different from the ones used in agriculture: 0 

° -2.5 ° -5 ° -15 ° -35 °) 

·       The consistency of slopes (here we refer to the processes on slopes and to the stability of slopes: stable, 

unstable, slopes with active slides, risk of slides, rill erosion, slopes with debris movements, banks, i.e. definite 

changes of gradients) 

·       Mophographic forms (plateaus, horsts, ridges, interfluves, gentle segments of slopes, piedmonts, piedmont 

benches, natural scraps, monadnocks, witness buttes,  flat hilltops, mountain tops, eroded plains, saddles) 

·       Accumulation forms in general (wetlands, plains above the level of alluvial plains, terraces, alluvial fans, 

debris cones) 

·       Channels, valleys (gullies, erosion ditches, steep-banked stream beds, abandoned channels of smaller 

streams, current meanders, residual meanders, erosional valleys, edges of smaller basins, valleys formed by 

erosion and derision, derasional valleys, derasion niches) 

·       Forms on shores (bars, abrasion terraces) 

·       Karstic forms (dry valleys, canyons, corrosion pits, dolinas, sinkholes, caves, uvalas, caves, karren slopes, 

limestone plateaus, karst forms in general, stumpy valleys, loess dolinas) 

·       Sandforms (blowouts, flat wind erosion depressions, yardangs, blowout dunes, longitudinal dunes, 

parabolic dunes, sand sheets) 

·       Anthropogenic forms (settlements, roads, railways, deep-cut tracks, pseudo terraces, open cast mines) 

Almost everythematicgroup of the detailedgeomorphologicmaps contains important information for landscape 

ecologicalresearchand mapping, not onlyfor identifying the morphotopes,but also for distinguishing the 

spatialbasic units of landscapes (topes) of other landscape forming factors.That is why the fulllegend is listed,in 

parentheses, for information. The mountainforms,the accumulation forms, the basins, the valleys, lakeside-, 

karstic-, sand- and anthropogenicforms providedirecthelp,while theinformation about the consistencyof the 

slopesandslope categories helpin case of topes of smaller magnitude. 

In Hungary the mapsof the surfacemovementsshould be highlighted from the specialized geomoropholgic maps 

(see e.g. Ádam-Schweitzer,1985,Schweitzeretal., 1983, Schweitzer,1999).These maps‟legends aresubstantially 

similarto theengineering geomorphologicmaps, the maindifference is that the processes and forms of the surface 

movementsaredepictedin more detail (Figure 33-34). 
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Figure 33. The deepest gully section of a forested area. Somogybabod, (photography of Jakab, G). 
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Figure 34. A deeply incised gully in the Börzsöny, (photography of Jakab, G). 

As it was mentioned before, the mappingprinciples and practicesofother countries andschools are more or less 

different from the Hungarian methods.The methodology of the German1:25000 

scalemapping(Geomorphologische KartederBundesrepublikDeutschland1: 25000;GMK25,l. Example. 

StäbleinLeser, 1985) should be mentioned as an example.These maps, like Hungarians, can be used both in 

practiceandinlandscape ecologicalresearch(Table 3; Kugler,1965,Leser,1980, b). 

As an example for largescalegeomorphologicalmapping a part of the Börzsöny Mountains (a map at 1: 25000 

scale) ispresented together with thelegend which is adopted to the area (Figure 35-36). 
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Figure 35.  A part of the geomorphological map of the Danube bend M=1:25 000 (Kertész 1981). 
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Figure 36. Key for the 1:25000 geomorphological maps. 

German geomorphologic maps are drawn directly on the topographic maps (in the seventies the Hungarian 

regulations did not make it possible for anyone to use contour maps and to publish their content. The German 

GMK 25 layers are presented in Figure 37. 

 

Figure 37. The levels of information on the GMK 25 (Stablein, 1980). 

The processes and thestructural areas are represented in a different way than on the Hungarian maps and the 

thematiccontentsand the method of map compilation are also different fromthe Hungarianconcept. 

The possibilities of the practical applications of the German1:25000 scalegeomorphologicmaps (GMK 

25)aresummarized in Figure 38. The table provides guidance in connection with the possibilities of application 

not only of the German,but alsoofany otherlarge scalegeomorphologicalmaps. 
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1. The slope of the terrain elements + + + + + + + O + + 

2. The curvature lines of the terrain 

elements 
– – O – – – O – – – 

3. The curvature of cones and 

depressions 
– – O O – – O – O – 

4. Steps, edges and slopes + O + + + – + O + O 

5. Valleys and talwegs – – O – – – O O – O 

6. Micro-forms and roughness O – + O O – O + – + 

7. Traces of landforms and processes – – O – – – – O – – 

8. Grain size, the compound of loose 

sediments 
+ + O – + + O – O O 

9. The position of loose sediments – – – – O O – – – – 

10, The stratification and thickness 

of  loose sediments 
O – – – + O O – O O 

11. Geology – O – O O + – O O O 

12. Geomorphological processes + O + O + O – O + + 

13. Operation areas of 

geomorphological processes and 

structure 

– – – – – O – O – – 

14. Hydrology + + + O + + + + O O 

15. Complementary data O – + O O + + O O O 

+ Important information, 

O may be useful information 

- not relevant information 

Figure 38. The possibilities of application of theGMK25different for different planning purposes(Finke, 1980 

b). 

Geomorphological maps and their content of information are necessary for the solution of problems in landscape 

ecology, i.e. landscape ecology doesn‟t really need the results of morphogenetic research. From our perspective 

the structure, the dissection of the relief, the near-surface rocks and the current morphodynamics are the most 

important sources of information. 

The conclusion  is that the main role of geomorphologic maps is that they represent terrestrial forms that 

determine the visual image of the landscape. From landscape ecological point of view the primary focus is 

therefore on morphography and on the quantifiable morphometric information that expresses the morphography 

with numbers (displays morphography numerically). 

The directing (leading) role of relief is summarized in Figure 39. 
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1. Effect on the other landscape factors 2. Effect on the distribution and quality of the 

ecologically defined landscape potential 

1.1 Soil 

Effect on the development of soil 

(Erosion è accumulation) 

2.1 Forestry 

Indirect effect through other landscape factors 

1.2 Climate 

The aspect and slope angle influences  irradiation; hill-

valley winds, inversions determined by relief, cold 

airflows 

2.2 Agriculture 

Erosion, risk of frost, shift of the growing season 

1.3 Water 

Directs the infiltration of water thereby affecting the 

water balance of soil and soil genetics 

2.3 Recreation potential 

Visual diversity/monotonity 

1.4 Fauna and flora 

Have an indirect effect through the habitat and biotope 

factors (e.g. thermophilic plant communities, nesting 

sites) 

2.4 Potential fro construction 

Although constraction is technically feasible 

everywhere,   steep slope conditions limit it  because 

of finantial and safety reasons 

1.5 Man 

The influence on ecological conditions in the cultural 

landscape through the distribution pattern of land use 

(e.g. agricultural plants, roads, industrial areas, 

recreation infrastructure) 

2.5 Sewage and waste water discharge potential 

The slopes are unsuitable, the basins and cones are 

moderately suitable, the plains are  entirely suitable 

Figure 39. The directing function of relief (Finke, 1994). 

The header of the table shows that on one hand relief has direct effects on other landscape forming factors (see 

the left side of the table) therefore important theoretical and basic scientific statements can be found in the first 

coloumn of the table. On the other hand relief also determines various landscape potentials, i.e. important 

practical, applied scientific statements are in the right coloumn of the table. 

In connection with the organizing function of topography (relief) its role in landscape classification is 

mentioned first. Referring for example to the landscape classification of Hungary, that includes mountains, hills 

and plains is can be seen that topography is the first and most important factor to classify landscapes (e.g. 

Marosi-Somogyi 1990).Looking at the German landscape classification the same structure can be seen (see e.g. 

Meynen- Schmithüsen, 1953-1962). 

Because of the role of relief in landscape classification it plays a crucial role in the spatial distribution of 

landscape ecological factors and potentials. An example for this is the role of relief in microclimate. In this case 

slope angle and exposure have a huge influence on microclimat. 

Slope e xposure (slope aspect) is an important relief characteristic identifying the main compass direction that a 

slope (a uniform slope surface) faces. Exposure is only determined for surfaces with an inclination > 5%, 

otherwise the surface is considered to be a quasi-horizontal plane. 

In practice northern, southern, western and eastern exposure is defined. E.g. northern exposure means that the 

area is exposed to between NW and NE and changes within that interval (from 315° to 45 °). The role of 

exposure in (micro)climate will be discussed later, at the presentation of climate as landscape froming factor. 
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Slope steepness is another important relief property which is simple and easy to determine. It is expressed either 

by the slope angle in degrees, or more frequently slopegradient, which is the tangent of the slope angle 

multiplied by 100. It is also called slope percentage. According to the definition the 45° slope corresponds to the 

100 % slope. As it can be seen from this slope percentage is very well applicapble for practical 

purpuses.  Different practical sectors and different countries use different categories. As an example the 

Hungarian slope percentage categories used for agricultural applications will be given below. 

0-5 %, 

5-12 %, 

12-17 %, 

17-25 % 

                                                           25 % < 

The above intervals were determined from practical aspects, i.e. from the aspect of application possibilities of 

cultivating machines etc. 

Exposureandgradientplay important rolesin agriculturalproduction, especially in viticulture.E.g. the 

bestconditions areprovided on south facing slopes and on slopes which are steep but still cultivable(Figure 40). 

 

Figure 40. Exposureandgradientplay important rolesin viticulture. Slopes with different exposure and gradient in 

the Mosel Valley, (photography of the author). 

Slope is of crucial importance from the aspect of the processes in the landscape, including geomorphic 

processes. Relative relief expressing the maximal height difference within an areal unit is an important driving 

force of the processes of the landscape. Relative relief is often called relief energy. It is a correct name since this 

potential energy ensures the possibility of movement of any slope material. It is sufficient here to refer to the 

process of soil erosion. The main factors to trigger erosion are the kinetic energy of the rain and relative relief, 

i.e. the potential energy due to slope. (The English term "relative relief" refers to the relative level difference.) 

Soil erosion is important from landscape ecological point of view because soil erosion and accumulation 

processes are associated with material and energy flows and modify the balances in the landscape. Just one 

example of this is the expansion of agricultural land coupled with deforestation. The evidence for this is the 

huge amount of accumulated material, i.e. of the eroded soil coming for the upper slope sections which can be 
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observed in soil profiles as accumulation. Soil erosion does not only mean soil loss and accumulation, but also a 

huge "nutrient erosion", nutrient extraction from the area. Nutrient deplation reduces plant production as well as 

its potential. 

 

Figure 41. Areas threatened by soil erosion. (Source: mkweb.uni-pannon.hu) 

Erosion rate is clearly visible Figure 42. The bright spotsindicate thatonlythesoilparent material (loess) is on the 

surface, thered spotsshow the occurrences of the B horizon of a brown forest soil. 
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Figure 42. The traces of soil erosion are clearly visible on the slope,  Bükkalja, (photography of the author). 

1.9.       5.3 Soil as a landscape forming factor 

In the following it will bementioned frequently that soil,vegetation andwaterare landscape forming factors 

veryclosely relatedto one another. This correlationis particularly evident in largescale. Ifthe Earthas a wholeis 

consideredthat is to say we work ina very smallscale, then, as mentionedin the previoussectionthe role of climate 

is very evident and it is the most important landscape froming factor. Next comes the recognition of the 

importance ofthe role of relief. However, inmedium, orscale,thecombined role of the above mentioned three 

factorsis the most obvious. 

For soil studiesit is necessary to prepare soil profiles and make deeper drillings. There is a saying, i.e. if a good 

soil scientist is transported to any place in the Earth, his eyes covered by a sheet in order to avoid any 

knowledge about where he is and he is put into a soil pit barricaded with a folding screen, can tellexactlywhere 

he is, simply by analyzing the soil profile. In this case he mustbe aware about the processesand 

ecologicalrelationships acting in the area that have been leading to the formation of the given soil profile. He 

should be abletocharacterize at any given point the recent andthe currentlydominatinglandscape forming and at 

the same time soil formingfactors andprocesses.Theexample of the blindfolded pedologistshows thatthe 

landscape ecologicalconditions ofa given areacan be describedvery accurately from soil properties. 

There is no need to introduce the discipline oflandscape ecology specific pedology, as soil science in itself can 

be considered as a sub-discipline of landscape ecology. Thus,it is only necessary to evaluate the available 

knowledge on the soil of a given landscapefromlandscape ecologicalpoint of view. It should be noted however, 

that soil ecology as an independent discipline does exist(see e.g. Burghardt,1993). 

Soil is important from landscape ecological perspective because it is a biologically efficient and active system 

and the biotic factors play a very important role in landscape ecology. It should be mentioned that in Hungary 

like in most countries pedology belongs to life sciences. 

Soil as a landscape factor should be examined in line with the given landscape ecological question. So it would 

not make any sense to deal with all functions of the soil in all cases, we should only focus on the soil function 

that is relevant to the given question. Among the functions of soil first we should mention soil as a production 

site. From the point of view of landscape studies soil is important as the regulator of the water balance and 

metabolism, as the filter of solid and liquid materials and as a medium with a technical role (e.g. a ground for 

construction). 

The role of soil can be examined from purely theoretical and from applied perspectives. Basic scientific research 

helps to formulate general concepts. 

The most important role of soil from the aspect of scientific landscape studies is that at large scale field work 

soil properties are taken into account to draw the border line between landscape ecological units.  Later, when 

the theory of landscape typology and the landscape types of Hungary will be presented (see chapter 7) we will 

see that the description of the smallest units, i.e. at the lowest level of the hierarchy of landscape types contains 

expressions like "meadow soil type", or "chernozem brown forest soil type". The map of soil types of Hungary 

is presented in Figure 43. 
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Figure 43. The soil types of Hungary. (Source: mkweb.uni-pannon.hu) 

The differentiating role of the soil was recognized in the second half of the last century (see e.g. Haase, 1973). 

The role of soil is particularly important in applied researches, especially in agricultural applications (e.g. 

habitat survey and mapping).Severalsoil profilesare shown in the following figures(Figure44-46). 

Thesectionswillnot be analyzed. We intend to demonstrate with the presentation ofthreevery different kinds 

ofprofilesthatsoilproperties are important partof landscape evaluation, particularly landscape evaluationfrom 

agriculturalaspects. 
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Figure 44. Micellar calcareous chernosem, (photography of Jakab, G). 
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Figure 45. Meadow solonetz, (photography of Jakab, G). 
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Figure 46. Pseudogley brown forest soil, (photography of Jakab, G). 

Landscape ecology strives for the complexity of the approach. Several factors are taken into consideration at the 

same time. That is the main difference between the aspects of landscape ecology and those of the related 

sciences (e.g. soil science). If we identify pedotopes, or at a higher level of hierarchygeotopes, then the near-

surfacerocks,the topographicaland hydrologicalpropertieswill also be taken into consideration. 

Soil moisture and soil moistureregime may best be linked to soil as a landscape factor.If these twofactorsare 

consideredtogether, we determinepedohydrotopes. Soil and soil moisture can be well applied to determinethe 

spatial types oflandscape household as well. The soil in relation withwatercanalso becharacterizedas 

themaintransformer of precipitation water. Strictly speaking thisconversion processmeans the conversionof the 

individual factors of the water balanceequation into each other, i.e. the relationshipof soilmoisture and 

water(i.e.,the infiltratedwater) with  evaporated and runoff water. 

Soil survey is an integral part of practicallandscape ecologicalwork. The selection of the soilsamplingsites can 

be made bystochastic,deterministicand mixedsamplingmethods.According to thestochasticmethod,e.g. we drop 

agrid on the map andweinvestigate thesoilin the intersection points of the lines.(The length of the sides of the 

base celldepends on the scale.) The advantageof this method is randomization, but its disadvantage is that we get 

the same datadensity both in completelyuniformareasand in areas with frequentchanges of soil properties. 

Onasteepslope the soil properties are more variedand as a result of this thelandscape ecologicalconditions are 

more different, too, than ona flator a slightly undulatingsurface. 

We may choose the sampling points in a deterministic manner, in conformity with our professional experience 

and expertise and decide those parts of an area where more sampling points are considered necessary (e.g. on 

those steep slopes). On uniformed surfaces, however, we select far fewer sampling sites. 
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The mixed sampling mode is the combination of the two above methods. In this case we designate grid points 

by all means, however, where probably greater variability is expected, we mark additional sampling locations. 

The so-called catena method differs from the above-mentioned methods, although it shows similarities with 

them, too. The catena or catena complex actually refers to the series or complex of soil types that evolved in 

different ways, but in spite of that they form a "soil type association" (sequence). The soils belonging to the 

association are linked to one another, side by side. The arrangement of the soil types associations next to one 

another, i.e. in a dissected hilly country, usually goes from the valley bottom line up to the divide. The concept 

of catena was introduced by Milne (1936). Its pedological interpretation (Milne, 1936, Vageler, 1955) was taken 

over by landscape ecology (see e.g. Klink, 1966, Leser, 1978) and has become an important and basic method. 

In landscape ecological sense it can be defined as a spatial distribution order, pattern, e.g. the interconnecting 

series of pedotopes, or ecotopes occurring in a territorial unit. 

The term “catena” is a word of Spanish origin meaning „chain’. It refers to the adjoining soil types and soil type 

groups. Vageler (1940) called it for the first time by calling this method “Catena”. Troll (1950) was the first to 

have drawn the attention of geographers to the fact that adopting this pedological method landscape ecological 

units can be clearly distinguished. 

The Catena method means to find and designate typical catenas. In practice typical cross sections are selected in 

the hilly-mountainous areas, followed by the description of soil profiles along this section, at a sufficient 

number of points of the slope profile. The method is more deterministic than stochastic, since it tries to capture 

the characteristic points of the terrain along plane sections perpendicular to the surface. If an area is examined 

from landscape ecological point of view by capturing the characteristic catenas, the pedotopes and geotopes of 

the area can be determined with good approximation. The application of the Catena principle provides a good 

basis for any ecological examination. The adjective "any" can also be interpreted as follows: in most cases, the 

Catena-principle serves as the premise of practical applications. 

Summarising the above statements the conclusion is that soil as a main ecological characteristic represents an 

extremely integrated sub-complex and has particular importance among landscape forming factors. The high 

degree of integration can be explained by the fact that soil itself was created as a result of the combined effects 

of several geofactors, so that soil climate, topography, near-surface rocks, flora and fauna, water, soil 

cultivation, and, last but last but not least, the role of time is also important. The effects are manifested in the 

different soil properties - pH, humus, exchangeable cations, clay minerals etc. To illustrate the links between 

soil properties and environmental factors, humus and its interactions with the environmental factors are 

presented in Figure 47. According to Finke (1972) the figure also shows that humus forms can be considered as 

a further main ecological characteristic within the soil, assuming that the role of disturbances is minimal in 

humus formation (e.g. below a forest cover). 
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Figure 47. Humus as a main ecological characteristic (Finke, 1994). 

Finally we would also like to draw your attention to the fact that it would be a mistake to exaggerate the role of 

soil as a landscape forming factor. Indeed, the soil, in connection with its substantial buffer capacity, reacts to 

the changes of the environmental factors very slowly. Thus, overfertilization, the load of heavy metals, the 

overburden effect of pesticides and herbicides do not change the soil type or if they do, it is reflected only 

slightly and with a certain delay. Specific physical and chemical tests are required to detect these effects. The 

change of soils is a very slow process, it can be caused either by natural or partly by anthropogenic factors. E.g. 

if an area which had been a forest and  was deforestated and converted to arable land, then the arable cultivation 

of forest soils changes the dynamics of these soils into the direction of Chernozem (chernozem brown forest 

soil) a long time (centuries) after that. Similar examples can be cited regarding river flood plains, where also a 

long time is required to enable the development of new dynamics, e.g. the conversion of meadow soils to 

chernozem meadow soils, and later into meadow chernozems. 

On the other hand, however, the traces of the long-term changes such as climate change, climate fluctuations 

are well reflected, and will remain in the soil, so the study of fossil soils can be applied in paleoecology very 

well to reconstruct former ecological conditions. 

1.10.       5.4. Water as a landscape factor 

As mentioned above climate is the most important and topography is the second most important factor of areal 

organisation on the Earth. It is certainly true if we think at small scale. By increasing the scale and going more 

into details, thit statement will be less and less valid. Therefore it is difficult to attribute a decisive role to any of 

the landscape forming factors. 

From the water-soil-vegatation sub-complex water will be discussed below. The simple word „water” is used 

inculding all water forms occuring in nature and pointing to the whole hydrosphere wich will be analysed for the 

aspect of landscpe ecology. 

Water household, especially the role of groundwater balance in the water-soil-vegetation relation is of utmost 

importance that is why water household is considered to be a main ecological characteristic (e.g. Neef et al., 

1961). It is true that Neef's school mainly deals with soil moisture and defines soil moisture regime types. The 

role of water depends on the form of its appearance (water flowing in chanel, water in lakes, groundwater, soil 

moisture etc.). From landscape ecological point of view, apart from the amount of water, its quality, its physical 

and chemical properties are also important. 

The quantity and quality of the water available in a given time and place mainly depends on meteorological 

factors, in particular the periodicity of these factors. The amount of water at a given place, obviously, is also 

connected with both horizontal and vertical material flows.  One of the most important relationships in 

landscape ecology is the issue of the neighborhood relations and reactions. In this context it is important to make 

a difference between the near and distant neighborhood impacts. The remote effects of floods give an example 

for the distant part. Floods may come about as a consequence of extreme weather conditions at a distant point of 

the catchment being in no connection with the climate of the given place. 

It is a very important landscape ecological task to study the relationships between water and other landscape 

forming factors. During the analysis of the relationships between water and soil and soil parent material the 

problem of the sampling method arises again. We do not want to repeat what has already been said about this in 

the previous chapter, but we will point to other important aspects, i.e. the aspects of discretity (isolated, 

independent, unique values are called discrete values) and continuity. Various groundwater properties are 

detected at discrete points, e.g. in wells, and from these we want to draw valid conclusions for continuous 

surfaces. In order to do that, again, we can rely on our own expertise, analogies and our knowledge. 

From landscape ecological point of view the water in the soil (soil moisture and ground water) is of the greatest 

importance, as it expresses the interactions of the landscape froming factors, being in the most direct connection 

with near-surface rock, soil, relief and vegetation. 

The availability of soil water is largely dependent on weather conditions, however, it responds to changes of 

meteorological factors later, after some time. In addition it is also important to note that the water in the soil 

responds to the changes in meteorological conditions less intensely. So if we draw the curves of yearly 

precipitation and groundwater regime below each other, the latter will be smoother, and the extreme values will 

be lower, they will be shifted compared to the precipitation curve. The extremes are more important than the 
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average values, because from the aspect of the ecological conditions "little or no" available water (quasi-

drought), or "a lot, too much" water (flooding, inland water etc.) have crucial importance. From the practical 

point of view, this is even more true, e.g. if crop production, or the potential yield of a particular crop is 

analyzed. 

The landscape ecological importance of the soil water balance is emphasized by many authors (see e.g. 

Hambloch, 1957, Mosimann, 1980, Seiler, 1983, Leser, 1978, 1991). From the point of view of landscape 

ecology it is enough to study the groundwater and the overlying capillary zone in detail, since they are directly 

related to the ecosystem, they influence landscape household directly. The temporal variability of soil moisture 

mentioned before is actually the cause of the variability of landscape household, which can be relatively easily 

measured and monitored. Neef et al. (1961) declared for the first time that soil moisture is a parameter that 

characterizes the ecological variance. The ecological variance (volatility) of soil moisture is the variety of the 

soil moisture expressed in material circulation of the production site, which depends on the weather conditions. 

The distribution of moisture in the soil primarily depends on soil texture. Table 2 represents the system of soil 

moisture types. 

A Soil Moisture Regimes influenced by the groundwater 

I. All the soil horizons are very wet throughout the year (permanent groundwater SMR) 

II. Seasonal variance of wetting of the upper horizons, i.e. the root zone of the soil (periodic groundwater SMR)  

B. Soil moisture regimes influenced by sloping ground water 

I. All the soil levels are very wet throughout the year (constant sloping groundwater SMR) 

II. All the soil levels are very wet throughout the year (periodic sloping ground water SMR) 

III. The subsoil is wet during the whole year (permanent deep sloping groundwater SMR) 

IV. The wetting of subsoil varies seasonally (periodically deep groundwater SMR) 

C. Soil moisture regimes influenced by water lenses 

I. Perennial strong wetting of the main root zone above the water lens (constant water lens SMR) 

II. Wetting of the main root zone changes seasonally (periodic water lens SMR) 

III. Seasonal variance in the aquifer of the water lens (deep water lens SMR) 

D. Soil moisture regimes depending on percolation 

I. Seasonally strongly variable wetting of the main root zone (alternating fresh water percolation SMR) 

II. Favourable wetting of the whole soil during the whole year (fresh water percolation SMR) 

III. Abrupt changes of soil moisture between the horizons and layers throughout the year (stratified percolation 

SMR) 

Table 2. Soil moisture regime types (Thomas- Lauckner- Haase, 1967 and Leser, 1976). 

In Hungary the following system is used (Várallyay etal.1980). The system contains seven groups. 

I. Soils with very largefieldcapacity and low water-retention(e.g., sand, loose sand without humus content) 

II. Soils with largefieldcapacity and medium water-retention(sand or loamy sand, suchas the humic sandy soils, 

meadow soils andchernozems ofthe Great Hungarian Plain) 

III. Soils with goodfieldcapacity and good water-retention(e.g. the chernozems andmeadowchernozems ofthe 

Tiszantúl, meadow chernozems of the Danube- Tisza Interfluve, a part of alluvial meadow, meadow-alluvial 

andalluvialsoils). 
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IV. Soils with mediumfieldcapacity and good water-retention(alluvialmeadow soils with clay and 

clayeyloamtexture, loamymeadow soilsetc). 

V. Soils with mediumfieldcapacity and strong water-retention(loamy clay, clayey meadow soils, solonetz 

meadow soils). 

VI. Soils with badfieldcapacity and strong water-retention(solonetz soils with heavymechanicalcomposition, 

medium and deepmeadowsolonetz with chernosem dynamics). 

VII. Soils with very badfieldcapacity and very strong water-retention(crustyand medium 

medowsolonetz,solonchak-solonetz). 

The characteristics of the seven categories are shown in Table 3. 
 

Water management 

category 
Water capacity 

V % 

Disponible water 

Water capacity % 

Infiltration rate 

mm/h 

I.   <16      60 >300 

II. 16–24 50–60 >300 

III. 24–32 50–60 100–200 

IV. 32–40 40–50 70–100 

V. 32–40 20–40 70–100 

VI. >40 20–40 30–70 

VII. >40 <20 <30 

Table 3. Characteristic data of the water management categories (Várallyay et al., 1980). 

From landscape ecological point of view the disponible(available) water is the most important category for the 

plants.  Various types of subsurface waters will not be presented here. A detailed presentation is not necessary 

for the discussion of water as a landscape forming factor (for a more detailed description see e.g. Stefanovits-

Filep-Füleky, 1999). It will only be mentioned that the range of pF 1.8 to 4.2 is important for the vegetation, 

furthermore, that the mechanical composition of soils is decisive for the retention of water. It is well-known that 

water retention is the worst in sandy soils and clayey soils are able to pass less water to the plants, than loamy 

soils because most of the water they contain is bounded very strongly. 

After discussing the important landscape ecological role of ground water and soil moisture, surface waters will 

be reviewed shortly. The environmental impact of lakes, ponds depends on their size. A large lake has a 

significant impact on its environment, which does not only mean the area surrounding the lake and the inland 

(non aquatic) ecosystems, but the air above and around the lake, i.e.the surrounding countryside as well. Lakes 

have significant role on micro climate and meso climate. 

The surface water network determines the most important spatial structure on our planet. This spatial system is 

different from those of the landscape ecosystem, but in some cases, especially at the lowest level of the 

hierarchy the two systems may be identical. The system can be built up both form the top and from the bottom, 

i.e. from the highest, or from the lowest hierarchy level. If the system is built up from the lowest level a better 

comparability is insured. 

Before Horton river basins were only descriptively studied. Horton, later Strahler (1952, 1952b, 1954, 1956, 

1957, 1958) and other authors (Melton, Morisawa, Schuman) developed the methods of "Quantitative 

geomorphology” for catchment basins. The "mature" surfaces developing under humid climatic conditions are 

ideal places for watershed analysis. Nevertheless this method is well applicable at arid, semi-arid conditions, 
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moreover with appropriate modifications it can be transferred to almost all of the land form groups (except 

pediments and alluvial plains). 

According to the basicconceptthewatershed basinis understood as an open system. Basins are studied as open 

systems, because materials andenergy are transported through the borders andconstant 

energytransformationstake place. Thewatershedtends to reach a steadystate. This is oftenpreceded by atransition 

state, which is mainly a consequence of tectonicmovements. Thetransition statelasts untilthe newstream 

networkis formed. 

What doesthe steadystate mean? In agradedwatershed thelandformsare even due to planation process, this state 

is represented by the balanced material flow caused by erosion and transportation processes. The 

potentialenergyis transformed into thekineticenergy ofwater anddebris movements. Horton's systemis valid until 

thephysical characteristics and the intensity oferosion processes, the water system reaches thissteady state under 

the given climaticconditions. If theconditions change there will be no steady state any more. Through a seriesof 

rapid changes new geometriccharacteristics will develope in the watershed and the equilibrium will be re-

established. 

Horton(1945) introduced theconcept of “order ofstreams”. If we have a map of a certain areawithall thestreams, 

those streams receive the first orderthat have no tributaries, second order streams have only first order tributaries 

and so on.Obviouslythe main riverreceivesthe highestorder (Figure 48). 

 

Figure 48. Péli Valley. The classification of water network according to orders. 

Figure 49 illustrates and lists the various parameters used for water budget calculations. Catchment calculations 

may seem complicated, but the basic equation is very simple:  precipitation (CS) is the input, of which the 

following outputs are generated: a part of the rainwater evaporates (P), a part of it infiltrates (B), and a part of a 

runs off (L). This gives the basic water balance equation: 

CS = P + B + L 
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Figure 49. A model of a catchment (Wohlrab et al., 1992). 

  
 

Sign 

  

Unit Explanation Report 

N Mm Areal precipitation The average rainfall of a given area (measured 

directly above the surface and vegetation) 

NB Mm Precipitation falling  on 

vegetation 
Precipitation reaching the soil through the 

vegetation-canopy 

AET Mm Actual or real 

evaporation 
Evaporation under the given meteorological 

conditions, where the water supply is controlled 

by  vegetation 

T Mm Transpiration The transpiration of plants, a partially biologically 

controlled process during which the plants transfer 

the absorbed water to the surrounding air-layer 

E Mm Evaporation The physical process by which the water vapor is 

transferred to the surrounding air- layer, through 

the following media: 

EP Mm Interception Surface of the vegetation 
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(evaporation by vegetal 

interception) 

EL Mm Interception 

(evaporation by the 

interception of litter and 

straw) 

cover-crop residual (litter, straw, mulch) 

EB Mm Soil evaporation Soil surface 

A Mm Areal runoff The amount of runoff; runoff coefficient 

calculated from the amount of runoff water from 

the catchment area over a certain period of time 

from the corresponding area; surface runoff in 

streams and subsurface runoff 

A0 Mm Surface runoff Rainwater (or areal precipitation), which did not 

infiltrate into the soil (AS1), but flew down the soil 

surface (except the water that flows in the 

streams) 

AS1 Mm Infiltration Infiltration of rainwater, which penetrates either 

from the soil surface or from the litter/mulch 

cover to the root zone. 

AS2 Mm Seepage Seepage water flowing down from the root zone to 

the root-free zone 

AS3 Mm Inflow water that leaks into the ground water, ground 

water regeneration 

AI Mm Interflowing Water flowing laterally in the soil and in the 

covering strata over the groundwater level 

A6 Mm Groundwater 

runoff                         
runoff of groundwater to the direction of the main 

river 

AnA Mm Subsurface runoff Subsurface runoff from the catchment in question 

AnZ Mm Groundwater inflow Subsurface runoff to the catchment in question 

AK Mm Capillary increase The upward movement of water from groundwater 

The parameters shown in the figure refine this basic in equation. The landscape forming factors, i.e. near-surface 

rock, relief, soil, vegetation and various land use types (e.g. built up areas) modify evaporation, runoff and 

infiltration. The details shown in the figure ppoint to the modifying role of these factors, so the relationship 

between water and the other landscape froming factors can be best determined for (small) catchments. 

Consequently, the best method for studying the behaviour of hydrological systems and for making forecasts is 

system analysis again. The practical work and planning should be applied within the framework of catchments. 

Figure 50 presents a Hungarian river that can be considered quasi-natural. 
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Figure 50. The undercut bank of the River Hernád at Abaújvár, (photography of Szalai, Z). 

The remaining types of subsurface and surface waters will not be discussed here because they do not affect the 

landscape ecosystem directly. 

1.11.       5.5. Climate as a landscape forming factor 

Usually smaller-scale climates (micro-climate, terrain climate etc.) are in the focus of landscape ecological 

research, however, from the geographer‟s perspective macro climate and meso climate are at least as important 

as micro climate. The importance of dimension is underlined in this aspect, too. Typical landscape ecological 

research is detailed and therefore it is carried out inlarge scale pointing to the importance of smaller-scale 

climates while in small scale, at regional and global levels meso and macro climate are more important.   

Climatic zones have already been mentioned. Global zonality has an influence on other landscape factors as 

well. The formation of the vegetation belts is a trivial example of this. Only relatively late, in the 60s was the 

fact that the geomorphologic processes are climate-dependent, discovered. The Hungarian scientist Béla Bulla 

and the German Julius Büdel were the first geographers who formulated the concept of climatic geomorphology 

(Bulla, 1954, Büdel, 1963). In the international literature, however, only Büdel is known as Bulla published his 

works in Hungarian. 

Considering the role of climate in general, i.e. not taking the role of dimension into account we can say that 

climate determines the geomorphic processes on the surface, i.e. erosion (denudation), including soil erosion, as 

well as the mechanism of physical and chemical weathering, soil formation, soil water temperature and budget, 

the length of the growing season etc. 

Small-dimension climates, such as terrain climate and microclimate will be treated first. There is a dimensional 

difference between theem.  Terrain climate represents higher dimentsion (e.g. valleys, plateaus). Urban climate 

belongs to this dimension, too. Micro-climate is the climate of smaller territorial units, such as, smaller valleys 

and derasional depressions, slope segments (inflection zone, footslope, upper slope). There is no lower limit of 

the areaal extension for which microclimate parameters can be determined. 
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The attention of landscape ecologists has turned to climates under anthropogenic influence three or four decades 

ago. Here in the first place we think about the urban, industrial (urbanogene, technogene) ecosystems. Indeed, 

first the climate of urban and industrial areas was studied. The micro- and urban climatologic studies have first 

of all practical relevance. 

The climatic factors, i.e. solar radiation, temperature, precipitation, humidity, wind and the air itself are the 

object of landscape ecological studies, the latter with special regard to its changing chemical composition due to 

human activities. The analysis of (micro) climate has always been an important part of plant ecological, 

biogeographical and geobotanical research. The same is true for experimental geomorphology and geography as 

well. Precipitation data are essential for of soil erosion measurements, in particular the availability of higher-

resolution intensity data is important. In connection with data collection for soil erosion studies sually other 

meteorological data were collected at the same time (mainly temperature and wind data). Data collection was 

not always carried out with a clear objective and as a result of this not all the collected data were analysed and 

evaluated at the end. Such a situation may arise because meteorological data collection has been going on for a 

long time and has standardized methods with which measurement and data collection can be started 

immediately. There are many unnecessary data collected in many cases. Concerning landscape planning the 

opposite is true, i.e. data density and the length of the data series are usually insufficient to support the planning 

task. 

The situation in connection with climate and weather data is the following: usually they are not available for a 

sufficient number of points that have a relatively uniform spatial distribution, and the length of the time period is 

not satisfactory either. Various interpolation methods and data generation techniques are known to overcome 

this problem. However, these methods are unable to compete with real data. As an example for this computer 

models of soil erosion developed in the U.S. (e.g. EPIC - Erosion Prediction Impact Calculator and WEPP - 

Water Erosion Prediction Project) can be mentioned, which require meteorological data that are very rarely 

available. At the same time these models offer the possibility of data generation. 

Urban climatology has been a leading discipline in applied landscape ecology for a long time (see e.g. Phaser, 

1981, Horbert-Kirchgeorg, 1980). A large number of recent studies could be cited which   deal with air quality, 

purity and pollution. The situation of urban climatological data retrieval is much better, it cannot be compared 

with the general situation related to meteorological data mentioned above. 

For a detailed landscape ecological study it is necessary to capture the changes of climate accurately within a 

small area. The small differences in climate are primarily caused by radiation, which depends on slope gradient 

and on exposure (Figure 51). Because of the significance of exposure, exposure climate (aspect climate) is 

important from the point of view of geomorphological processes. The difference is the biggest between slopes 

exposed to the north and to the south. The strongest chemical and physical weathering is on the north facing 

slopes and not on the southern slopes. The reason is that at daytime the southern slope, even in winter, will be 

warmed up and at night, even in summer, it gets cool, so the large difference in temperature accelerates 

chemical and physical weathering. This applies first of all to physical weathering. 

Figure 51 shows that the radiation per square centimeter to an axb surface, perpendicular to the direction of 

radiation gives the adiation constant (J0) 
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Figure 51. The dependence of radiation on the angle of incidence (Weischet, 1977). 

This amount ofradiationis distributedonalarger surface,so on thehorizontalplanethe amount ofradiationand its 

intensity is lower.Thespatial distributionofradiationis shownin Figure 52. 

 

Figure 52. The distribution of radiation on a cone during the year (Knoch, 1963). 

Climate as a landscape forming factor also plays an important role in applied research. Climate quality can be 

evaluated from a variety of perspectives. Some of these aspects are as follows: agriculture, recreation, 

constraction, urban planning etc. A given area may be suitable for an application but less suitable for another 
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kind of application. From the point of view of urban planning a protected location in a valley with higher 

temperature and humidity values has less favourable bioclimatic conditions than the surrounding area. The same 

location offers good conditions fro farming purposes. 

If an area is analysed from the aspect of recreation, among others the areas endangered by cold air and exposed 

to strong winds will be mapped. It is by no means indifferent from the perspectives of urban planning how long 

cold air masses reside in a particular area, how poor ventilation is and how often fog settles (Finke, 1994). From 

the perspective of agricultural suitability it is also important to know the areas where cold air settles and frost 

sets in early. In urban areas different issues stand in the focus: e.g. wind frequency and wind speed, because 

wind vents the polluted air from the city. The variety of practical examples is endless. 

Global climate change which is taking place currently as a consequence of human impact is a theoretical-

practical issue (see Kertész, 2001). It is well-known that the greenhouse effect is the cause of the global climate 

change (Czelnai, 1999). Global climate change affects the landscape ecosystem in all dimensions. 

The conclusion is that the significance of the climate subsystem is first of all in the measurability of the climate 

parameters and the evidence of the regulatory functions of the climate. In global and regional dimensions the 

macro-and meso-climate serve as the regulators, whereas in smaller dimensions the terrain and microclimate 

control landscape development. The latter seems more important for landscape ecological studies, particularly 

considering the horizontal and vertical material and energy flows. 

  

     6. The role of biotic landscape forming factors in evaluation 6.1. Vegetation as a landscapefroming factor 

Again, we start from Leser's approach previously shown in Figure 15. On left side we find the biotic factors, i.e. 

flora and fauna. Territorial units of the biotic factors of the landscape are the fitotope and the zootope, the 

operational (functional) forms are the fitocenoses and the zoocenoses. When both factors are considered, the 

territorial unit is the biotope, the operational unit is the biosystem. In the following we will discuss these factors. 

Vegetation as a landscape factor is only discussed very briefly since the detailed analysis of the issue falls 

within the scope of biological ecology. The question is, therefore, what role the assessment of flora and fauna 

should play within landscape ecology. 

Again we mention that soil, water and vegetation are related factors, and these three, including vegetation, can 

be considered as ecological main characteristics. The significance of vegetation assessment is that it is very 

sensitive even to the slightest environmental change. For exampleifadry periodoccurs, the plants move towards 

themore humidareas. So it is in the Kiskunság region, where prolongeddryperiods often occur.Naturally, 

thesandmovementalsocontributes in the factthatthere is novegetationon the surface ofthe sand dunes. (Figure 

53). 
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Figure 53. A sand dune in the area of Fülöpháza. Vegetation is only present in the moister, low-lying areas, 

(photography of the author). 

Vegetation is the most striking indicator of the changes in landscape household. Vegetation also reflects and 

indicates the relationships of the effects on the habitats that can be experienced over the average of many years, 

so the effects of extreme years are negligible if periods of several years are analyzed. Figure 54 shows 

hygrophyte plants. 

 

Figure 54. Hygrophite vegetation on the Island of Tenerife, (photography of the author). 

Figure 55 shows that in aharmonious, aesthetically pleasinggreenlandscapes we do not seeanything 

butvegetationinstalledby man.InFigure 56 we seethat the useof an area witha rather extremeclimate, in this case 

of a dryareais possible. 
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Figure 55. Looking at the Tapolcai Basin we cannot see the original natural vegetation, (photography of the 

author). 

 

Figure 56. Agricultural land use in areas of unfavourable moisture conditions in Spain in the area of Alicente, 

(photography of the author). 
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According to Haffner (1968), it is necessary to classify the state of the vegetation in the cultural landscape. He 

suggests the following categories: basically natural (pristine - natural – quasi-natural - partly natural, Figure 57) 

and under the effect of cultivation (partly unnatural - artificial and unnatural). 

 

Figure 57. Pasture scattered with trees  in Baranya (www.hidrologia.hu). 

  

The other disadvantage is a question with more complex background. The assumption that, within a study area, 

in its different parts, the same plant communities refer to very similar or identical ecological relations and effect 

mechanisms can be accepted as true. However, it should not be forgotten that the result of the effect mechanism 

of abiotic factors or its overall effect on vegetation physiology may be the same even if all abiotic factors are not 

identical individually. As a consequence of this vegetation analysis leads us to very important information, 

however, it does not replace or substitute the analysis of other landscape factors. Besides abiotic factors, other 

biotic factors and effects such as light, nutrients, competition for water have influences on species composition. 

In contrast to the abiotic habitat factors, the identification of species composition is much more difficult. As 

Leser (1978) correctly states, the study of vegetation, plant sociological analysis and mapping cannot substitute 

the numerical values, which are strictly necessary for determining the dynamics of landscape household. 

This statement is no doubt true for theoretical research. However, when particular practical questions have to be 

answered, it is not sure whether all the sub-complexes of the landscape ecosystem should be analyzed one by 

one. For a certain practical question a habitat index of the vegetation may be sufficient. It is an indicator value, 

because it shows the kind of habitat and the kind of vegetation that were created by the overall effect of the 

geofactors. 

Thevegetation follows the climaticzonesand altitudinal belts on the Earth.In Figure 58 and 59 we can see a 

humidhabitatandatree typical in savannahgrasslandsinSouth Africa(on the border of South 

AfricaandZimbabwe). Figure 60 shows that there is no vegetation in the highestaltitude belt.Figure 61 illustrates 

that zoning is not the only factor of vegetationdevelopment, other factors, in the present case, soilproperties,soil 

moistureand the chemical composition of groundwater can also trigger vegetation development.Figure 62 

illustrates therapidchange ofaltitudebelts. 

http://www.hidrologia.hu/
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Figure 58. A humid habitat in the Krüger National Park, South Africa, (photography of the author). 

 

Figure 59. Baobab tree (Adansonia digitata, photography of the author). 
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Figure 60. There is no vegetation in highest zone of the mountains, (photography of the author). 

  

 

Figure 61. Salt effected solis near Apajpuszta in Kiskunság (Danube-Tisza Interfluve, photography of the 

author). 
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Figure 62. The rapidchange ofvegetation zonesintheTurkishRiviera(TaurusMountains, photography of the 

author). 

  

The preparation of the potential vegetation map in a given area can be particularly valuable. Succession 

development happens in the following way. First pioneer associations appear then climax communities develop 

gradually, in accordance with the conditions of the site. Potential vegetation is also important because it 

identifies the biotic potential of the habitat, or of any topological unit, it answers the question which plants can 

occur, or be produced on the site. In cultural landscapes it is very rare that recent vegetation coincides with 

potential vegetation. Such coincidences usually occur in case of forests, but they are mostly planted forests. 

Anthropogenic plant communities are important tools for natural vegetation mapping. 

The vegetation maps provide the full disclosure of the plant communities of an area. The patches of the map 

present the different plant communities that refer to different ecological conditions. The practical importance of 

the potential vegetation maps is enormous because they illustrate what vegetation structure was established 

according to the environmental factors (landscape froming factors) during a relatively long time period, i.e. 

during thousands of years. Among the practical users, landscape planning and landscape protection must be 

mentioned in the first place. They are applied alway if the task is to build up the substance of a forest area 

possibly with the potentially occurring species. The potential vegetation map actually informs us on the 

ecological value of the area. 

The continuous monitoring of the distribution of each species in the area plays an increasingly important role. 

Hereby we can follow the trends that occur in the area (e.g changes in environmental factors, air pollution, etc.). 

They are the bioindicators of some species, certain damages and of the occurrence of some materials. The 

bioindicators, if their role has accurately been identified, indicate the harmful effects immediately. As such they 

play a quasi-monitoring role. 

Another advantage is that they are able to determine the phenomenon in question and the triggering factors in 

space. If we know the area at risk, then it is sufficient to do physical and chemical analysis at some certain 

points. If the bioindicator-method is compared with the method that focuses on the determination of certain 
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physico-chemical components, the bioindicatoros are far more informative since that they show the effect 

immediately. 

Forests are a very important type of vegetation. The Carpathian Basin used to be covered with forests, forest 

steppe as natural vegetation. A significant part of the indigenous forest has been removed, cut and a part of the 

forested area was gradually transformed into planted forests. Fortunately the area of the planted forests has benn 

increasing over the last fifty years. The following three animations are about the changes of the forest cover. 

Animation 3 presents thechange offorested area in Hungary. Approximately85% of the country was covered by 

forestbefore human intervention. When Hungarians conquered the Carpathian basin including the present 

territory of Hungary, only 60% ofthe areamay have been forested because beforethe settlement of Hungarians 

other nations of theCarpathian Basinmayhave already performed importantland transformations.Currently 21% 

of the country area isforestedwhich is a greatachievement.Despite of this Hungary is still ranked amongthe 

poorly forested countires. 

erdosules_honfogl-2000 (name of the animation) 

Animation 3. Change offorested area inHungary.  (Source: Bartha, 2003.) 

Animation 4 shows the change of forest area in Hungary between 1920-2008. As it is shown in the animation, in 

this century, if not significantly, but considerably increased the forest area. The area increased from 1 million 

hectares to 1.9 million hectares by 2008 due to the development of forestry and to afforestation programs.       

erdosules 1920–2008 (name of the animation) 

Animation.  4. Changes of forest area in Hungary 1920-2008. (Source: CAO database, 2009) 

Animation 5 shows thechange offorested area intheindicated periodbroken down bydecades. Theforest coveris 

presented in hectaresand in percentages. 

erdosules 1930–2000 (name of the animation) 

Animation 5. Forests of Hungary1930-2000. (Source: Solymos, 2004) 

1.12.       6.2. Fauna as a landscape ecological factor 

Fauna will not be presented in much less detail than flora because it requires more knowledge and expertise on 

the subject. A detailed presentation would not be the subject of landscape ecology. 

If the landscape ecological role of flora and fauna are compared, we can see that the phytotope and the geotope 

are spatially linked, in some cases they may even overlap (see e.g. the mozaiks of the potential vegetation 

maps). Animals as parts of the biocenoses are not tied to the biotope. In contrast to plants they keep moving 

while they cover shorter or longer distances. The various members of the biocenosis are linked to various 

nutritional and other biotopes. Another important difference is that animals have a much higher diagnostic value 

from the aspect of landscape ecological spatial and functional relationships (e.g. certain biotopes are used only 

for sleeping, for preparing winter quarters for themselves etc.). It can be concluded that the smaller the action 

radius of a species (sphere of movement) and the stronger it is linked to a specific biotope, the more this species 

can be considered as an indicator of a bioecological mechanism. 

The role of theenvironmental conditionscan clearly be seeninFigure 63. Figures 64-66show thatapartof the 

faunatries to adapt itselfto humans, while humans are trying to do everythingto ensureendangeredspecies should 

not die out. 
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Figure 63. The loose slope loess located above the Eocene layers provides good nesting possibilities for the 

birds. (Nyergesújfalu, photography of the author). 

 

Figure 64. Animals, such as the monkeys, are trying toadapt tothe presenceof objects created by the people, 

(photography of the author). 
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Figure 65. The tropicalbirds also adapt topeople, they are notdisturbed by the presenceofman, not even in the 

restingplaces ofthe Kruger NationalPark, (photography of the author). 
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Figure 66. The number ofelephants living in the safariparksistoohigh. Kruger NationalPark, South Africa, 

(photography of the author). 

Animals, however, can only help in identifying the smallest landscape ecological units and in understanding its 

landscape management characteristics if their relationship to the effect mechanisms including biotic and abiotic 

factors is already known. So we still have a long way to go before being able to involve fauna in scientific 

research on landscape ecology. This statement is particularly true with regard to micro-organisms. 

At the end of the chapter mention must be made of man as a landscape ecological and landscape forming factor. 

If we wanted to handle all important issues of human impacts on the landscape, a separate book could be written 

on the role of man, or more precisely human society. The concept of cultural landscape itself refers to the role of 

humans. It is well known that human landscape forming activity is much quicker and more effective than the 

effects biotic and abiotic landscape forming factors. The outline of these changes, however, would divert us 

from our subject matter. 

     7. Landscapes and landscape types After reviewing the landscape forming factors we need to talk about the 

hierarchical system of landscapes as territorial units. So far we have not discussed the role of man or human 

society as a landscape forming factor. This topic will be discussed in the next chapter. The classification sysem 

of quasi-natural landscapes will be presented in this chapter. Two types of classification systems will be dealt 

with below, i.e. the hierarchical system of landscapes and the classification system of landscape types. Before 

going into detail it must be mentioned that any landscape classification and any kind of zoning are primarily 

practical issues. Let‟s take the eample of dividing a government grant between municipalities, counties, or 

between natural micro-regions. (If a grant is for administrative units, then of course there is no such dilemma.) 

The spatial system of natural regions, i.e. landscapes is very well applicable for applications in nature 

conservation, agriculture etc. 

1.13.       7.1. The classification of landscapes of Hungary 

The hierarchical sysem of landscapes will be discussed only briefly because the Inventory of natural micro-

regions of Hungary (Dövényi 2010) provides detailed information on the topic. The hierarchy is built-up the 

following way: micro-regions, groups of micro-regions, then meso-regions, occasionally groups of meso-

regions, macro-regions, regions, continents and the globe. 
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The classification of Hungarian landscapes and the concept of drawing the borderlines between landscape units 

have changed with time. According to the current view six macro-regions can be distinguished: (1) Great 

Hungarian Plain, (2) Little Plain, (3) West Hungarian Borderland, (4) Transdanubian Hills, (5) Transdanubian 

Mountains, and (6) North Hungarian Mountains. Over the years the number and the names of the macro-regions 

changed. The school curriculum of the 1950s included four macro-regions: Great Hungarian Plain, Little Plain, 

Transdanubia and the Northern Hungarian Mountains. 

1.14.       7.2. The concept of landscape types 

After the presentation of the structure of the landscape ecosystem with systems analysis and a brief description 

of landscape classification, we now present a completely different spatial system from a different, new 

perspective. The landscape ecosystem was divided into subsystems with the method of system analysis. These 

subsystems are actually appropriate for topological and functional units of the geofactors, e.g. morphotopes and 

morphosystems. In this case we actually differentiated them according to the research subject of an earth or life 

science (in this case geomorphology). We can also say that the landscape was divided into "thematic parts, 

subsystems". 

The next methodological step is the construction of the hierarchical system of landscapes according to size (7.1), 

namely the preparation of the landscape classification system. So this is not a thematic division, but a 

disintegration, based on spatial aspects. We can start from the lowest hierarchical level, from the landscape cell, 

or as mentioned in chapter 7.1, starting from the micro-region up to the continent and eventually to the globe. 

However, when looking at the system of landscape classification of Hungary it is obvious that among the micro-

regions that are parts of meso-regions and macro-regions there are similar micro-regions or similar part in some 

micro-regions. In the lower levels of the hierarchy this similarity is getting closer and closer. The macro-regions 

may be similar to some extent, e.g. the Little Plain is similar to the Great Plain. At the level of meso-regions 

there are more similarities, so for example the Danube Plain is similar to the Dráva Plain meso-region. This 

similarity is more evident in the micro-regions. Of course, the greatest similarity is at the level of landscape 

cells, as mentioned before. Thus there is a need to characterize and to identify this similarity in some way. This 

is done by landscape typology, which, as its name implies, expresses similarity by defining landscape types. 

Thus a landscape type can be defined as a territorial unit of closely related homologous ecological facies 

(landscape cells) and areas composed of groups of these (Pécsi-Somogyi-Jakucs 1972). A landscape, e.g. a 

micro-region is generally built up from more landscape types connected to each other. It is also possible that a 

micro-region is one landscape type. 

First Passarge (1913, 1929) spoke about landscape typology, later Troll (1939) and Schmithüsen (1942) 

mentioned this concept. According to Leser (1976), Bobek (1957) was the first who expressed clearly that not 

the landscapes themselves should be regarded as types, but landscapes as real natural objects should be studied 

with the methods of typology. 

Passarge discussed the issues of landscape classification and landscape typology in his publications in the early 

20th century (1913, 1919-21 and 1921-30). At that time this was a new and different from the previous concept 

of physical geography, which was essentially a geological approach in geomorphology. He was the first to 

formulate the statement that the landscape is a complex of landscape factors, and also that the landscape is made 

up of a large number of landscape cells, which are also complexes of landscape factors. 

According to Leser‟s definition (1991), landscape ordering (Naturräumliche Ordnung) is a method for 

separating territorial units that are located at different levels of geographical and ecological dimensions and they 

have geographically homogeneous ecological functional units, in other words, they have specific characteristics 

of material and energy household. During the identification process of landscape order we start from landscape 

ecological units determined inductively by applying landscape household characteristics like groundwater 

budget and soil and vegetation as landscape ecological main characteristics. We calculate the balance of 

material and energy flow for the topological entities. 

In Leser‟s opinion (1991), landscape classification and landscape order cannot be mixed and connected with 

each other if the two approaches are clear for us. Landscape classification investigates the spatial structure of the 

landscape, whereas landscape order studies the landscape-ecosystem. From now on instead of the term 

"landscape order" the term "landscape-type" will be used with the same meaning, will be used as it is the case in 

Hungarian publications. 
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While landscape classification is based on geomorphology (physiognomy) the determination of landscape-types 

is based on landscape household words (physiology). 

Consequently, when dealing with landscape types the smallest details are also important, that is why the 

examinations are conducted in large scale. The studies are carried out in the topical dimension. Landscape 

classification can be prepared in every scale depending on the unit of dimension or scale. 

The ecosystem properties, especially the functional aspects and processes play a crucial role in the identification 

of landscape-types. The exact meaning will be understood if we look the legend of the map “Landscape types of 

Hungary”. The boundaries of the landscape-types must be considered as transitional strips as the limit of 

processes and functions can also be considered transitional even if we draw a line based on accurate landscape 

household calculations. The question of boundaries depends on the scale as well or it is determined by a 

practical issue. In the case of landscape classification the boundaries of the landscapes are firmly traced. 

Howecer, we must be aware of the fact that this definite line is more or less arbitrary. 

When building up the hierarchical system of landscape-types, systems and sub-systems are defined whereis in 

the case of landscape classification the hierarchical spatial system of landscapes is set up. 

The differences between the systems of landscape types and landscape classification are shown in Table 4. 
 

Methodology Classification of landscapes The system of landscape types 

Method Deductive Inductive 

The implementation of the method 

in practice 
Top-down Bottom-up 

The basis of separation Physiognomic Phisiological (landscape household) 

Scale All, but mainly small and medium 

scale 
Large scale 

The properties taken into account at 

the division 
Relief, hydrology, vegetation in 

larger scale, micro climate, soil 
The functional properties of the 

ecosystem 

Determination of the borders Graphically, definite line The role of boundaries is secondary 

– border zones 

Determination of the types Formal Landscape household types 

Quantitative nature Not characteristic Characteristic 

Table 4. The table summarizing the differences between landscape classification and landscape types. 

1.15.       7.3. Landscape types of Hungary 

Figure 67 presents the landscape types of Hungary, Figure 68 shows the names of landscape-types (based on 

Pécsi-Somogyi-Jakucs 1972 and on the National Atlas of Hungary (1989). The map annex shows the original 

map from 1972, however, the legend contains the names used on the map in the National Atlas. The question 

arises why we do not refer to the simplified figure and legend of the latest version of the National Atlas. The 

answer is very simple, i.e. we can understand the essence of landscape-types on the basis of the old, original 

version more easily. 
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Figure 67. Landscape types of Hungary. 
 

                

        

A) Plain with moderately continental 

climate, landscape types dominantly used 

by agriculture 

               

 I. Alluvial plain, cultivated grassland with high groundwater table and hydromophous soils 1.       Inundated 

flood-plain along rivers with alluvial soils and remnants of groves and marsh forests2.       Flood-free flood-plain 

with cut-off channels and meadow alluvial soils or swamp forest soils3.       Poor drained flood-plain with 

(marshy) meadow soil and peat-bog4.       Flood-plain sections with (meadow) eolinic soils between natural 

levels   
 

II. Alluvial plain, cultivated grassland predominantly with groundwater table at medium depth and meadow 

chernozems 

 

5.       High flood-plain alluvial fan with meadow soil 

6.       Poor drained flood-plains between alluvial fans with meadow soil and meadow salinic soils 

7.       High flood-plain dissected by cut-off channels with groundwater table at medium depth and meadow 

chernozem 

  
 

III. Loess plain in basin position, cultivated grassland with chernozems 
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8.       Alluvial fan mantled by loess, groundwater table at medium depth, meadow and lowland chernozems 

9.       Terraced and loess plain with lowland chrenozem 

10.     Loess plain, chernozem with deep groundwater table 

  
 

IV. Alluvial fan with blown sand, cultivated grasssland with mosaic of vineyards, orchards and forests, 

medium or deep groundwater table 

 

11.     Sandy region with partly fixed dunes, afforestation and remnants of the original Astragalo-Festucetum 

ruoicolae vegetation 

12.     fixed sandy plain with mosaical Astragalo-Festucetum ruoicolae acacia and poplar forests, vineyards and 

orchards 

13.     Sandy plain with chernozem, horticulture and arable land 

14.     Fixed sandy plain with minor dunes, cultivated grassland on brown earth, local afforestation and 

orchards 

  
 

V. Alluvial fan on basin margin, cultivated grassland or dense drainage network, mosaical remnants of 

Quercetum petraeae-cerris forests chernozem and forest soils 

 

15.     Alluvial fan (mantled by loess) in mountain foreland with chernozem brown forest soil and groundwater 

table at medium depth 

16.     Sandy-gravelly alluvial fan mantled by loess loam with brown earth 

17.     Gravelly alluvial fan with spots of loess loam, lessivated brown forest soil and medium or deep 

groundwater table 

  
 

B) Erosion hills, landscape types dominaltly used by agri- and silviculture and locally industry 

 

VI. Piedmonts and hills dissected by erosion-derasion valleys, cultivated grassland with mosaical vineyards 

and orchards abs Quercetum petareae-cerris forests and deep groundwater table 

 

18.     Loess-mantled low hilly ridges and slopes with chernozem 

19.     Moderately dissected and eroded low hilly ridges with (chernozem) brown forest soil and solpe loess 

20.     Erosion hills dissected into intervalley ridges with brown earth on clayey-loessic slope deposits, famous 

viniculture 

21.     Heavily dissected hills (250-500 m a.s.l.)with lessivated brown forest soil predominantly Quercetum-
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petraeae –cerris forests and Querceto-petraeae Carpinetum on higher hilly ridges 

  
 

VII. Independent hilly regions dissected by erosion-derasion-valleys, mostly cultivated grassland with deeper 

groundwater-table, vineyards and major remnants of mixed forests 

 

           

    

22.     Low hilly 

ridges with slope 

loess, chernozem 

brown forest soil 

23.     Erosion-

derasion hills 

with brown earth 

24.     Erosion 

hills in the 

Alpine foreland 

on brown loess 

and 

pseudogleyeous 

soils with 

mosaics of (oak) 

forests mixed 

with Scotch fir 

(Pinus silvestris) 

partly used by 

agriculture 

25.     Erosion-

derasion hills 

(250-350 m 

a.s.l.) with 

lessivated brown 

forest soil on 

brown loess, 

extended 

remnants of oak 

forests with 

beech and 

hornbeam, partly 

used by 

agriculture 

     

      

  
 

VIII. Smaller hills in intramontane basins, cultivated grasslands with remnants of Quercetum-petraeae-cerris 

forests and deep groundwater table 
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26.     Medium dissected hills in basin position with brown forest soil on slope loess, predominantly used by 

agriculture, and silviculture and mining 

27.     Heavily dissected hills in basin position, pseugogleyeous soils on („nyirok”-volcanic regolith) clayey 

slope loess 

28.     Medium or heavily dissected closed basins with lessivated brown forest soil on detrital slope loess, with 

mixed use by agri- and silviculture and mining 

  
 

C) Forested landscape types in mountains of medium height 

 

IX. Low mountains predominantly under subcontinental climatic influence, Quercetum petraeae-cerris and 

Querceto-petraeae Carpinetum forests (below 650 m a.s.l.) 

 

29.     Region of low mountains of volcanic and sedimentary rocks, mainly brownearth 

30.    Low mountains predominantly of calcereous rocks with rendzina and (acidic) brownearth 

 

X. Low mountains predominantly under additional subatlantic and submediterranean climatic influence, 

Quercetum petraeae-cerris and Querceto-petraeae Carpinetum forests 

 

31.     Low horsts of calcerous rock or sandstone (31‟‟) with rendzina and lessivated brown forest soils, 

typically with Quercetum petraeae-cerris or Querceto-petraeae Carpinetum forests and mosaical (beech and) 

Quercetum pubescentis forests 

32.     Low mountains on ingenous rock and sandstone, lessivated brown forest soils on detrital loam 

Quercetum petraeae-cerris and Querceto-petraeae Carpinetum forests 

  
 

XI. Low mountains with forests mainly under subatlantic climatic influence 

 

33.     Crystalline mountains of the Alpine foreland with highly acidic brown forest soils, beech forests mixed 

with Abies sp. and Querceto-petraeae Carpinetum forests 

34.     Plateau-like horsts of predominantly calcereous rock with rendzina of brown forest soils, Querceto-

petraeae Carpinetumand Mielitti Fagetum silvaticae forests 

 

XII. Mountains of medium height under cooler or humid climate with Fagetum silvaticae hungaricum forests 

 

35.     Crests of volcanic mountains with black „nyirok”(regolith) and podsolic brown forest soil, (sub) montane 

beech forests (silviculture with touristic and recreational use) 

36.     High karst plateau with rendzina, Fagetum silvaticae and in spots Quercetum pubescentis forests and 

meadows 
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Figure 68. Landscape types of Hungary. 

Looking at the legend it can be seen that in the names of landscape types reference is made to several landscape 

forming factors and even to land use (e.g. forested landscape type). 

In the system of landscape types it is necessary to set up some sort of hierarchy. On the “Landscape types of 

Hungary” map three main groups of landscape types are distinguished. These are indicated with (A), (B) and 

(C). As we can see these main groups are separated on morphographical basis. The first approximation is plains, 

hills and mountains. The names of the main groups are naturally more complex and more accurate. As it was 

mentioned above - several landscape factors are included in the term, including land use. On lowlands reference 

is made to the climate as well. The hierarchy of the landscape-types will be presented below. 

Five subgroups can be found in the main group of the lowland landscape-types. This group of five is actually a 

low to high order, regarding altitude. From the low floodplains along rivers, we climb up until the alluvial fans 

on basin margins. Several landscape factors are mentioned in the names of the groups: relief (e.g. flood plains), 

sub-surface rocks (e.g. loess plains), water (e.g. high groundwater table), soil (e.g. chernozem soils), vegetation 

(for example with remnants of Quercetum petraeae-cerris forests) and human activities (e.g. vineyard-orchard). 

The landscape types (seventeen in the group of the plains) were designated with Arabic numbers. Basically the 

three main ecological attributes are included in the name of landscape types, which are closely interrelated and 

must be taken into consideration at large-scale (detailed) mapping, namely, soil-water-plant. The separation of 

the landscape-types on the plains can be interpreted from pedological aspects as well. From the meadow alluvial 

soils of the lowest parts we get to the lessivated brown forest soils of alluvial fans on the basin margin through 

the series of swamp forest soils, (marshy) meadow soils, floodplain sections with eolinic soils, meadow soils, 

saline floodplains, meadow soils, meadow eolinic soils, meadow-chernozem soils, meadows and lowland 

chernozem etc. 

The detailed analysis of the landscape types of the plains allows us to state that their climate is moderately 

continental, as it is generally the case throughout the country.Almost two-thirdsof the area of the country are 

occupied by the alluvialplainsof the Danubeand Tisza riversand theirtributaries (Figure69). 
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Figure 69. The confluence of the rivers Bodrog at Tokaj (wikipedia). 

The firstgroup is made upof the floodplains lying in the lowest parts,with low ground water tabledue to 

theproximity ofthe river andfor the same reason with hydromorphic soils. Theexpression “cultivated steppe”on 

one hand refers tothe formervegetation,on the other handtoagricultural use.Along theriver in the 

floodplainwhich is usually identical with the low floodplain, natural orclose to naturalplant communities can be 

foundas the riparianareasare utilized only rarely, so here grovesandmarshy forestsand theirremainsoccur in the 

alluvial soils(1).On the flood-freefloodplainmeadow type soil formation starts and swampforest soiloccurs(2).At 

almostwithout outflowingor poordrainedconditions,peat-bogs, meadowandmarshymeadow 

soilspredominate(3).Finally,at floodplain sections saline and salinemeadowssoils are present(4). 

Getting awayfrom watercoursesand at the same time with the increase of the elevation westillremainin the 

floodplain, reaching thealluvial plains with groundwater-table at medium depth and meadow chernosems. This 

higherlevel substantiallycoincides withthe highflood-plains. Here theground water table is higher, which is also 

reflected insoildynamics. Inthealluvialfans meadow soils(5), in the poor drained floodplains between alluvial-

fans meadow andmeadowsaline soilsdominate(6). 

Again, we climb tohigher levels,theelevation change is caused bytheloess cover (Figure70-71). The 

chernozemsoil type group oftheloessplains can be described with the expression of cultivated grassland in 

general, asmostof them areunder agriculturalcultivation.The naturalvegetation isor used to be 

foreststeppe.Theseparation ofthethreelandscape-typesis based on relief, ongeomorphological conditions. 

Thewater balance is also adjusted accordingly.Ifthe surface of thealluvial fansdoes not risemuchhigher than 

thefloodplain, the groundwater tableis located at medium depth andmeadow soils, 

meadowsandlowlandchernozems areformed(8).On theriverterraces elevated by loess,lowlandchernozem(9), in 

the loessy areas with deeper ground water table waters chernozemsoilsdominate (10). 
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Figure 70. The town of Paks was built on the loess plain along the Danube. (Source: wikipedia) 

 

Figure 71. The Mezőföld is a plain elevated by a thick loess cover. Sárrét. (Source: www.orszagalbum.hu) 
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The landscape types of the followinggroupare again at a higher level.The cause oftheincrease is the wind-blown 

sand(Figure72).As aresult of the variedtopography ofthequicksand, the arrangement of the landscape-types 

isoften varid, mosaic-like. Severallandscapefactors are mentioned in the namesof the group: alluvialfans with 

blown sand, cultivated grassland with mosaic of vineyards andorchards and forests with medium 

anddeepgroundwaterlevels. In thesand region with partly fixed dunesin (11)the original Astragalo-Festucelum 

rupicolae vegetation hasremained but planted forests are dominant. TheAstragalo-Festucelum rupicolae 

vegetation is also present on the fixedsandyplains, but herehumaninfluences dominate: vineyards, 

orchardsandacaciaandpoplarforests(12)occur.The bestutilization options are providedin the sandy plains with 

chernozemsoils (13), on arablefields as well as onvineyards and orchards. Theinterdunal depressions with high 

groundwater table are covered bymarshymeadowsandsalinemeadow soils(14). 

 

Figure 72. A sand dune covered by vegetation in the area of Fülöpháza.http://sightseeingwithndru.blogspot.hu) 

 (Source: 

  

The highest level areas ofthe lowlands are thealluvialfans on the basin margins, wherethe drainage network is 

relatively dense and thenatural vegetation can turn up in mosaics(Quercetum petraeae-cerris forests), but the 

high qualitychernosem andmostforest soils are mostly undercultivation.The alluvial fans on the footslopes of the 

mountains with medium depth groundwater tables are mostlymantled by loess, on whichchernozembrownforest 

soils have been formed(15), suggestingthat therewas onceforestvegetation, but crophas been grownin their place 

for a long time. Thetwonextlandscape types arecovered by loess-loam. Thedifference between these two is 

mainlyexpressed insoil types. Thesandy,gravellyalluvialfan is covered bybrown earth(16), thegravellyalluvial 

fan is covered with lessivated brown forest soil(17). On the latterthe groundwater tabledepth ismoderate orhigh. 

In the names of the hillylandscape-typesprocesses acting on the suface (erosion), and land use (agriculture, 

forestry, localindustrial use) are present. Three groups are distinguished. The separation of the groupsis 

essentially on morphologicalbasis:piedmontsandhills(Figure 73), independent hilly regions, hillsin basin 

position(Figure.74).In this case the name of thegroupsismore subtle, it refers not only to morphology, but also to 

topography andground waterconditions,vegetation andland use. Soilandvegetationconditions are dominant in the 

names of the hillylandscape-types(eleven altogether).(Otherlandscape factors are also mentioned, such as 

thesub-surfacerocks, relief andland useas.) 

http://sightseeingwithndru.blogspot.hu/
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Figure 73. A hilly region in the environs of Felsőörs, (photography of the author). 

  

 

Figure 74. The Nógrád Basin, (photography of the author). 

  

The main group of erosion hills, landscape types dominantly used by agri- and sylviculture andlocally 

byindustryincludesthree groups. The first the group of piedmonts and hills dissected by erosion-derasion valleys, 

covered by partly natural vegetation(Quercetum petraeae-cerris forests), partly byvineyards and orchards, or by 
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otheragricultural kinds of land use.Again,the expression cultivated grassland refers to it. All the names of 

groupsincluded a reference to the deep ground water table, which is not necessary, because athillyareasthe 

ground water level is already low, except onalluvia. 

Betweentheselandscape-types,lowhilly ridgesand slopesrepresent thethe firsttype (18) differentiated by 

morphographical characteristics, in particularby thedegreeof fragmentation. Their soil is chernozem. The 

nexttype, the moderately dissected and eroded low hilly ridges on slope loess are covered by (chernozem) brown 

forest soils (19). In hilly areas the main surfaceformingprocess is erosion. Reference is made to this in the name 

ofthenextlandscape type: erosionhills dissected into intervalley ridges(20).The sub-surface rock andsoil parent 

material isclayey-loessy slope sediment on whichbrown earth has been formed, the típical land use is vineyards. 

Heavily dissected hills(21) are the last category in the group, with lessivatedbrown forest soils, mostly 

withQuercetum petraeae-cerris forests, higher on the hillridgesQuercetum petraeaeCarpinteum vegetation.It is 

clear that the changinggeneticsoil typesfollowthe changinglandscape ecologicalconditions.This helps 

theeasierunderstanding and learning of the sequence of landscape-types. 

Thelastgroup contains the piedmonts located in the foreground of the mountains to which they are connected. 

The second groupcontains theindependenthilly regions: independenthilly regions dissected by erosion-derasion 

valleys with agricultural use are listed here. The differences betweenthe landscape types are againexpressedmost 

clearly by geneticsoil types. Chernozembrownforest soilsdominate onlowhillyridgeswith slope loess(22), but 

brownearth dominates on the landscape type of erosionderasionhills(23). From the name of the followingtype, 

i.e. “erosion hills in the Alpineforeland”(24) its location can be concluded(Alpineforeland), from which thesoil 

andvegetationcharacteristicscan be derived(pseudogleybrownforest soils formed on loess, forest mosaics mixed 

with pine). In this group the last landscape type iserosion-derasion hills, with lessivatedbrownforest soil formed 

on loess(25), the vegetation is oak forest mixed with beechorhornbeam. At the last twolandscape 

typesagricultural use also representsan importantrate. 

The lasthillygroup of landscape-types is the group of smaller hills in intramontane basin, partly with patches of 

Quercetum petraeae-cerris forest residues, butmainly used for agricultural activities. The termsmaller hills in 

intramontane basin refers to the fact thattheselandscape-types occur inintramontanebasins, i.e. they lay lower 

than their environment, but they arenotflatdepressions, but their terrain is varied, undulating and hilly. 

Moderately or heavily dissected hills in basin position, with brown forest soil on slope loess (26) or 

pseudogleyous soils on clayey slope loess (27), and finally dissected closed basins with lessivated brown forest 

soils (28) are mentioned here. Their utilization varies: agriculture, forestry and mining. 

The main group of highland landscape-types in mountains of medium height consists of four groups: three 

groups of low mountains and a group of mountains of medium height. The climate as an important landscape 

factor plays a decisive role in the name of the groups (subcontinental, submediterranean and subatlantic 

influence). Vegetation and landscape management are also included. The sub-surface rocks (e.g. volcanic, 

carbonate, igneous rocks) have a crucial role in the separation of the mountainous landscape-types (eight 

altogether). The pedological, vegetation and land use designations are also present. 

The first landscape type (Figure 75-76) of the low mountains predominantly under sub-continental climate 

influence (Figure 77) is the region of low mountains of volcanic sedimentary rocks, mainly brownearth (29), 

another landscape-type is on calcerous rock with rendzina and (acidic) brownearth (30).  Their vegetation is 

Quercetum-petraeae-cerris forest and Quercetum petraeaeCarpinteum. 
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Figure 75. The view of the Sátoros from the Fülek Castle, (photography of the author). 

 

Figure 76. The view of the Medves from the Fülek Castle, (photography of the author). 
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Figure 77. The Bakony Mountains with the Zirc Basin, (photography of the author). 

  

The remaining landscape types have been formed as a result of the two most important climate effects in 

Hungary: the low mountain landscape types with subatlantic and submediterranean climatic influence. They are 

covered with Quercetum-petraeae-cerris andQuercetum petraeaeCarpinteumforests. Rendzina and lessivated 

brown forest soil cover the horsts of carbonate rocks and sandstone (31), while low mountains of igneous rocks 

and sandstones are covered with brown forest soil (32). Finally there are some low mountain ranges where only 

the subatlanticinfluence is acting: crystalline mountains of the Alpine foreland with acid brown forest soils (33). 

Their vegetation is beech forests mixed with Abies sp. and Quercetum- petraeaeCarpinteumforests and and 

horsts of carbonate rocks with rendzina and brown forest soils (34). Their vegetation isQuercetum 

petraeaeCarpinteumforests and Melitti Fagetum silvaticae forest. 

The landscape-type of cooler and humid climate with Fagetum silvaticae hungaricum forest group is the only 

landscape type which is not low mountain, but mountain of medium height. Two landscape-types can be 

classified here, the crests of volcanic mountains (35) with black “nyirok” (regolith) and podzolic brown forest 

soil, the vegetation is (sub)montane beech forest (Figure 78). Tourism, recreation and forestry are the obvious 

modes of utilization. The main distinguishing feature of the other landscape-type is rock quality, namely karst 

plateau covered with rendzina (36, see Figure 79), the vegetation is Fagetum silvaticae and in spots Quercetum 

pubescentis forests and medows. 
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Figure 78. The Kékestető is the highest peak of Hungary. (Source: wikipedia) 

 

Figure 79. The Bükk Plateau, (photography of the author). 

The system of landscape-types is a good basis for evaluation and classification as it provides accurate 

information on the area in question and its most important natural conditions. If we know these properties, the 

utilization and loadability of the landscape can be adjusted to them. 
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     8.Landscape change, manasa landscape forming factor 8.1. Landscape change, intervention into the life of 

the landscape Some animations will be presented first. The aim is to showtheimportance oflandscape change, 

particularly with regard to the role of humansociety inlandscapechange. 

Theman-induced way of landscape changecanbe calledintervention. With the creation of a new object we 

intervene into the life of the landscape. Anyintervention into the landscape has impacts onpeople, either in 

positiveor in negative sense. In general we can say that the appearance of infrastructure andindustrialelementsin 

the landscapeinducenegative reactions because it reduces naturalnessandevokes afeeling of discomfort in the 

viewer, while people receive the rural andagriculture-relatedparts more positively. Animation 6. and 7. provide 

examples forthe latter(agricultural building fitting into the landscape, plantations). 

 

Animation 6.  Change in the landscape. (Source: Cloquell-Ballester– Torres-Sibille– Cloquell-Ballester – 

Santamaria-Siurana, 2012) 

 

Animation 7. Change in the landscape 2.(Source: Cloquell-Ballester– Torres-Sibille– Cloquell-Ballester – 

Santamaria-Siurana, 2012) 

Permanent and temporarylandscape elements created by human activities must be distinguished regardingthe 

intervention into the life of the landscape. A permanent element can beaquarrythat causesirreversibleand 

spectacularwounds inthe landscape.Itsjudgment can vary, depending on whetherthe viewer is awareofthe 

anthropogeniccharacter of the landscapeelement.From another point of view, amonumentalquarrycan have an 

amazingeffect onthe viewer. The temporaryanthropogeniclandscape elementsare not necessarilyconsideredmore 

positivethanthepermanent objects. A permanent object in an abandonedlandscapeoddly affects the observer 

anyway; its unsuitability for the landscape arouses the feeling of negligence.It can cause the sameunpleasant, 

disturbingfeelingsuch as a manmade, permanentlandscape element that does not fit into the landscape. 

 

Animation 8. Change in the landscape 3. (Source: Cloquell-Ballester– Torres-Sibille– Cloquell-Ballester – 

Santamaria-Siurana, 2012) 

 

.Animation 9. Change in the landscape 4. .(Source: Cloquell-Ballester– Torres-Sibille– Cloquell-Ballester – 

Santamaria-Siurana, 2012) 

Animation 10. shows an example for the most common, most monumental human intervention that has the 

highestspatial need, namely when a new facility, complex, part of the cityis inserted into thelandscape.This 

animationpresents the effects ofanthropogeniclandscape elementsonthe observerthrough several exampleswith a 

summarizing character. 

Today'surban planningisa very complex taskas there are manyinterests that mustbereconciled.Beyondthe 

traditional elements, the development of green surfaces and the keeping in mind the townspeople's interests 

aremore pronouncedthan they used to be in the previouseras. The SixthEnvironment ActionProgramme of 

theEUincludes a strategy forthe urban environmentthat encouragessustainableurban development and the 

creation ofan environment that is suitable to providethehighquality of life and the socialwelfare ofcitizens. It 

also encourages keeping environmentalpollution atlow levels. These all supportthe idea of 

anecologicalcityplanning. We can findmany examplesin our environment for these approaches; just think 

beyond thetraditionalgreen areas(parks and gardens) tothegrassytramtracks, the planted "livingwalls" and the 

extensivegreenroofs. 

 

Animation 10. Urban planning. (Source: www.asla.org, www.epiteszforum.hu, www.4djournal.hu) 

http://www.asla.org/
http://www.epiteszforum.hu/
http://www.4djournal.hu/
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1.16.       8.2.About landscape change in general 

The above animations illustrated the landscape forming role of man with some examples. Belowwe saya few 

wordsabout the roleofhumanactivities in landscape forming. The subjectis sodiversifiedthat a manual of several 

volumes could be written about it. 

Although landscape andenvironmental changes have accompanied thehistory of the Earth, it seems thatthe 

recentchangesmainlytriggered byhuman activities are significantlydifferent fromthechangesthat aredue 

tonaturalcauses.We can also saythatlandscape changetook placeas a resultof natural processesduring theEarth's 

history until the appearance of man.Since that time, in a veryshort period in geologicsense,the"anthropogenic" 

effectscontributed to theprocesses of landscape changewith increasingintensity.Here we do not speak about the 

landscape forming role of individuals, but that of groups of people, namely the human society. Not onlypeople 

have effects on the landscapeand theenvironment, butthis effect also prevailsvice versa. 

Environmentalchange entereda qualitatively new periodwith theappearance of human beings. The 

firsthominidspeciesappeared around5million years ago. Sothe new era can be calculated from there. In its 

latesttimephase(the last 10K years) man has becomea major factor of the changes in the environment. The 

relationship betweennature and the environmenthaschangedmainlybecause man graduallywanted todominate 

theprocesses in the ecosystems. 

Based on the above,it is obvious that the range oflandscape changes is very broad, already the smallestdetected 

modification can be called a landscape change. Solandscape change is becoming a fashionable expression used 

foreverything. The changecan only be investigated over a time period between two dates. Ifthe state of 

landscapeisdifferent at T2 point of timethanat an earlierT1 point of time,this changecan be qualified in the 

simplest way that it is either positiveornegative from the point of view of the landscape.Wecan saythat the 

landscapeis improvingorgetting worse.Because theimprovementordeteriorationin generalis not relevant, it is 

only relevant form a certain aspect, the perception of the change can be verydifferent and can even 

provokeconflicts. The changes can beevaluated from variousaspects (Lóczy 2002).Classifying the changes as 

trigerring positive ornegative effects for the landscape essentially means an ecological approach.Figure 80 

showsexamplesof land usechanges. These changescanbe assessedfrom many aspects. In addition anassessment 

from economicaspects can be performed, too.A change intheoperationofthe landscape can also be evaluated. 

Wementionthe aestheticaspects ofevaluation from the numerous other possibilities. 
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Figure 80. The method for the investigation of land use change. (Kertész in: Szilassi– Henits, 2010) 

Thusthe interpretationof the changeis a complex issue. The landscapeprovides certain services for man, for 

human society. Among others manistryingto changethelandscape in a way that makes the landscapeserve his 

needs on a higherlevel. The natural conditions, i.e.  the landscapefactors, as well ashuman needsare constantly 

changingover time.These changesaregoverned byfactorsveryclosely related toone another. 

These issues arealsoveryimportant becausethe speed of the effect of landscape forming factorsis different. There 

is a huge difference between the speed of theanthropogenicprocesses andthe geologicalprocesses. Italso draws 

ourattention tothefactthatthere are obviouslywell-defined, well-detectable landscape changes, suchas the 

changes in land use. If weexaminethe changes, we should not onlymonitorthe change on spots of the landscape, 

but also the variation of the landscape boundaries (Csorba, 2008). Figure 81 showshow changes can be 

evaluated, what themost commonaspectsof evaluations are. 

 

Figure 81. The evaluation of landscape change. 
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The effects oflandscape change are wide-ranging. Energy, water and nutrientavailability can vary due to the 

change. The compositionand spread of speciescan vary as well, the structureand function of the ecosystem also 

changes. It is notindifferent toknow howlandscape changesaffecttheaspects of landscape protection (Kerényi, 

2007). 

1.17.       8.3.Manasa landscape forming factor 

The landscape-formingrole ofmanaffectsthe wholeplanet.  It is realized throughglobalprocesses. In the following 

two globalprocesses will be presented in whichhuman society played a decisive role and which led tothe 

radicalchange of landscape andenvironment. InChapter 8.1 we gave examples for landscape changes due to 

human activity in large scale. Nowtwogroups of small-scaleprocesses will be discussed, whichof courseare 

considerednot only as globalprocesses, becusetheir impactissignificant at regionalandlocalscale as well. 

Population explosure and the destruction of the renewableresources belong to themost importantprocesses. 

According toSeitz‟s data(1995) approx. 5 millionpeople lived on theEarth in 8.000 BC.2000 years 

agoapproximatively200million was the total number of population of the Earth, in1650it still amounted to 

onlyaround500million.The populationreached onebillion at the turn of the 18 th-19 thcenturies.The secondbillion 

was reachedin 1930, the third in 1960,thefourthin 1975andthefifthin 1987. According to the 

InternationalStatisticalYearbookof 2001 in 1999theworld's populationwas5.978billionpeople.As is known e are 

now over 7 billion people. Less and less time is necessary toaddanotherbillionto thepopulationof the Earth. 

Thepopulationexplosure affects thecontinents, regionsto different degrees. As iswell knownthegrowth is the 

highestin theworld's poorestregions, namely in the Third World.Population growthas a globalproblem is closely 

related to other globalenvironmentalissues. Among them, in our view, the increasingdemand for food and as a 

result, the necessary foodproduction are the most important problems. Foodproduction has toadaptto the 

changing climate. Bothintensiveandextensivedevelopment of agricultureinducesenvironmentalproblems, e.g. 

land degradation, soil degradation. 

We highlightdeforestation (Figure 82) andsoilandland degradation from the degradationprocesses ofrenewable 

resources. Both of these processesare related toincreasedfood production and topopulation growth.Food 

production requires more and more area and this can be obtained by deforestation in the easiest way, 

consequence of which is soil andland degradation. 
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Figure 82. Not only deforestation, but also improper use can cause land degradation. Börzsöny, 

 (photography of the author). 

  

22%(4millionhectares) of the mainlandcan becultivated. Thearea cultivatedtoday is abouthalf of 

this.Theusableareasaremainlylocatedin the areas of tropicalclimate, on shallowtopsoils 

ofvalleysideslopes,whicharecovered withforesttoday.The useof theseareaswill automatically lead tosoil 

degradationproblems. Figure 83 shows the extent ofdegradationontheEarth. 

 

Figure 83. The degree of soil degradation on the continents ender different land use. (Source: FAO, 1990; 

Oldeman et al., 1991; Scherr, 1999) 

38% ofagricultural land of the Earth is degraded. The rate thedamaged areais particularly high in theThird 

World(Africa 65%, CentralAmerica74%, Latin America 45%).Themost importantdegradation processesare 

soilerosion,physicaland chemicaldegradation of soil, salinization and biologicaldegradation. Figure 84 shows the 

areas threarened by soil erosion (belonging tosoil degradation processes) in Hungary. 
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Figure 84. Soil erosion in Hungary. ( Source: mkweb.uni-pannon.hu) 

  

Today, it seems to be clear and justified for scholars, politicians and for also for ordinary peoplethat 

climatechangeoccurs as a resultof human activity(anthropogenic influence).With specific regard toglobalclimate 

change,we highlight that climate changeaccelerates the processes of degradation. 

The most dangerous of landscape degradationprocessesaredesertification processesand thuswe wish todraw 

attention to the fact that in thedrierregions of theEarthland degradation constitutes a major threat with 

extremechanges. According to the definition given by 

the"UnitedNationsIntergovernmentalConventiontoCombatdesertification" "desertification is the degradation of 

land inarid,semi-aridandsubhumidareas. It is caused primarily by human activities and climatic 

variations"(Figure85). 
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1.               Hyper arid zone                                             3. High risk 

2.               Very high risk                                               4. Moderate risk 

Figure 85. The risk ofdesertificationin the world (Myers, 1993) 

The definition of arid,semi-aridandsubhumidregions is based on theFAO/ UNESCObioclimaticindex, whichis 

the ratio of precipitation andpotentialevapotranspiration(P /ETP): 

     aridzone:          0.03<P / ETP<0.20 

     semi-aridzone: 0.20<P / ETP<0.50 

     subhumidarea: 0.50 <P / ETP<0.75 

The driestparts of the world, thehyperaridareas,obviouslydo not belongherebecausetheyare alreadydeserts. 40% 

of the Earth‟sarea is affected bydesertification,whereone-fifth ofthepopulationlives. Figure 86 showsthechanges 

of aridity inthe last century. 
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Figure 86. Thechange of aridity inthe 20th century. (UNEP 1992) 

A slightly different interpretation of desertification putsa greateremphasis on the formation of deserts. 

According to Menshing, -Seuffert, (2001), desertificationcan only occurifthe geo-ecologicalfeatures of the 

landscapein question reachedorwill reachwithin a certainperiod of timethe values of the desert.Those whohold 

this viewarepartlyright since the namecomes from the factthat theperipheral regions ofdesertsare particularly 

sensitive for desertification. e.g. the Sahel located on the border of theSahara,(Figure87-89). 
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Figure 87. Thelocation andboundaries ofSahelzone based on Grove‟srecommendations(1978).The boundaries of 

the areas in gray in the figureare given by the isohyetas of the 200 mmand 600mmannual rainfall. Thearrows 

show thedirection ofsandmovement, the spots with diagonal linesindicate the mountainousareas. 

  

 

Figure 88. Rainfallindex of the Sahel Region 1900-1993, in thedeviationfrom theaverage of the 1951-

1980period,given in percentage(Hulme, 1996). 
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Figure 89. The change of theSahara-Sahel boundary (Goudie, 1996). 

Now ifwe concentrate on the dryareas ofthe Earth, the main causeof desertification is theextermination 

ofthenaturalvegetationby man. This does not concern only theforests, but also the shrubs grasslandsandweeds. 

The extermination of thevegetationactually leads toclimate change, the aridification of the air layernear the 

ground. As a result, the crust of the soil surface hardens reducing infiltration. Figure 85shows thatbased onthe 

vegetationindexvalues inthe very dryperiod at the end of thelast century, in oneyear,the Sahelwas transformed 

into Sahara. 

 

 Figure 90. The vegetationindexvaluesbased onsatellite imagesofthe Sahara(a) and of theSahel (b) 1980-1990 

(Tucker et al., 1991). 
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Thecrustand the lack of vegetation enhancethe destructive effectsof watererosion as well as winderosion. 

Humusandnutrient-rich layersare removedfromthetopsoil, and thus the return of thenaturalvegetationand the 

agriculturaluse will beimpossible. 

Otherwise, the morevolatile the climate is, particularly with regard to extremeevents, especially 

theextremechanges inmoisture conditions(long periods ofdrought, catastrophicrains), the less the possibilityof 

the regeneration ofthevegetation is in the arid regions. Thus desertification isprimarilyrelated to climate, 

clearingup the vegetation andtheconsequenterosion. However,obviously the modifying roleof the otherlandscape 

formingfactorsis also important.Relief,physicaland chemical properties of the soil,sub-surface rocks (soil parent 

material) all play a role inthe speed and intensity of desertification. 

Therate ofdesertification depends onthe initialmoisture status and thehuman intervention, meaning 

primarilypositiveinterventions. The resultand the progress of theprocess need no explanation. From the 

initialstate, subhumid, semi-aridoraridconditionsthrougheach phase the area will be hyperarid. Sofor exampleif 

the area wassubhumidfirst, it will be justsemi-aridand then aridand with the increase of aridity(aridification) the 

area finally becomeshyperarid. From the aspect ofvegetation,the grassland turns intosavannah, thornsavanna, 

semi-desert and finally to desert. 

The processes of desertificationaffect also our country, that is why Hungarysigned theConvention. In Hungary 

theDanubeand Tisza Interfluveisthe area wherethere isa risk ofdesertification, as the fluctuation (fall) of the 

ground water levelleads toextremelydryconditions (Figure 91)indrought periods.During these periodswater 

intake and the needsoftheforestintensify the watershortage. 

 

Figure 91. The expected changes of the ground water level in the Gerje-Perje catchment based on a climate 

scenario. 

     9. Ecological stability For landscape and environmental evaluation it is absolutely necessary to be fully 

aware of the question whether the landscape we evaluate and intend to use on the basis of the evaluation can be 

regarded as stable. The terms „ecological balance‟, „self-regulation‟ (the capability of self regulation and 

„loadability‟ are used with a similar meaning as ecological stability, even though these concepts approach the 

problem from a different aspect. This actually means where the limit of the loadability of an ecosystem is and 

how long it can be exploited (Figure 92). It is an important practical and economical issue, for example whether 

we can use a great amount of fertilizers to make the production more profitable or if it is possible to use any at 

all, or to what extent the field can be loaded without upsetting the ecosystem. 
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Figure 92. Ecological balance and self-regulation 

Under natural circumstances, the ecosystem can be described by the internal and external balances. Internal 

balance is often referred to as biocenotical balance. This refers to the fact that the species in a biocenosis can be 

characterised by long-term, relatively stationary diversity of individuals. Every species has a capacity value, 

namely a niche inside an ecosystem. The more niches exist, the more species the biocenosis consists of. A great 

diversity of the species may be associated with a low number of individuals. When a niche is dominated by 

extreme, unvaried circumstances, the biocenosis is expected to consist of a low number of species, but this 

species will be represented by a high number of individuals. 

Every species of a biocenosis (association) has a population, which can be described by a relatively stable mean 

value of the number of its individuals. In a natural ecosystem all species reach the population balance. It finally 

means that the whole biocenosis reaches this steady balance in the course of the succession and the ecological 

balance is set. Obviously, populations often fluctuate. These fluctuations usually indicate two different basic 

cases, that is, the dynamics of the population changes in two ways. The r-strategists show exponential, the so 

called k-strategists show logistical growth.  

There are some species which are capable of representing both strategies according to the conditions. The r-

strategists are in favourable conditions in terrestrial ecosystems. The r-strategists can be described by fast 

succession (which is dominant at the beginning of the series of the succession), as their fast exponential growth 

makes them capable of populating the recently cleared niche. The k-strategists take the lead in the ecosystems 

which have achieved a relatively stable stage (or stage of succession), like, for example, in the climax 

community (e.g. Convallario-Quercetum roboris) or a stage of succession close to them, in which biocenotical 

equilibrium evolves. 

Only in long intervals remains the innner biocenotical equilibrium stable. It is not a statistical balance, it is 

called a dynamic equilibrium. 

For every system including ecosystems it is characteristic that their components are more closely related to each 

other than to the elements of their environment, in our case to the neighbouring ecosystem. Each ecosystem can 

be characterized by its unique composition and a specialised system of mutual relations. They can be regarded 

as open systems, as they are in continuous relationship with their environment from the aspect of energy and 

material transport. 
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As long as these material and energy inputs and outputs sustaining the system exist and remain stable for a long 

time, a material balance exists (Neef, 1967). This actually means that the input is equal to the output and takes 

as much energy as it emits. It is also important to note that instable conditions can complement each other. If 

new material enters the system or an already existing material is added to the system in significantly different 

concentration, this disturbs the outer balance consequently the whole capacity of the ecosystem is changed. If 

this disturbance comes from outside and occurs once, or it returns for a sort duration of time, the ecosystem 

reacts by changing the combination of species. Thus some time after the disturbance ceases, the original inner 

state is restored. This ability is called the ability of regeneration and self-regulation. It defines the range of 

loadability and stability. The loadability of an ecosystem depends on the amount of system states in which 

disturbances caused by limited amount of material and/or energy input can be compensated without irreversible 

changes. 

From practical aspect it is very important to note that these abilities are only attributed to quasi natural systems. 

In case of systems like this the process of self-regulation is controlled by the system itself, while man made 

systems always depend on outward regulation. For practice and planning the most important task is to try to 

preserve the ability of self regulation at its highest level. This means that the natural or quasi natural state should 

be maintained as much as possible. 

The theory that ecosystems rich in the diversity of species are much more stable, consequently more loadable 

than those systems involving fewer species, enjoyed great popularity among ecologists for a long time. The 

diversity of the species is the highest when every species is present and the frequency is roughly the same and 

the number of the species is relatively high (Finke, 1994). According to Müller (1980b) a system is richer in 

species if it contains only two species with the same frequency, than a system with 11 species, where 90% of the 

individuals come from one species. 

The origin of thehypothesis about diversity stability is the positive correlation between the diversity of species 

and stability of an ecosystem. This is a disputable hypothesis. For example Haber (1979) shaped the following 

theories. Besides the so-called ά-diversity (species diversity), another β diversity also exists (diversity of 

ecotopes, structured diversity), but these two are not enough to get a detailed view. There are also other 

diversities such as the diversity of adaptation strategies or the diversity of the interdependency (mutual 

dependency) of the system‟s elements. According to Haber, for planning purposes the most significant factor is 

Y or landscape/spatial diversity, which is the spatial pattern consisting of the mosaic of different spatial units or 

cells with similar spatial characteristics in a landscape. If we translate this definition into geographical-

ecological language we can say that a diverse group of ecotopes (connecting ecotopes/cells of landscape) shows 

greater diversity than a group of ecotopes consisting a fewer, but larger ecotopes. The concept of diversity can 

further be widened if the temporal diversity of the abiotic factors (e.g. climate), as well as the diversity of 

changes are included. 

Like the concept of diversity, stability is also interpreted differently. We can base our view again on Haber 

(1979), who mentions, among others, that in the beginning only the biotic elements of the ecosystems were 

considered in relation to stability. In Haber‟s view that two kinds of stability should be distinguished. 

Persistent stability (persistence) means stability and ecological balance for long duration of time which cannot 

be permanently overbalanced from its intrinsic stability by outward disturbances. 

This is above all true for mature ecosystems dominated by k-strategists, we can refer to it as k-stability. 

According to Bick (1984) stability in these systems is basically determined biologically, that is the biological 

balance is determined by the own intrinsic regulants of the system, which means the balance of material 

management and energy transfer provided by living organisms. 

The term elastic (flexible) stability (resilience) is used in the case which can be characterised by biocenoses 

existing more or less irregularly over a long period of time when the prevailing states of system persist 

according to outward influences (disturbances). If the disturbing circumstances cease to exist, the system returns 

to the normal state except in cases when irreversible changes take place in the structure of the system during the 

time of disturbance. Should it happen, the composition of biocenoses change, e.g. a new state of succession 

comes about. In such cases r-strategies capable of adapting faster to the change of the conditions due to their 

exponential multiplication, become dominant. In other words this means that the system is capable of 

regenerating fast or a new ecological balance is formed in the system. Consequently there is r-stability in these 

systems. 
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In Haber‟s opinion (1979b) the elastic stability is more important and more typical from the aspect of ecology. 

The systems of these types are less sensitive to outward influences than disturbances persistent ecosystems. 

Persistent ecosystems can suffer great damages, or may even perish from extremely strong disturbances. If they 

are capable of regeneration, it takes a long time through the series of succession. It is always elastic stable 

ecosystems that are formed initially. Disturbances of this magnitude can equally take place due either to natural 

(e.g. lava flow) or to anthropogenic reasons. 

Nowadays, because of the growing importance of global environmental change, persistent ecosystems are facing 

dramatic transformation. Here we do not only refer to global warming caused by greenhouse gases, but also to 

the changes of land use (deforestation, especially in tropical areas, degradation of forests), and the ozone-hole, 

just to mention a few. This leads us to an important issue of practice and planning. The awareness of the 

controlling possibilities of elastic ecosystems plays an important role in land use planning, in environmental 

protection, in regional planning and in landscape planning. 

Regarding the issue of stability, biologists tend to overemphasize the importance of biological factors although 

the stability of abiotic factors belongs to the stability of ecosystems nad of higher level systems. It would be a 

mistake to judge the stability of the whole system based on the stability of its one single subsystem. The stability 

of an ecosystem is not only determined by the diversity of the species, but the abiotic factors are of great 

importance as well. 

Haase (1979) emphasises correctly that we can only explore the relationship of the components and the 

processes as well as the interconnections of a geocomplex (as he calls it), if physical geography borrows the 

ecological concept biosciences. The geographical concept of landscape is based on this. This statement was 

formulated more than forty years ago and since then it has been widely accepted. Schools of landscape ecology 

have been established and gained strength. Haase also states that it is not advisable to treat all the relationships 

and processes taking place in an ecosystem as ecological relationships or processes. In our view Haase and his 

followers tend to prefer biology and are reluctant to move away from the roots of classical ecology. 

Leser (1983, 1984, 1991), the representative of the other point of view, states that all relationships in an 

ecosystem should be considered as geo-ecological relationships. Haase intends to apply the term “landscape 

ecological” to physiological processes and relationships in the system determined by the living creatures and 

thier environment. He clearly distinguishes ecological, geophysical, geochemical and technological processes. 

From practical aspect it is not essential whether we examine the geophysical-geochemical and technogene 

processes separately or we investigate them as integral parts of landscape ecological processes. It must be 

emphasised that from the aspect of ecosystem stability abiotic (according to Haase geophysical-geochemical) 

and technogenic processes also play an important role. The relationship between climate and soil, or the effect 

of any human activity on soils can be mentioned as examples for this. According to Haase‟s figure (Figure 93) 

published in 1979 technogenic processes mean the processes generated by the human society. 
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Figure 93. The structural outline of the main components,and the aspects of the analysis of relations of effects 

and the concept of geosystem (Klug–Lang, 1983, Barsch, 1975, Haase, 1978, 1979 and Finke 1994). 

Haase‟s figure and point of view are instructive from a didactic aspect as well. The figure also reveals that the 

human society does not belong to living creatures but it constitutes a separate factor. This seems trivial today but 

in those days it created a new theoretic aspect the practical consequences of which are probably more significant 

than the theoretical ones. The consideration of abiotic and technogenic factors is of great importance during the 

analysis of ecological stability. The issue of their stability, persistence and diversity can be discussed also 

independenty from the biotic factors. 

1.18.       9.1.The analysis of ecological risk 

The purpose of ecological risk analysis is to judge whether the ecological consequences of present use of an area 

can be, or cannot be accepted in the ecosystem in question. The analysis of environmental telrance (in German 

Umweltverträglichkeitsprüfung) or the analysis of the landscape tolerance (Schneider, 1986, 1987) are closely 

associated with the concept of ecological risk analysis. (Here we see again a good example of a synonymous use 

of the terms landscape and environment.) The concept of environmental impact statement is similar. Kiemstedt 

(1979) speaks about ecological tolerability, this term has basically refers the same meaning. 

During the process of ecological risk analysis we actually introduce ecological data and aspects in an adequately 

adapted and interpreted form into regional planning. This is a difficult task, indeed, beacuse on one hand the 

expectations of the public are very high. On the other hand we have very few data that can help us to describe 

the processes that influence the functioning of the ecosystem. To some extent ecological risk analysis is about 

landscape assessment as well. Landscape ecological relationships relevant from the aspect of land use of the 

area the plan will be made for will be selected and analysed by the methods of landscape potential analysis 

(Figure 94). 
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Figure 94. Flow chart for the analysis and evaluation of tolerability of utilization from ecological aspect 

(Kiemstedt, 1979). 

The ecological risk is enhanced by the fact that that the environmental load of the given area is not only the 

consequence of primary local pollution, but in certain cases, that of the pollution of nearby or distant areas. 

Finally using Bachfischer (1978)‟s figure (Figure 95) we demonstrate how ecological risk analysis must be 

carried out or how the phases of the analysis follow one another. 
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Figure 95. The flow chart of ecological risk analysis (Bachfischer, 1978). 

     10. Landscape evaluationandland evaluation 10.1.Landscape evaluation In this chapter wediscusslandscape 

evaluation from practical point of view. In theprevious chapters we discussed landscape 

evaluationfromscientific aspect. The concepts of landscape andenvironment,the development oflandscape 

ecology, the roleof systems theory anddimension, landscape forming factors, including the role of human 

society and landscape types were presented. The presentation of the above concepts contributed to our 

knowledge on evaluation. Landscape evaluationbelongs to the applied part of landscape ecology, but this does 

notmean thatthe assessment couldbe carried out withoutthepreviouslydiscussedknowledge. Landscape 

evaluationfrom practical aspects is a really diverse field of application. A new comprehensive work (Lóczy, 

2002) was published recently on the topic, with special reference to land evaluation. 

1.18.1.       10.1.1. The ecopottyp concept 
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The theoretical and methodological base of Hungarian physical geographical landscape evaluation is established 

by Marosi – Szilárd (1963). From their publication on landscape evaluation some important statements will be 

cited below. Marosi and Szilárd emphasized that landscape evaluation preceded the synthesis of the landscape 

based on the analytical research of the landscape froming factors. A high-level landscape analysis can be made 

by the combination of earlier encyclopaedic treatises and landscape ecological studies with the practical results 

of the related sciences. 

According totheauthors,landscapes can be classified into landscape types not only on the basis of natural 

conditions, landscape forming factorsbut also on the basis of "their potential, their natural conditions affecting 

economy, which isthe basis oflandscape evaluation. Landscapes belong to different types also from this aspect. 

There is also a hierarchy of these types.Macro-regionsalsorepresenttypes. E.g. he Great Hungarian 

Plainprovidesfavourable conditions foragriculture.Obviously a macro-region cannot be consideredconsistent 

from the aspect of managementpotential.Whatever is the scale ofevaluation, various parts of the landscape must 

be classifiedinto types, too. 

MarosiandSzilárdwereright in sayingthatlandscape evaluationalsoneeds types,andthose must be named and 

classified. They suggestedthat the potential types of the natural environmentshould becalledecopottypes.They 

are not the same as the terms of biotopes, geotopes orecotopes(landscape cells) used in landscape ecologybut 

they are “the territorial unitsof the types of natural conditions of production”. As it follows from the Greco-Latin 

compound word: they are the types ofecological potential.So during the process of landscape evaluation, 

ecopottyps should be identified andtheyneed to be evaluatedandcharacterized. 

Let us look at some landscapes from production perspective, i.e.in terms of the types of utilisation (Figure 96-

99). 

 

Figure 96.Anarea usedfor agriculture.Isit allowed to interpret it as an agricultural ecopottyp? Extending 

gullyerosionwillsoonrender thearea non usable.South Africa, the foreland of the Drakensberg, (photography of 

the author). 
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Figure 97. Whatkind of ecopottyp doesGellért Hill represent? An urban type suitable for construction, anatural 

monument to be protected or a slope partly suitable forviticulture?(Vineyards used to be on the southern slope of 

the hilland the AmpelologicalInstitute used to be there, too.) (Source: Google Earth) 
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Figure 98. Againan ecopottypwhich is currentlyused asvineyardandbuilt-up area, but it could bearable land, 

forest, or part of the vineyardmay have been a forest area.However,its ideal useis vineyards.Abaújszántó., 

(photography of Madarász, B). 

 

Figure 99. A given areacan representdifferentproduction types, such as thisbeachin Gambia, which is used for 

recreationand tourismpurposes, but it could be a portaswell, (photography of the author). 

1.18.2.       10.1.2. The concept of natural environmental potential 

Theconcept ofnatural environmental potential is similar to the concept of the ecopottyp. The 

differencebetweenthem isthatthe latteris based onthe conceptof the environment, while the other is based on the 

concept of landscape. Another difference is thatmethod of ecopottyps identifies territorial types while the 

potential of the natural environment lacks standardization. 

The interpretation of the whole geographicalenvironment of thesociety(seesection 1.3) leads usto the concept 

ofenvironmentalpotential.In the following the interpretation of thisconceptwill be described indetail. 

The natural environmentprovides someutilizationoptions(resources and capabilities) that meetsome socialneeds. 

This performanceof thenatural environmentis callednatural environmental potential. Ifour investigationis not 

based ontheenvironment, but onthelandscape,wecan speakabout landscape potential(Marosi –Szilárd, 1963). 

We can approach theconcept taking into accounttwo points of viewmentioned in the introduction. On the one 

hand, we can raise the question of finding further ways and means of the utilization of our natural 

environment.  On the other hand,the question of the (over)load, the protection, the conservation of the 

environment can also be raised. We emphasize thatthetwoperspectivesare closelyrelated,onecannot existwithout 

the other.At a given momentit may appear thatserving the immediateeconomicinterestsisthe target(i.e.immediate 

andmore intensiveexploitation ofthe possibilities provided bythe environment) and after a while the 

"exploitation" of the natural environmentcan lead toecologicalproblems thatdeteriorate thestate ofthe natural 

environmentandthusits value, too, possiblyto the extent thatthebalancecannot even be recovered at the price 

ofvery biginvestments. 
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The potentialuses ofthenatural environment are partlyresources, partly endowments, conditions.  The 

endowments, conditions represent those environmental factors which are related to the productive and 

consuming activities of the society in broad sense (sensu stricto). Some of theendowmentscan become 

aresource(Figure 100) at a certain industrial(engineering, technical) level ofasociety.Naturalresources(Mezősi, 

1983)meanall the conditionsthat were"explored andexploited for the needs of production andconsumption of the 

society at a given socio-economic (technical)level.” 

 

Figure 100. Among the many endowments of Lake Balaton, the conditions for leisure, recreation and sports 

became resources only recently, 1-200 years ago. (Source: hu.wikipedia.org) 

1.18.3.       10.1.3. Determination of the natural environmental potential 

Determination of the natural environmental potential and the potential of the two other subsystems (see 1.3) 

seems to be feasible in two working phases. The third step is the integrated assessment of the overall 

geographical environment. 

In the first working phase we examine the partial potentials of a given area. At the examination of the natural 

environmental potential, this means an individual assessment of relief, climate, soil etc. conditions. The 

examination of partial potentials can be carried out by several techniques. The simplest and also the least 

capable for comparison is the description of the partial potentials. This is actually not different from the 

rearrangement of the material of the traditional geographical description according to some kind of aspects. 

More advanced is the method that characterizes the partial potentials with quantitative characteristics, ratios. 

These provide opportunity for specific comparison. 

The examination of the partial potentials can be carried out in two ways. Let us take the example of the climatic 

potential to illustrate one of the methods. Analysing the climatic factors we can recognise the opportunities 

offered to various user sectors by the climatic endowments of the area, or of certain parts of that area. 

From the aspect of climatic conditions the Western and Southern edges of the Börzsöny Mountains are suitable 

for agricultural use, but the central part is only good for forestry, and the total area of the mountain is suitable 

for different ways of holiday making. In my opinion this is an overall perspective test, during which we explore 

whether a natural factor is suitable to be exploited by any of the user sectors, and to what extent. This method 
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can be applied without further ado when examining the partial potentials, but in the second phase of the 

analysis, as we will see, the application of the general method is rather difficult. 

The essence of the other method is to analyse and evaluate the partial potentials according to certain aspects. 

This method is called the sectorial method, as we analyze the partial potentials from the point of view of some 

user sectors (e.g. agriculture or within it: crop production etc.). 

In the second working phase we determine the partial potentials of the sub-systems. It is a highly complex task 

since each partial potential must be taken into account with different weights. The two methods of the first 

working phase can be applied here. The sectorial method, e.g. the assessment from agricultural aspect is easy to 

be enforced, while the general method that considers the aspects of all user sectors appears to be an enormous 

task. 

Finally we mention that the concept of natural potential can be interpreted similarly to landscape potential and 

the assessment can also be carried out in a similar way. 

If we evaluate according to the aspects of the user sectors, the method of the evaluation is almost always some 

kind of scoring. The scoring systems are mostly weighted score evaluation systems. "Weighting" means the 

consideration of certain aspects with different weights, but mostly it is the calculation of weighted average. 

1.19.       10.2. Land evaluation in Hungary 

The development of landscape evaluation began with land evaluation in our country, too. There are several 

reasons for this. The first reason is simply the fact that the interpretation of the landscape as a natural resource 

only started in the middle of the last century, while the value of the land - in fact, the soil - was always present 

in the history of agriculture. However, the value of the land does not only arise as soil value, but as property 

value as well. This latter issue, as well as the relationship of real estate with land value will not be treated here. 

The most important milestone is the gold crown value and the related evaluation system. As its first antecedent, 

we can mention the so-called “Josephin” survey.  It was a military survey initiated by Emperor Joseph II. He 

had a fairly up-to-date way of looking at things. The fact that he recognised that the country badly needed a 

cadastral survey proves it. The survey of the country began in 1786. From the aspect of evaluation, the most 

important thing is the representation of the land quality classes: three to five classes are shown on the maps. The 

representation of land use categories can be considered as evaluation. The map series represent altogether six 

methods of cultivation. 

The next milestone to be mentioned is the regular land tax register introduced in 1849. 

The gold crown system was introduced by Act VIII (Article 3) of 1875. Before we present the system, we want 

to emphasize that the elaboration of the system was carried out so thoroughly and carefully, that it is used until 

the present day, even if we will make critical comments in the following. 

The name gold crown is a very appropriate name. On the one hand the currency of the Austro-Hungarian 

Monarchy used to be the gold crown that represented outstanding value in the world so the gold crown value 

refers to a gold coin, on the other hand it means a value indicating the value of the land. The gold crown as a 

currency was introduced in the monarchy from the 1st of January 1900, so a little later than the currency. This is 

the reason why the initial value was expressed in forint instead of gold crown. Several publications appeared on 

the gold crown system. For this presentation we rely on the publications of Sípos - Szűcs (1992), Dömsödi 

(1996) and Lóczy (2003). 

The gold crown system in the cadastral proceeds land tax system is based on the proceeds and net revenues of 

the lands with different uses and different quality. The gold crown value reflects the fertility of the land, its 

favourable or unfavourable location and the cultivability by the proceeds and the revenue. 

Obviously agricultural practices have significantly changed since the end of the 19th century, the aspects of 

farm management and land evaluation must have changed either due to some unexpected and unpredictable 

action. For example if the production of an agricultural plant is financially supported by the preference of the 

state or the European Union, and then the value of the sites suitable for the production of this plant immediately 

increases and so the meaning of the gold crown has changed over time and became a relative value number. In 

Hungary, the average gold crown value of 1 hectare is 19 (Wikipedia). 
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The gold crown value has played a very important role in taxation, since the value of land could be 

differentiated by this index-number, so the landowners paid tax based on the gold crown value. The net proceeds 

of the land was determined in the following way. From the long-time average value of crop yield the cultivation 

(management) costs were deducted, then this was calculated for an areal unit used at that time in Hungary, for a 

so called cadastral “hold” (=„acre‟) and expressed in gold crown. (The Hungarian measuring unit “hold” equals 

to 0.57 hectares or 1.42 English acres.) 

For the elaboration of the golden crown land evaluation system, the country was divided into twelve parts, 

twelve cadastral areas. Twenty to forty pieces of land called rating districts were identified within each cadastral 

area. Seven land uses were distinguished in a district: arable land, meadow, pasture, vineyard, garden, forest and 

reed. Up to eight quality classes for each cultivation type were identified. Municipal study areas were designated 

to determine the quality classes. The average yield, the average yield prices and the costs were taken into 

account for the determination of the profitability of land. 

The gold crown system has been criticized in many ways. One of the arguments is that the system is not in 

accordance with recent methods and results of soil science. Land productivity has changed over time differently 

in various parts our country, so the comparison of the territories is difficult. The methods of cultivation and 

yield capabilities of each crop type changed. Numerous reorganizations and changes took place. E.g. land use in 

peri-urban areas was rearranged. The gold crown system calculated with the market centres that existed before 

The Trianon Peace Treaty and many of them are now outside the borders in the neighbouring countries. Figures 

101 and102 show result maps of the results of the land assessment. 

 

Figure 101. Settlements where the quality of the arable land is less than 17 gold crown. (Source: Dorgai, L. 

2008) 
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Figure 102. The location of the areas with unfavourable conditions. (Source: http:// umvp.eu) 

The nextmilestone isthesoilmapping by Kreybig.Soil mapping of the country started in1911. In 

1934the1:25 000soilmappingstarted. The mapping was suggested byLajosKreybig. Kreybigalsomapped the 

soilpropertiesthat directlyaffect the developmentof plants,thusenriched the agrogeologicaltrend with 

theecologicalapproach.Thus the legendof the map included the distribution of calcium carbonate in thesoil 

profile, fertility of saline solis andgroundwater depth, waterloggedareas,shallowsoil, total humus content, 

thickness of the humuslayer,  Pand Kcontent,chemicalreaction of the soil and genetic soil types (Figure 103). 

Thismap seriesactuallystillcontainsuseful informationsuch about soil conditions of the country promoting 

landevaluation. 

  

 
Figure 103. A detail (Mezőtúr – Túrkeve) of the soil map of Kreybig, prepared by Endrédy, 1936. 
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GáborGéczy(Géczy, 1968) prepared a comprehensive work on the spatial distribution ofHungarian agriculture 

in the1960s.It was thefirst national land assessment (Figure104).The classification was performedin three ways. 

Production site categoriesI,IIandIIIwere distinguished for each plant. Landsuitability was expressed by groups 

of plants,land useclasseswere defined. 

 Figure 104. The classification of 

genetic soil types for wheat production in Transdanubia. 

(Source, Géczy, 1968.) 

Theland evaluationsystemcurrently in use was actually introduced toreplace thegoldencrownsystem. This system 

is called “hundredpointsystem”but did not meet the expectations, so the goldcrownsystem was resumed after the 

change of the regime. Thecriticismamong others refers to the preservation ofthe errors of the goldcrownsystem, 

the values of the sample areasarebased onaveragevaluesand in addition to thisthe plotsurveydoes not meetthe 

standards ofmodernsoil science.  Another criticism is that theevaluation according to land use does not 

excludeeconomicelements. 

 The next milestone is the research entitled "The agro-ecological potential ofHungary" (Láng etal.,1983).In the 

research report agro-ecologicalzones weredefined that fitted theadministrative divisionof thecountry. Major 

cropyields were calculated for each macro-region of the country.Mathematicalmodelswere used to predict the 

changes ofyields, the trends of the changes and the expectedvaluesfor 2000. 

Physico-geographicallandscape evaluation, e.g. the above mentioned evaluation by Maros-Szilárd mentioned 

above can be considered as land evaluation, too.  Landscape evaluation is based on landscape ecologicalanalysis 

namely on the examinationofthe landscape froming factors. It is followed by landscape synthesis the main result 

of this synthesis isthe determination of habitat types, finallypotentiallanduses, land fertility, and land potential 

will be given.The latter includes calculations on economy, ecological stability andloadability,occasionallysocio-

political analysis. 

We will omit any further discussionon Hungarian land evaluation research related to landscape evaluationas it is 

discussed in detail inLóczy's book (2002). 

And finally another diagramwill be presented evaluatinggeneticsoil types(Figure104) from the aspect of a single 

plant, namely wheat. 
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The followinganimationsinform onthe change of cultivated area inHungary. The cultivated area is shown in 

animation 11, Animation 12 presents the areas taken out from cultivation, the change of land use from 1938 

to1996 can be seen in Animation 13. 

 

Animation 11. The percentage of cultivated area in Hungary  (%), 1938-1996. (Source: KSH, Central Bureau for 

Statistics) 

The strong decrease of cultivated area in Hungary can be seen here, morethan sevenpercent in sixty 

years.Industrialization, urbanization, transport development requiremore and morespace and this space isusually 

gained at the expenseof agricultural land. A negativeaspect of theprocess is thatoftenhigh-qualityareas are taken 

out from production considering onlyshort-term interests.As a consequence of this the proportion 

ofdegradedareas and susceptible territories to erosion increases on cultivated areas. The percentage of the 

areaswithdrawnfrom cultivationincreased by sevenpercent from1938 to 1996 due tothe above reasons. 

 

Animation 12. The percentage of the area taken out from cultivation (%, 1938-1996). (Source: KSH, Central 

Bureau for Statistics) 

The summary of the changes shown in the previos amnimations is presented in Animation 13. Agricultural 

landand forest are included in cultivated area. According to a more precise definition of the term “cultivated 

area” involves arable land,grassland(meadow and pasture), vineyards, gardensand orchards, forests, reed and 

pondscan be classifiedinto this category.The large shareof agricultural land and the smal percentage of 

forestsisstriking. Thetrends, the scale and the reasons of the changes are explained in thepreviousanimations. 

terfelhaszn 1938-1996_5 

Animation 13. Land use change in Hungary (1938-1996, %) (Source: KSH, Central Bureau for Statistics) 

     11. Landscape evaluation from different aspects 11.1. Urban areas Urban industrial ecosystems represent one 

of the mega-ecosystems of the Earth (Figure 105). The role and function of human beings in these ecosystems 

has been changing throughout history. Today human influence is so strong and dangerous that in certain cases it 

threatens the existence of urban-industrial ecosystems. 
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Figure 105. Thisis part of Óbuda is anurban areawherethe share ofgreensurface is relatively high. (Source: 

http://blog.volgyiattila.hu) 

In the course of its development human beings have continuously enlarged the ecological niche they occupied. 

Man has achieved this by using various tools, wearing clothes, raising domestic animals and agricultural activity 

in general, profiting from the ever-developing techniques and by using bigger and bigger quantities of energy. 

 If we regard the urban-ecosystem to be capable of self-regulation, it becomes evident that the proportion of 

producents is small and reducents cannot tackle with the overflowing masses of waste. As a result of this, 

consumers outnumber producents. It is also evident that the vast-majority of consumers is the overpopulated 

urban population, namely man. The functioning of cities would not be possible at all without energy food and, 

what is the most important of all, water and air coming from outside. In exchange for this cities produce 

communal waste, wastewater and polluted air. 

Urban ecosystems ought to be integrated into quasi-natural landscape ecosystems (Figure 106). Without this, the 

long-term and lasting viability of citizens would not be assured. The system of relations that exist between the 

urban and suburban ecosystems is of major importance without which the urban ecosystem, which is otherwise 

incapable of self-regulation, would not be able to survive. 
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Figure 106. Construction in the BudaHills increasedin the lasthalf century, nevertheless the area can be 

consideredto berelatively natural. (Source: www.egikamera.hu) 

Irrespective of the fact that the viability of cities and the quality of urban life depends strongly on its relation to 

its environment, efforts must be made to improve the natural quality of the ecosystem and to create a quasi-

natural state. 

To achieve this, two basic methods can be followed. According to the first method measures must be taken to 

protect the environment (e.g. reduction of the emission), which is obviously not the task of landscape ecology. 

The second procedure is to create areas of limited size within the cities. These areas must be capable of self-

regulation. The latter is one of the key tasks of urban ecology which is an important research field of applied 

landscape ecology. 

It must be mentioned that the questions of urban ecology are primarily of (bio)ecological and only secondarily 

landscape ecological character. As it is well known, in the meantime the cities have became the refugee area of a 

lot of plant and animal species. Schulte (1992) states that rarely populated suburban areas or vacant lots and 

other urban patches function as refugee biotopes for certain species. It means that cities can play a positive role. 

That is why it is absolutely necessary to consider man‟s impact on various ecosystems carefully and not to 

declare it for negative from the beginning. 

Ellenberg (1973) classified man‟s impacts on ecosystems in the following way: 

1.     Exploitation of organic and inorganic materials (minerals and water) that are important for the household 

and management of the ecosystem. 

2.     The input of organic and inorganic matter (e.g. fertilisers, waste) and the input of living creatures that did 

not exist in the area, or simply the concentration of these living creatures. 

3.     The poisoning of living creatures, or certain groups of living organisms of the ecosystem by the input of 

material that do not normally occur in the ecosystem and to which the biocenoses could not adapt. 

4.     The modification of the composition of species by alien species, or by endangering or destroying the 

existing species.  Nowadays the latter is more common. 
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The main question in connection with human influence is to find out when it reaches a threshold value, when the 

ecosystem, the urban ecosystem in the given case, will not be able to tackle the situation with its capability of 

self-regulation. If this threshold value is exceeded, continuous human interaction becomes necessary, which 

demands a lot of energy, mainly in the urban ecosystems. 

The excessive consumption of ecosystems controlled by man is only possible with substantial and continuous 

outer energy input. Consequently, in the case of urban-industrial ecosystems and agricultural and forested areas, 

spatial divergence and separation can be noticed from functional aspect. 

It follows from the preceeding statement that cities are only viable if there are compensating and supplementing 

areas in their environment (Figure 107). Here we can see again the interdependence of theory and practice, as 

the functional differences between urban-industrial and other areas and the dependence of cities on other areas 

define the planning tasks. For carrying out the planning tasks, not only the consideration of scientific 

knowledge, but also the consideration of administrative- political and socio-economic aspects is necessary. 

 

Figure 107. The city of Győr was built inan idealenvironmentbuilt surrounded bynaturalecosystems. (Source: 

Google Earth) 

  

The practice of urban-ecology can be described by the expressions of ecological city rejuvenation, 

reconstruction according to the aspects of ecology, the ecological city of the future, eco-architecture, eco-urban 

planning. 

1.20.       11.2. Agricultural areas 

In areas with agricultural use we can find ecosystems with agricultural characters (so called agro-ecosystems, 

Figure 108-109). An ecosystem is only operable if it contains, as minimum criterium, autotrophic plants and 

heterotrophic organisms that are able to mineralize waste. In agro-ecosystems the situation is different because 

the system is consciously modified by man. The purpose of this modification is to reduce the number of plant 

species and the number of individuals in the ecosystem artificially by using herbicides or hoeing in favour of the 

actually cultivated plant. The extreme case is the so called monoculture when there is one single plant species in 

the field. Since energy and nutrients are removed from the field by harvesting, the amount of nutrients that is 

created by remineralisation does not suffice to compensate the removal. As the farmer would like to provide at 
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least the same level of production as before, he is forced to manure, that is to intervene artificially into the 

ecosystem again. The discussion of the effects and ecological relations of manure and fertilisers will not be 

detailed here. These all point to the outward control of the ecosystem by human activity. 

 

Figure 108. Agro-ecosystem in a natural environment in the area of Bokod, (photography of Mararász, B). 
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Figure 109. Crop residues left on arable land provide favourable ecological conditions. The area of Dióskál, 

(photography of Mararász, B). 

Another ecological problem is that the most intensively-cultivated agricultural zones are in the immediate 

environment of industrial-urban areas. These areas are supposed to provide the healthy ecological existence of 

the urban areas by compensating their harmful effects, but this can hardly be expected if they are labelled 

instable from ecological aspect. It is a curious paradox, that some animals and plants seek shelter in the cities 

from these instable suburban areas. 

Bio-agriculture using natural materials of biological origin as a kind of alternative agriculture is frequently 

mentioned today. Without doubt it reduces the pressure on the ecosystems. In connection with bio-agriculture it 

should be mentioned that even if we pursue bio-agriculture in a small area or in very big fields, these territories 

are still affected by the harmful effects of the environmental conditions of remote areas, arriving mostly through 

the media of air and water. 

During the planning process we should stand for the better emergence of the aspects of ecology and landscape-

ecology. Since the agricultural area is continuously decreasing in the most developed countries, there is a 

chance, mostly in the suburban areas, that agriculture will be replaced by more natural land uses. 

1.21.       11.3. Capability analyses 

Which parts of the country are best suitable for tourism (Figure 110)? Where are the most suitable areas for 

wheat production? Where to set up a sulphuric acid factory? Where should the refuse dump be located? These 

questions can always be answered by means of capability analysis. The simultaneous consideration of several 

data layers is necessary for this. A procedure with weighting method is presented below. 

 

Figure 110. A high quality holiday resort to show that there are different levels of suitabilityfor tourism. 

(Source: www.minap.hu) 

1.21.1.       11.3.1. Capability analysis of the surface of Hungary 
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The surface of Hungary will be classified from the aspect of arable cultivation. The area of Hungary will be 

divided into units of relative values expressing ecological suitability, mainly from the aspect of the cultivation of 

the arable plants. Eleven factors were taken into consideration. Part of these are homogenous parameters 

(average slope), but most of them are komplex, derived indices (soil value water, water supplement). 

The parameters were taken into account with different scores. A scoring system was formed like in case of 

suitability assessments and considering the fact that complex indexes can multiply some values (e.g. the soil 

value reflects relief conditions and slope gradient, so the weight of the slope increases). The parameter scores 

add up to a hundred. The generalised criteria of the cultivation of arable plants (orography, temperature, 

pedological and water claims) were evaluated from the aspect of how they fulfil the ecological claims. 

A detailed presentation will not be provided here, only the map with the results will be shown (Figure 111). 

 

Figure 111. Evaluation of the surface of Hungary from the generalised aspect of arable cultivation. 

  

A comparative analysis was made using the evaluation map, the land use mapand the maps of the nature and 

landscape conservation areas, to draw attention to the conflicting situations. 

The database of the conflicts was constructed as follows: 

1.     Evaluation map for arable cultivation 

2.     Natural conservation areas, landscape protection areas 

3.     Land use 

In the future if land use reorganisation is planned it would be reasonable to use the database of the conflicts. It 

should be noted that at the study of any kind of conflicts similar methods cann be applied with similar databases. 

Ángyán (2012) prepared an agricultural suitability map (Figure 112), an environmental sensitivity map (Figure 

113) and a map of identification for suggested use of the area of Hungary (Figure 114) with environmentally 

sensitive areas, agricultural areas, and transitional areas. 
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Figure 112. Agricultural suitability map of Hungary (Ángyán – Dorgai (eds.) – Halász – Janowszky – 

Makovényi – Ónodi – Podmaniczky – Szenci - Szepesi – Veöreös, 1998). 

  

 

Figure 113. Environmental sensitivity map of Hungary (Kohlheb-Podmaniczky-Skutai, 2009). 
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Figure 114. Identification of the areas of Hungary from the aspects of sensitivity and suggested use (Ángyán – 

Dorgai (eds.) – Halász – Janowszky – Makovényi – Ónodi – Podmaniczky – Szenci - Szepesi – Veöreös, 1998). 

     12. The evaluation of environmental sensitivity 12.1. The concept of environmental sensitivity 

Environmental sensitivity, landscape sensitivity and the definition of environmentally sensitive areas are 

important current issues. The definition of the ESAs (Environmentally Sensitive Areas) has an important role in 

EU policy making as well. 

For the identification of environmentally sensitive areas it is important to examine the sensitivity of landscape 

elements, particularly it is necessary to determine the most vulnerable element and to assess its significance in 

the environmental system. Several approaches are known for the identification of environmental sensitivity. 

Figure 115 shows the Mediterranean from the aspect of land-use is sustainability. Figure 116 presents the 

vulnerability to desertification in the same region. Figure 117 presents the values of the index of sensitivity to 

desertification. 

  

 

Figure 115. The levels of landscape sustainability in the Mediterranean region. (Source: www.coe.int) 
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Figure 116. The vulnerability to desertification in the Mediterranean region. (Source: www.coe.int) 

 

Figure 117. The geographical distribution to the index of sensitivity to desertification (SDI), 2008. 

(Source:www.eea.europa.eu) 

  

http://www.eea.europa.eu/
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It is reasonable to make a distinction between environmental sensitivity, vulnerability and threat. Sensitivity is 

the result of a given natural condition, vulnerability is the consequence of a function or process associated with 

the condition. 

Further definitions related to sensitivity will be discussed below. Hydrogeological aspects are considered in the 

definition of Alföldi (1994). He distinguishes sensitivity and vulnerability. Sensitivity is determined by the 

parameters of the aquifer type regardless of its geographic position. Vulnerability characterizes the water 

supplying system, taking the spatial position and the water flow conditions in addition to sensitivity into 

account. "Vulnerability refers to the fact whether some external effects (mainly pollution) can easily spread in 

the system and how high the degree of damage caused in the given medium is. The concept of hazard refers to 

the kind and extent of this impact" (Lóczy, 2006). 

In addition to vulnerability the concept of risk is often mentioned as well. It is calculated from the probability of 

the occurrence of an unexpected destructive event, from vulnerability of the system and from the elements at 

risk. 

To sum up, "the source of danger is some unfavourable environmental impact, vulnerability is interpreted as the 

severity of the expected consequences, risk is the eventuality of the adverse events, natural disaster is their 

occurrence." (Lóczy, 2006) 

1.22.       12.2. Vulnerability of the surface of Hungary from the 
aspect of aridification 

The analysis of vulnerability to aridification in Hungary will be presented below. 

The database ismade up from the generalised version of six maps from the National Atlas of Hungary.The scale 

of the generalizedmaps is 1:2000 000. The following factors are represented on the maps: the maximum 

groundwater level, hydrogeological conditions, soil water management characteristics, soil type, soil water 

regime and the degree of soil erosion. 

Different scores were given to the sixselectedfactors. The factors are F1, ... F6, the scores are S1, ... S6 and the 

estimated value of vulnerabilitycan be calculated with the equation 

SSiFi. 

Thegeneralizedmaps were digitizedby scanning. After the appropriate corrections, the resultingrasterfile was 

processed by the ARC /INFOsystem. Geocodes were attributed to the file interpreted as an image based on 

tenreference points, and then they were converted to the internal raster file of ARC /INFO, namely to agridfile. 

Such grid filescan be treated as raster files, and the different types of operations can easily be performedon 

them, such as, the necessary algorithmapplied here, which meant thecalculation oftheweightedaverage of 

theindividualinputfactors. 

The result of theclassificationis shown in Figure 118. 
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Figure 118. Thevulnerabilityof Hungary‟ssurface to aridification. 

Land use changes of the Kiskunság were analysed by Kertész et al. (1997) int he MEDALUS project (Figure 

119) and envronmental sensitivity of the area was determined by Őrsi, A. (2011, see Figure 120). The 

assessment is based on four factors investigated from the aspect of sensitivity to aridification in the area of 

Kiskunság, the factors are soil, climate, vegetation and anthropogenic load. 
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Figure 119. The study area (Kertész et al. 1997). 
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Figure 120. The results of the assessment. The degree of sensitivity is increasing from green to red (Őrsi, 2011). 

With the last application presented above the series of appplications is just interrupted because there is no end to 

the possibilities of application. A broad spectrum of possibilitiesforapplication possibilities was attemted to be 

given, strating form the possibilities of applications to case studies, sometimesonly by giving outlines of the 

principlesof the application,in other cases by giving  detailed information on themethodology. 

Thisheterogeneouspresentationwas chosen deliberately to revealthepossibilities, and through some 

examplesdescribed in detail to introduce how a givenapplication is performed. 
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[1]Schmithüsen (1950) refers to two main landscape components, the natural landscape classification system, 

and growing from this, the spatial differentiation caused by man. 
 

[2]The concept of anthropogenic landscape in the Soviet literature is not identical with the expression cultural 

landscape as used in the Anglo-Saxon studies. The former often does not fulfil the criteria either from spatial or 

from conceptual aspects (Mezősi, 1983.) 
 

[3]the biosphere transformed by man 
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[4]He thinks that the concept of geographical environment was used to express the natural environment of the 

society, but social environment is a different category. 
 

[5]The expression the whole integrated environment is used in the same sense as the expression whole 

geographicalenvironment of the society (Pécsi et al., 1980). Other synonym expressions: total social 

environment, the geographicalenvironment of the society or simply geographical environment. If later we speak 

about geographical environment we think about the concept of the whole geographical environment of the 

society by Pécsi (1979). The definitions of Geraszimov (1976b), Haase (1977) and Mezősi (1983) are similar to 

Pécsi‟s. 
 

[6]In German literature, besides the expression biotope, the word Lebensstatte („habitat, territory‟) also turns up 

at the beginning with synonymous meaning. (cf. Thinemann 1925). 
 

[7]The word physiological refers to the landscape ecological perspective including the abiotic natural factors. 
 

[8]The expression “standing crop” in Odum‟s book (1963) was translated into Hungarian as termés „crop, yield‟. 
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